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Abstract

The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM, ∼56 million years ago) was a tran-

sient global warming event, characterized by a prominent negative carbon isotope ex-

cursion (CIE) in the proxy record, most likely caused by a massive input of carbon to

the ocean and atmosphere.

Despite several plausible hypotheses, the exact rate of carbon release and the ultimate

location of the carbon source remain unknown. The deep ocean conditions must have

been inhospitable to marine organisms, since PETM sediment records indicate a mass

extinction of benthic foraminifera and vast dissolution of CaCO3 sediments. Both,

ocean circulation and marine biogeochemistry must have been affected by the carbon

perturbation of the PETM.

Until now, however, modelling studies did not consider the changes in the ocean circu-

lation together with the changes in ocean biogeochemistry. As ocean circulation state

is key in shaping the marine carbon cycle the current interpretation of the PETM

proxy record may be incomplete. To address this issue, we simulate the Late Paleocene

background climate and the onset of the PETM with the state of the art Earth System

Model of the Max Planck Institute (MPI-ESM).

The background climate and ocean biogeochemistry state are important for studying

the PETM itself. Therefore, simulations start in the warm steady-state climate of the

Late Paleocene. We spin up the ocean biogeochemistry over several thousand years in

an ocean stand alone model setup to establish plausible water column and sediment

conditions for the marine carbon cycle parameters. In a second step, we use a coupled

model setup, based on a newer version of the atmospheric general circulation model

ECHAM. The comparison of the results of the two model configurations reveals ma-

jor differences due to changes in the location of deepwater formation areas. Model

results show, that already in the Late Paleocene, ocean circulation driven by deepwa-

ter formation in the Southern Hemisphere produces a horizontally reversed carbonate

ion (CO2−
3 ) gradient between the deep Atlantic and Pacific in comparison to modern

conditions.

For the onset of the PETM, model scenarios of different carbon release rates and lo-

cations are performed. For the first time we show that weakening of the Southern

Ocean deepwater formation and enhancement of ocean stratification in response to the

carbon perturbation is key mechanism to reproduce the CaCO3 dissolution pattern of

the PETM suggested by the proxy record. Reduced ocean ventilation causes the prod-

ucts of organic matter remineralization (releasing PO4, CO2 and consuming O2) to be

trapped in intermediate waters. Thereby, deoxygenation and dissolution of CaCO3 are

triggered throughout the water column.



The stagnation of the ocean and the isolation effect of the deep ocean due to the re-

duced ventilation exceed the effect of higher input rates of carbon from the atmosphere.

In summary, we conclude that while rising atmospheric CO2 must have determined the

response of ocean biogeochemistry to the carbon cycle perturbation during the PETM,

ocean circulation modulated it. In this context we suggest a maximum atmospheric

CO2 increase rate of about 1 Gt C yr−1, which is in agreement with surface and deep

ocean biogeochemistry properties and is consistent with available proxy data.

Our results provide guidance for proxy data studies focusing on the reconstruction of

the evolution of deepwater formation. Furthermore, the importance of the effects of

reduced ventilation and increased respiration of organic matter for marine biogeochem-

istry demonstrated in our study, is of high relevance for research on the future climate

under rising CO2.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and research questions

The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM, ∼56 million years ago) describes

a time period of about 170 kyr, which is characterized by an increase of mean surface

temperatures of ∼6 � (e.g., Kennett and Stott 1991; Zachos et al. 2003; Sluijs et al.

2006). This warming is attributed to the release of thousands of Gt of isotopically light

carbon (1 Gt=1015 g) into the ocean-atmosphere system, which led to a negative δ13C

carbon isotope excursion (CIE) of about 4 � and the massive dissolution of marine

carbonates throughout the deep sea (e.g., Zachos et al. 2005; Zeebe et al. 2009; Ridg-

well and Schmidt 2010). During the PETM, the atmospheric CO2 concentrations and

concomitant warming increased significantly over a relatively short time period of less

than 10 kyr (Zeebe et al. 2009; Sluijs et al. 2012), starting from an already warmer

background climate than today. However, the exact atmospheric CO2 content before

the PETM, as well as the maximum values of CO2 during the PETM still remain

poorly constrained. Estimates of atmospheric CO2 concentration range from 600 to

2800 ppmv for the pre-PETM (Dunkley Jones et al. 2010; Pagani et al. 2006a).

In the ocean the different basins must have been affected by varying degrees of ocean

acidification since the deep-sea carbonate dissolution pattern was characterized by

stronger dissolution in the Atlantic than in the Pacific Ocean (Zeebe and Zachos 2007;

Zeebe et al. 2009). The carbon input had only a moderate long-term impact on the

surface ocean saturation state (Gibbs et al. 2006b), but the deep ocean biogeochemistry

was much more affected by the carbon perturbation. Globally, about 30-50 % of species

of benthic foraminifera went extinct during the event (Thomas 2007).

In terms of atmospheric CO2 increase rate and (rapid) global warming, the PETM is

dealt as the closest analogue to the ongoing present-day climate change (Ridgwell and

Schmidt 2010; Hoenisch et al. 2012). This similarity widens the interest in studying and

understanding the PETM climate state and in reconstructing the oceanic carbon cycle

during this period. Although, carbon cycle boundary conditions before the PETM were

different from modern conditions, the PETM serves as a case study for ocean acidifi-

cation caused by anthropogenic CO2 increase (Zeebe 2012b).
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Chapter 1 Introduction

In this study I use the Max Planck Institute-Earth System Model (MPI-ESM), to study

the transient changes in the ocean biogeochemistry during the PETM, as well as the

long-term steady state ocean biogeochemistry of the Late Paleocene. The MPI-ESM

consists of the coupled general circulation models for the atmosphere and the ocean,

ECHAM6 (Stevens et al. 2013) and MPIOM (Jungclaus et al. 2013) and the subsystem

models JSBACH (Reick et al. 2013) and HAMOCC (Ilyina et al. 2013) for simulating

land/vegetation and the marine biogeochemistry, respectively.

For modelling the transient changes in ocean biogeochemistry in response to the carbon

perturbation during the PETM, it is essential to establish the preceding background

climate state of the Late Paleocene. This period was characterized by warm and sta-

ble climatic conditions, bearing ice-free conditions at the poles (Zachos et al. 2001).

Typical for warm periods in Earth’s past, the pole-equator temperature gradient used

to be smaller during the Late Paleocene, featuring much higher temperatures in high

latitudes (Sluijs et al. 2006; Lunt et al. 2012). As a consequence of climatic conditions

and continental configuration/bathymetry, the ocean circulation differed to today’s cir-

culation state, since the main area of deepwater formation was likely located in the

Southern Ocean (Thomas et al. 2003; Tripati and Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris

2006).

Modelling studies of the Late Paleocene address primarily the ocean and atmospheric

circulation and climate state (Huber and Sloan 2001; Heinemann et al. 2009; Winguth

et al. 2010). However, due to the different climate and higher atmospheric CO2 content,

ocean biogeochemical parameters must have been distributed differently to modern

conditions, but only little is known about the ocean biogeochemistry during that time.

Carbon cycle reconstructions are based on Earth system models of intermediate com-

plexity (EMIC) and box models (Panchuk et al. 2008; Zeebe et al. 2009; Ridgwell and

Schmidt 2010). There is no modelling study about Late Paleocene ocean biogeochem-

istry including a complex carbon cycle. Therefore, I spin up the ocean biogeochemistry

in a ocean stand-alone configuration (MPIOM/HAMOCC) to answer the first research

question:

1.) Can the ocean biogeochemistry of the Late Paleocene be further con-

strained by using a complex ESM?

Under Late Paleocene boundary conditions, the initial state in the ocean’s carbon-

ate chemistry before the PETM is expected to have been different to the pre-industrial

one. For instance, the carbonate buffer capacity could have varied to the modern one

due to generally higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Zeebe 2012b), which would in

turn influence the oceanic CO2 uptake capacity during the PETM. Moreover, there are

still high uncertainties concerning the Late Paleocene carbonate compensation depth

8



1.1 Motivation and research questions

(CCD), the depth at which CaCO3 is no longer found in sediments (CaCO3 dissolution

> CaCO3 precipitation). Changes in the CCD are used as a proxy for oceanic CO2 up-

take and concomitant ocean acidification in past climates. Zeebe et al. (2009) estimated

the size of the PETM carbon input based on sediment records of deep-sea carbonate

dissolution. However, quite different estimates of required CO2 injection to the ocean,

derived from CaCO3 dissolution, are related to uncertainties in the pre-PETM CCD.

Panchuk et al. (2008), for instance, suggest a deeper pre-PETM CCD for the Pacific

and Atlantic Ocean than Zeebe et al. (2009). Based on answers to research question

1, I want to further constrain the carbonate chemistry of the surface and deep oceans

and investigate if sedimentary CaCO3 would be more or less vulnerable to dissolution

in the different ocean basins. Therefore, I address the following question:

2.) Did the Late Paleocene climate state influence the ocean biogeochem-

istry’s sensitivity towards a carbon perturbation during the PETM?

As a consequence of atmospheric CO2 increase and concomitant warming during the

onset of the PETM, the Southern Ocean deepwater formation decreased (Tripati and

Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris 2006). Furthermore, a switch of deep water formation

from southern to northern high latitudes during the onset of the PETM is discussed

(Bice and Marotzke 2002).

Studies of the future high CO2 world investigated the response of the ocean biogeo-

chemistry to circulation changes in ESM simulations (e.g., Bopp et al. 2002; Najjar

et al. 2007). Climate change induced increase of surface stratification and decrease of

intermediate and deep water formation strongly influence marine ecosystems and deep

ocean tracer concentrations, promoting processes such as deoxygenation and lowering

of primary production (Bopp et al. 2013; Seferian et al. 2013).

Modelling studies concerning the ocean carbon cycle during the PETM do not, or just

insufficiently, account for change in physical conditions, e.g., changes in ocean circula-

tion. Winguth et al. (2012) simulated the PETM with the Community Climate System

Model Version 3 (CCSM3). They predict a general weakening of deepwater formation

and changing ocean circulation due to CO2 induced warming. However, they just an-

alyze export production and oxygen concentrations to study processes related to the

benthic extinction during the PETM. Panchuk et al. (2008), investigate the marine

carbon cycle during the PETM, but their simulation does not predict a weakening of

Southern Ocean deep water production. Zeebe et al. (2009) run several simulations

of the PETM with a box model. They prescribe a weakening of the Southern Ocean

deepwater formation, but instead add a second deepwater source in the North Pacific.

Hence, former studies did not investigate the alterations in circulation patterns of ocean

currents in response to the carbon perturbation together with carbon cycle modelling.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Therefore, important processes to explain the PETM CIE may not have been consid-

ered when interpreting the proxy record.

The presented study is the first attempt to simulate the ocean biogeochemical response

to a PETM related carbon perturbation with an ESM based on general circulation

models of the atmosphere and ocean including the ocean biogeochemistry.

Changes in ocean circulation have only received little attention in relation to:

(1) the deep ocean carbonate chemistry during the PETM and its influence on CaCO3

dissolution, which differed strongly between the single ocean basins (Thomas et al.

2002; Zachos et al. 2005). While the CaCO3 dissolution was only weak in the Pacific

(CCD shoaled several 100 meters), the Atlantic Ocean showed severe dissolution of

CaCO3 and concomitant CCD shoaling of 2 km (Zeebe et al. 2009).

(2) The benthic extinction event. Deep-sea benthic foraminifera suffered severe ex-

tinction (30-50 % of species) globally, while pelagic-planktonic organisms showed only

smaller changes in total abundance during the PETM (Thomas 2007). Proxy records

show that the perturbation of surface water saturation state which coincided with the

onset of the PETM was not detrimental to most calcareous nannoplankton taxa (Gibbs

et al. 2006b, 2013). The differences in the planktonic and benthic response to the car-

bon perturbation could imply a less intense coupling of surface and deep ocean biota at

the Paleocene-Eocene boundary. This decoupling is also seen in a delay in the benthic

δ13C carbon isotope signal (compared to the surface) in the sediment record spanning

the PETM (Thomas et al. 2002; Zachos et al. 2008). Several studies discuss the single

reasons for the extinction event, but it seems to be most likely that the covariation of

ocean acidification, warming, and corresponding oxygen depletion could have led to the

PETM extinction event (Ridgwell and Schmidt 2010; Thomas 2007). Since our model

accounts for all of the mentioned stressors, it is possible to evaluate if the deep ocean

tends to become inhospitable during the onset of the PETM and if so to define more

closely the driving mechanisms behind it. Therefore, I propose the following research

question:

3.) How did the ocean circulation affect the marine carbon cycle and the

biology in response to the PETM carbon perturbation?

Several possible carbon emission scenarios are discussed for the onset of the PETM

(e.g., Pagani et al. 2006a; Zeebe et al. 2009). The carbon emission pathways differ in

their emission rate as well as in the location of the carbon source. PETM modelling

studies conclude that annual emission rates of 0.6 Gt C (Zeebe et al. 2009) and 0.68

Gt C (Panchuk et al. 2008) would be sufficient to reproduce the CIE, but they fail to

obtain the global warming of 6 �, unless a much higher climate sensitivity than today

is assumed. Furthermore, the models produce too strong CaCO3 dissolution in the
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1.2 Thesis Outline

Pacific, if annual emission rates exceed the values of Panchuk et al. (2008); Zeebe et al.

(2009). However, Hoenisch et al. (2012) hypothesize that CO2 emissions of �1 Gt C

are necessary to produce the appropriate signal in the ocean acidification proxy record.

Also Penman et al. (2014) give estimates of atmospheric CO2 increase rates needed to

reproduce the proxy derived surface pH decrease during the PETM, which are higher

than the one applied in the existing modelling studies.

Besides the annual atmospheric emission rate, additional carbon sources in the ocean

(methane hydrate decomposition) represent a possible mechanism for driving the PETM

warming and the CIE (Dickens et al. 1995; Thomas et al. 2002). For instance Zeebe

et al. (2009) prescribe 40 % of the prescribed carbon emissions directly in the deep

Atlantic in order to reproduce the CaCO3 dissolution record between the Atlantic and

the Pacific. This leads me to the following research question:

4.) What is the relevance of different sources and rates of carbon pertur-

bation for the marine biogeochemistry?

Besides the discussion of how much carbon is needed to produce the PETM global

warming and negative CIE (Dickens et al. 1997; Zeebe et al. 2009; Cui et al. 2011),

another uncertainty/unknown lies in the prolonged warming during the body of the

CIE, covering a period of 100 kyrs (Zeebe 2013; Zeebe and Zachos 2013). Feedback

processes in the carbon cycle could have driven this long lasting warming by keeping

atmospheric CO2 concentrations at an elevated level. Modelling the PETM carbon

perturbation with a complex ESM could give some indication if feedback processes

contributed to this warming. In this context I state the following research question:

5.) Did feedback mechanisms between climate and ocean carbon cycle play

a role for maintaining elevated atmospheric CO2 and temperatures

throughout the PETM?

1.2 Thesis Outline

Each of the three main chapters of this thesis is written in the style of journal publica-

tions. As a consequence, they contain their own introduction and conclusions, and can

be read largely independently of one another.

In Chapter 2, I present the simulation of the ocean biogeochemistry steady state

during the Late Paleocene. A warm period in Earth climate which served as the back-

ground state for the PETM. The conducted simulation is carried out with a stand-alone

modelling setup. This work has been submitted to ’Climate of the Past’ for publication

and is currently under revisions (Heinze and Ilyina 2014).

11



Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 3 gives a description of the coupled PETM model setup, which is used for the

simulations of the PETM carbon perturbation. Furthermore, different climate states

for the Late Paleocene are analyzed and discussed, which result from the stand-alone

and fully coupled model setup used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, respectively.

Chapter 4 deals with the response of the marine carbon cycle to a carbon perturbation

which is related to the PETM. I present several carbon emission scenarios and analyze

the response of the ocean biogeochemistry. The conducted simulations are carried out

with the fully coupled model setup.

In Chapter 5 I draw the main conclusions from the work presented in this thesis.

Furthermore I give an outlook on possible future research.

12



Chapter 2

Ocean biogeochemistry in the warm

climate of the Late Paleocene

2.1 Introduction

The Late Paleocene has received interest because of its role as background climate for

the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM), which could have been a possible

analogue for present-day greenhouse warming and ocean acidification (e.g. Zachos et al.

2005; Ridgwell and Zeebe 2005; Zeebe and Zachos 2013). The PETM describes a time

period of about 170 kyr, which is characterized by an increase in mean surface temper-

atures of more than 5 � (Kennett and Stott 1991; Dickens et al. 1995; Zachos et al.

2008). During the PETM, the atmospheric CO2 values increased significantly over a

relatively short time period of about 10 kyr (Panchuk et al. 2008). Nonetheless, the

question about the exact atmospheric CO2 content before the PETM, as well as the

maximum values of CO2 during the PETM still remains unanswered (e.g., Pagani et al.

2006a).

The climate of the Late Paleocene was characterized by higher global average tempera-

tures than in present-day, bearing ice-free conditions at the poles (Zachos et al. 2001).

The pole-equator temperature gradient was smaller, displaying in sea surface temper-

atures (SST) of >30 � in the tropics (Pearson et al. 2001), and up to 20 � in high

latitudes (Sluijs et al. 2006; Lunt et al. 2012). Deep ocean water masses were up to 10

� warmer compared to modern values (Kennett and Stott 1991; Zachos et al. 2008;

Tripati and Elderfield 2005). The warmer climate and the Late Paleocene continental

configuration influenced global ocean circulation patterns. The main deepwater forma-

tion occurred in southern high latitudes, with additional minor regions of deepwater

formation in the northern hemisphere (Thomas et al. 2003). There is no consensus

if the northern hemisphere deepwater formation was stronger in the Atlantic or the

Pacific (e.g., Bice and Marotzke 2002; Tripati and Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris

2006).

Hitherto, the focus of modeling the Late Paleocene with complex Earth System Models

(ESM) was set to the physical ocean and atmospheric system (Huber and Sloan 2001;

13



Chapter 2 Ocean biogeochemistry of the Late Paleocene

Heinemann et al. 2009; Winguth et al. 2010). Studies about the PETM background

climate show a wide range of inter-model variability, using prescribed atmospheric CO2

concentrations ranging from 2x to 16x pre-industrial CO2 (Lunt et al. 2012). In previ-

ous studies the Late Paleocene ocean biogeochemistry has been addressed exclusively

with Earth System Models of intermediate complexity (EMIC) or box models (e.g.,

Panchuk et al. 2008; Zeebe et al. 2009; Ridgwell and Schmidt 2010; Winguth et al.

2012). These modeling studies are covering the whole PETM, with the major objec-

tive of constraining the absolute amount of the carbon perturbation. Their approach

is based on reconstructions of the calcium carbonate compensation depth (CCD). By

observing vertical shifts in the CaCO3 dissolution horizons in sediment cores, before

and after the peak of the event, rough estimates of the carbon perturbation during the

PETM can be obtained. The depth of the pre-PETM CCD is still under discussion for

wider geographical areas of the Late Paleocene oceans (Zeebe and Zachos 2013). This

leads to quite different estimates of total carbon mass and carbon injection speed into

the climate system, necessary to obtain the observed sedimentary CaCO3 dissolution

(Dunkley Jones et al. 2010). Hence, the preceding conditions of ocean biogeochemistry

are important for a realistic assessment of the PETM itself in order to gain knowledge

about ocean biogeochemistry’s influence on feedback mechanisms for the PETM, e.g.

alterations in the carbonate buffer capacity. Yet, estimates of for instance, total alka-

linity (TA) and dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) during the Late Paleocene are not

well known at present (Dunkley Jones et al. 2010).

In order to further constrain the state of the oceanic part of the carbon cycle dur-

ing the Late Paleocene, we spin up and run the Hamburg Ocean Carbon Cycle model,

HAMOCC, and the Max Planck Institute Ocean Model, MPIOM, under Late Paleocene

boundary conditions into an equilibrium state. Estimates for Late Paleocene atmo-

spheric CO2 concentrations range from 600 to 2800 ppm Pagani et al. (2006a). Based

on Heinemann et al. (2009) we use a 560 ppm CO2 Late Paleocene atmospheric forc-

ing to achieve a plausible background climate for the PETM. The applied atmospheric

CO2 concentrations and Late Paleocene boundary conditions cause a new equilibrium

climate state, which fits the proxy record based SST quite well (Lunt et al. 2012). Our

study gives more detailed insights to the pre-PETM ocean biogeochemistry, since it is

not only affected by modifications in temperature and atmospheric conditions at the

ocean-atmosphere boundary (Archer et al. 2004), but also by alterations in the general

ocean physical state. We answer the question how the vertically stratified ocean state

affects the oceanic part of the carbon cycle and how the general higher concentration

of atmospheric CO2 influences the carbonate chemistry.

The used model has been applied in a number of previous studies, simulating the pre-

industrial, modern and future climate/ocean state, for example in the framework of the

climate model intercomparison project (CMIP5; Ilyina et al. 2013). Therefore here we

also use data of the CMIP5 experiments for comparison. This data is based on calcula-
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2.2 Model description & setup

tions with the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology-Earth System Model (MPI-ESM),

for pre-industrial (1850-1879) climatic conditions.

In section 2 of this paper we describe the model and give detailed information on the

spin up of HAMOCC under Late Paleocene conditions. The general Late Paleocene

climate state achieved by our simulation is presented in section 3. Section 4 comprises

the results of the modeled ocean biogeochemistry, followed by the conclusions in section

5.

2.2 Model description & setup

2.2.1 The ocean biogeochemistry model HAMOCC

For our study we employ the Hamburg Ocean Carbon Cycle model (HAMOCC 5.1),

which is based on Maier-Reimer (1993) and successive refinements (Maier-Reimer et al.

2005). HAMOCC simulates 18 biogeochemical tracers in the oceanic water column and

12 tracers in the upper 14 cm of the sediment. The tracers are simulated prognosti-

cally within a three-dimensional ocean circulation state. HAMOCC is coupled online

to the Max Planck Institute ocean model (MPIOM) (Marsland et al. 2003; Jungclaus

et al. 2013), which computes tracer advection and mixing. Temperature, pressure and

salinity of MPIOM are used to calculate various transformation rates and chemical

constants within HAMOCC. The treatment of important biogeochemical processes in

HAMOCC, related to this study, are being described in some more detail in the follow-

ing paragraphs. For more complete information on HAMOCC, see Ilyina et al. (2013)

and Maier-Reimer et al. (2005).

Air-sea gas exchange is calculated for O2, CO2 and N2. The air-sea CO2 flux is a result

of the partial pressure difference between atmosphere and water, multiplied by a gas

exchange rate and solubility according to Weiss (1974) and Groeger and Mikolajewicz

(2011). It is then divided by the actual thickness of the surface layer. The velocity of

the gas transfer depends on the Schmidt number and prognostic wind speed at the sur-

face (Wanninkhof 1992). The oceanic partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) in the model is

prognostically computed as a function of temperature, salinity, DIC, TA, and pressure.

Biological processes are described by an extended NPZD (Nutrient-Phytoplankton-

Zooplankton-Detritus) type model (Six and Maier-Reimer 1996). Primary production

in HAMOCC is based on the co-limitation of phosphorous, nitrate and iron, as well as

on temperature and radiation. The biogeochemistry related processes within the model

are calculated on the basis of phosphorous. Associated changes between the remain-

ing tracers are calculated using constant stoichiometric ratios (Redfield ratio following

Takahashi et al. (1985), P:N:C:-O2 ratio of 1:16:122:172). Phytoplankton is divided

into silicifiers (opal shell) and calcifiers (CaCO3 shell). It is assumed that silicifiers

are preferentially produced as long as silicate is available, which is shown by several
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Chapter 2 Ocean biogeochemistry of the Late Paleocene

observational studies (e.g., Lochte et al. 1993). Via prescribed vertical sinking rates

opal, CaCO3 and particulate organic carbon (POC) are transported to depth. During

the sinking, the particles undergo remineralization at a constant rate, distributing sili-

cate, DIC, TA and nutrients (while decreasing oxygen) at depth. Remineralization of

POC depends on oxygen. If oxygen falls below a concentration of 0.5 μmol L−1 organic

matter is decomposed by denitrification and sulphate reduction.

The formation of CaCO3 shells consumes DIC and TA in a molar ratio of 1:2. The

dissolution of CaCO3 at depth is a function of the calcite saturation state (Ω) of sea

water and a dissolution rate constant. Ω is calculated from Ca2+ concentration in sea

water, which is kept constant at 1.03e-2 kmol m−3, CO2−
3 (carbonate ion) concentra-

tion and the apparent solubility product of calcite, based on temperature and pressure.

Dissolution of opal takes place continuously over the whole water column with a rate

of 0.01 d−1. Whereas CaCO3 is less soluble in warm waters, the dissolution intensity

of opal is positively correlated with temperature (Ragueneau et al. 2000).

The sediment module is based on Heinze and Maier-Reimer (1999) and Heinze et al.

(1999). It basically calculates the same tracers as the water column model. The solid

components of the sediment comprise opal, CaCO3, organic carbon and chemically in-

ert dust (referred to from here onwards as ’clay’). The liquid sediment components

(pore water tracer) are DIC, TA, PO4, O2, N2, NO3, Si(OH)4 and Fe. The tracer

concentrations within the oceanic bottom layer and particularly the particle deposition

from it determine the upper boundary for the sediment. The sediment reflects the up-

permost 14 cm of the ocean floor and is resolved by 12 layers with increasing thickness

and decreasing porosity from top to bottom. Below these layers, the model contains a

diagenetically consolidated layer (burial). Major processes simulated in the sediment

are vertical diffusion of porewater, decomposition of detritus, as well as dissolution of

opal and CaCO3.

2.2.2 Topography and grid

The model setup is based on the interpolation of a Late Paleocene 2◦x 2◦ topography

(Bice and Marotzke 2001) onto our 3.5◦x 3.5◦ ocean model grid (Figure 2.1). It is used

in several Paleocene-Eocene climate studies (Panchuk et al. 2008; Roberts et al. 2009;

Heinemann et al. 2009; Zeebe 2012a). Main differences to present-day bathymetry lie

in the open Central American Seaway, connecting the Atlantic and Pacific, as well as

the existence of the Tethys Ocean and its connection to the Arctic Ocean, via Turgai

strait. Although the Arctic Ocean has an additional link to the surrounding oceans,

it lacks, unlike the present-day bathymetry, a deepwater connection. In the southern

hemisphere, Drake Passage and Tasmanian Seaway are already open, but operate just as

shallow water connections around Antarctica. The average ocean floor depth amounts

to 3135 m (present-day setup: 3700 m) and has its deepest point at 5287 m (present-day
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2.2 Model description & setup

Figure 2.1: Paleocene topography (m depth).

setup: 5958 m) in the eastern equatorial Pacific. Vast areas of the Pacific are shallower

in depths than in the modern ocean, the Atlantic is narrower than today and almost

the whole Tethys does not exceed depths of 1000 m. It is mainly shaped by extended

shelf areas. Taken into account these differences, the model bathymetry yields a 14

% reduced sea water volume, compared to today’s ocean. Although, the missing ice

sheets in the Late Paleocene setup would suggest an increase in oceanic volume, the

provided bathymetry from Bice and Marotzke (2001) results in a reduced ocean volume

compared to modern conditions. However, since we adapt the inventories of the ocean

biogeochmical tracers (see ’Initialization biogeochemistry’), we hold on to the reduced

ocean volume bathymetry, since it allows a better comparison of the results to other

models using the same bathymetry (e.g., Panchuk et al. 2008; Heinemann et al. 2009).

In the conducted simulations HAMOCC integrates with a time step of 2.4 hours (0.1

days). The horizontal resolution of the ocean model is 3.5◦x 3.5◦ which equals a grid

spacing from 70 km around South America to 430 km in the Pacific. The ocean model

has 40 vertical layers, with increasing level thickness with depth: 9 layers are covering

the upper 100 m and 23 layers the upper 1000 m of the water column. An orthogonal

curvilinear grid is applied, with the poles located over northern Eurasia and South

America to achieve best grid resolution for all ocean regions.

2.2.3 Forcing

The ocean stand-alone model approach requires an atmospheric forcing. We use a Late

Paleocene climate with an atmospheric CO2 concentration of 560 ppm, which is mim-

icked by an adequate atmospheric forcing, derived from Heinemann et al. (2009). The

atmospheric conditions used in this study were calculated with a coupled climate model

using ECHAM5, MPIOM and JSBACH in Paleocene-Eocene boundary conditions (560

ppm CO2). Atmospheric methane and nitrous oxide were set to pre-industrial values.
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The model showed after 2300 years of integration an equilibrium state in atmospheric

and oceanic conditions (Heinemann et al. 2009). From the atmospheric model output

we take 30 consecutive years from which we reproduce a daily mean Late Paleocene at-

mospheric forcing, based on the Ocean Model Intercomparison Project (OMIP) forcing

used for present-day ocean-model-only setups (Roeske 2006). The model is then forced

using daily heat, freshwater and momentum fluxes in a 30 year cycle.

We initialize the stand-alone ocean model (MPIOM) based on the result of the 2300

years Late Paleocene equilibrium run by Heinemann et al. (2009). Additionally, we

define a Paleocene climatology for ocean temperature and salinity from the same data.

It displays the monthly mean climatological state for the two variables, averaged from

daily data over a 30 year period. Sea surface salinity (SSS) and SST (upper 12 m) in

our model are relaxed towards this Paleocene based climatology. Relaxation is taking

place with a time constant of 180 days, it takes about 3 months till the surface layer is

restored completely to the climatology.

2.2.4 Initialization of biogeochemistry

Using the MPIOM physical ocean state, we spin up HAMOCC starting from basin-

wide-homogeneous distributions of biogeochemical tracers, taking pre-industrial con-

centrations as a rough orientation for spatial and vertical tracer distributions. We

reduce the oceanic carbon inventory (from ∼38500 Gt to ∼32000 Gt), as well as the

different nutrient pools, proportional to the 14 % reduced ocean volume in the Late

Paleocene setup. The reduction results in tracer concentrations close to modern values

in the water column.

The model is integrated for 3200 years, periodically repeating the forcing (see section

2.3), while the inventories of TA are adjusted to the CO2 level of 560 ppm. Fluxes

and tracer distribution stabilize after about 1000 model years within the water column.

The distributions of tracers are not restored to any kind of data set, to be consistent

with the biological, chemical, and physical dynamics of the model.

Since for the Late Paleocene the monthly mean dust deposition fields are not available

(pers. com. A. Winguth), we prescribe a spatially homogeneous input of dust at the

sea surface. The total amount of annual bio-available iron deposition to the ocean is

the same as in the modern ocean setup (∼38 e+7 kg Fe yr−1; Mahowald et al., 2005).

Besides the inventory adaptation and homogeneous dust deposition, the ocean chem-

istry in the Late Paleocene simulations is modeled the same as in modern MPI-ESM

(Ilyina et al. 2013).

The weathering fluxes depend on the long-term sedimentation rates. It is used for bal-

ancing the water column inventory of the calcite, silicate and OM pools. The annual

amount which is leaving the system through sedimentation, is added (globally dis-

tributed) at the surface again. The calcite weathering varies between 0 and 900 kmol
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Model parameters

pre-industrial Late

(CMIP 5) Paleocene

Atmospheric CO2 (ppm) 278 560

Ocean volume (1018 m3) 1.353 1.164

Ocean temperature surface (�) 9.6 24.8

Ocean temperature at 4000 m depth (�) 1.4 8.9

Ocean salinity 34.67 34.31

Inventories

Carbon (103 Gt) 38.5 32.0

Phosphate (1012 kmol) 2.73 2.48

Silicate (1014 kmol) 1.64 1.88

Nitrate (1013 kmol) 3.44 2.84

Weathering

Global input of CaCO3 (Tmol yr−1) 28.4 22.1

Global input of opal (Tmol yr−1) 6.5 0

Global input of POC (Tmol yr−1) 0 0.1

Primary production

Global (Gt C yr−1) 61.14 58.65

Export production

CaCO3 (Gt C yr−1) 0.89 0.63

Opal (Tmol Si yr−1) 118.24 159.57

POC (Gt C yr−1) 8.72 8.54

Molar export ratio

C(CaCO3):Si(opal) 0.63 0.33

C(CaCO3):C(POC) 0.1 0.07

Si(opal):C(POC) 0.16 0.22

N-cycle

N2 fixation (Tmol N yr−1) 14.89 22.33

Denitrification (Tmol N yr−1) 14.53 21.18

Table 2.1: Globally integrated values of biogeochemical parameters calculated with the

model HAMOCC for the pre-industrial (CMIP5, Ilyina et al. 2013) and the Late

Paleocene.

C s−1. Silicate weathering varies between 0 to 650 kmol Si s−1, and organic material

varies from 0 to 4 kmol C s−1 during the spinup. After establishing an equilibrium

state in the sediment, constant weathering fluxes are applied, as showed in Table 2.1.
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2.2.5 Initialization of sediment

We initialize the sediment with 100 % clay, while the CaCO3, opal and organic carbon

sediment pools start filling from first year on. While these long spin up simulations (50

kyr) have been done for present-day (e.g., Heinze et al. 1999), they do not exist for the

Paleocene configuration. However, in matter of computing time it is not feasible to spin

up the sediment module and achieve an equilibrium state within a realistic time frame.

To circumvent this problem we use a computational method to accelerate processes

within the sediment module of HAMOCC. In the sediment module, the sediment layers

are subdivided into a solid sediment fraction and a porewater fraction. The fraction of

solid sediment varies with depth, but not with time. The downward shifting of particles

depends on the âfillingâ state of the sediment. For the sediment acceleration we simply

divide the volume fraction of solid sediment and porewater by a prescribed factor, while

keeping the sediment thickness constant. As a result, the surface area of the sediment

is reduced relating to its vertical profile. From a modeling perspective this reduction

in volume (area) is acceptable, since the proportion of the single grid cells ( 100 km x

15 cm) prevents horizontal gradients, anyway. By maintenance of mass conservation

the tracers are distributed faster throughout the sediment, since the volume is reduced

and the material is shifted faster to deeper layers. To prevent an overcompensation

of the porewater, the diffusion has to be reduced by the same factor as the volume

is reduced. As soon as the sediment is saturated and in equilibrium, the sediment

module is extended to its original volume (area) again. This sediment acceleration is

turned on in year 1350, after having the water column tracers in an equilibrium state.

The run proceeds using an acceleration factor of 1000. After approximately 150 years,

the net-fluxes at the ocean-sediment boundary are strongly reduced and the sediment

acceleration is turned off. In this way, accumulation of the sediment pool is equivalent

to ∼150,000 years of integration.

2.3 Late Paleocene climate state

The Late Paleocene climate state in our simulation is characterized by a global annual

mean temperature of 23.56 � (at 2 m height), using the atmospheric forcing described

above (for comparison see Lunt et al. 2012). Maximum annual average temperatures

are reached along the equator over Africa, Asia and South America with temperatures

close to 40� (Figure 2.2). The absolute annual average heat maximum lies over south-

ern Asia (42.1 �). Southern high latitudes (-1 � at 90◦ south) are in annual average

around 4 � colder than northern high latitudes (3 � at 90◦ north).
The prescribed wind forcing displays similar patterns as in the pre-industrial setup

(not shown). However, the variability of Late Paleocene winds is much stronger than

the variability of the pre-industrial state. Highest variability is found in the storm-
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2.3 Late Paleocene climate state

Figure 2.2: Forcing field: annual mean atmospheric temperature (�) at 2 m height.

track regions in higher latitudes, while around the equator winds are comparable to

pre-industrial. The atmospheric climate state has been evaluated in an earlier study

using the same model version by Heinemann et al. (2009).

The ocean has a mean temperature of 14.68 � (pre-industrial: 5.61 �) and a global

annual mean SST of 24.78 �, which is in agreement with results of other climate mod-

els (Lunt et al. 2012). The northern high latitudes reach maximum SST’s of 12.78 �

in northern hemisphere summer (JJA), but the sea surface of the Central Arctic Ocean

does not get warmer than 4 �. The southern high latitudes show maximum SST’s of

17.83 � in austral summer (DJF). In the presented setup there is no sea ice occur-

ring, in each hemisphere winter the ocean stays completely ice free. The simulated

high latitudes SST is in general agreement with the reconstructions for the Southern

Ocean (Thomas et al. 2002), but do not fit the extreme proxy data assumptions of

Sluijs et al. (2006) for the Arctic Ocean (for further discussion, see Heinemann et al.

2009). The meridional cross sections of the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean (Figure 2.3)

differ from each other in their vertical temperature profiles. While the Atlantic features

homogeneous relatively warm temperatures over largest parts of the water column, the

temperature gradient in the Pacific is much more pronounced. Differences in deep sea

temperatures reach up to ∼5 � between the two basins. While deep sea temperatures

for the Atlantic (13 �) are in line with proxies (Tripati and Elderfield 2005), the deep

Pacific (8 �) seems comparatively cold.

The Late Paleocene ocean in our simulations has a mean salinity of 34.31 (pre-

industrial: 34.67) and a mean SSS of 33.77. Within the subtropics regions of elevated

SSS around 36 emerge, while higher latitudes show generally lower values (Figure 2.3).

The Atlantic Ocean has the highest SSS, here the annual mean surface salinity amounts

to 35.06 and maximum salinities of 36.9 in the North- and 37.4 in the South Atlantic

are reached. The upper 1000 m of the basin reveal the advection of more saline waters

from the Tethys, around 30◦ north and less saline waters from the Southern Ocean. In
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Figure 2.3: Sea surface temperature (�) (left) and salinity (right); for the surface (a,b),

Pacific (c,d), and Atlantic (e,f) averaged meridional cross cut. Note the non-linear

vertical axes, used to zoom in the upper ocean layers.

depth >1000 m the Atlantic basin salinity is characterized by homogeneous distribu-

tions, except the small tongue of slightly less saline Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW)

extending until 20◦ south (Figure 2.3), mirroring the weak vertical mixing and hence

strong stratification. The Pacific is much more heterogeneous in terms of vertical salin-

ity distribution. In the northern Pacific the Arctic inflow of water causes very low

surface ocean salinities up to 30◦ north. The southern hemisphere and even parts of

the northern deep Pacific are dominated by less saline AABW. The inflow of Atlantic

water via the Central American Seaway (strongest net-inflow in the uppermost 100 m)

is causing the highest salinities in the Pacific (Figure 2.3). Here the more saline waters

descend and are then transported northward. This gradient between southern (low

salinity) and northern (high salinity) Pacific shapes the vertical salinity profile. The

Arctic Ocean’s mean surface salinity amounts to 27.13. This low salinity is interpreted

as an effect of freshwater inflow due to an intensified hydrological cycle in a warmer

atmosphere and as an effect of the shape of the ocean basin. Low surface salinities

and a poor ventilated water column are also derived from proxy data (Pagani et al.
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Figure 2.4: Globally averaged meridional overturning circulation (Sv), for the Late Pa-

leocene (top) and the pre-industrial (bottom). Positive values corresponds to clockwise

circulation. Pre-industrial values were calculated within CMIP5 experiments.

2006b; Waddell and Moore 2008). The bathymetry prevents any deepwater exchange

with the surrounding oceans and hence contributes to a sharper stratification of the

Arctic Ocean and its low salinity cap. There is no additional amplifying mechanism

for mixing of Arctic waters due to the absent sea ice formation and consequent brine

production.

Salinity and temperature profiles are mainly shaped by the meridional overturning

circulation (MOC) (Figure 2.4). The large-scale circulation structures are generally

similar to modern conditions, but the Late Paleocene Atlantic is dominated by just

one large scale circulation cell in our simulation (spreading nearly over the whole basin

up to a depth of 4000 m), causing more homogeneous temperature and salinity distri-

butions. The Atlantic Ocean lacks an AABW cell, while the AABW formation and

spreading are much more pronounced in the Pacific.
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Figure 2.5: Mixed Layer Depth (m) averaged over boreal winter (DJF) and boreal sum-

mer (JJA).

Here formation of deepwater occurs at 70◦ south. No further overturning takes place

in the northern Pacific, as salinity concentrations in the surface ocean are too low,

due to the Arctic Ocean water inflow. The Late Paleocene climate causes the ocean

to be warmer on average (compared to pre-industrial conditions), leading to increased

stratification throughout the water column. The reduced equator to pole temperature

gradient results in a further slowdown of the MOC. Maximum deepwater formation (for

depth >900 m) of ∼15 Sv occurs in the Southern Ocean and the North Atlantic (Figure

2.4). Southern Ocean sinking occurs in the Ross Sea, similar to other Paleocene-Eocene

simulations (Sijp et al. 2014), whereas the North Atlantic deepwater source is not pro-

duced in all models.

In MPIOM the mixed layer depth (MLD) is defined as the depth, where in situ density

exceeds surface water density by more than 0.125 kg m−3 (sigma-t criterion). The an-

nual global mean MLD in the Late Paleocene setup levels at 52 m depth. Observations

suggest an annual global mean of 65 m for MLD in present-day oceans (de Boyer Mon-

tegut et al. 2004). Since the MLD is interpreted as an indicator for the stratification of

the ocean, which apparently is stronger in a warmer climate (e.g., Wetzel et al. 2006),
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the reduced MLD appears to be an expected result of our model simulation. As shown

in Figure 2.5 the MLD has a strong seasonal signal. In boreal winter deepwater for-

mation is taking place in the North Atlantic. In austral winter the same deepening of

MLD as an effect of convectional processes occurs in the South Pacific.
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2.4 Late Paleocene ocean biogeochemistry

2.4.1 Air sea exchange processes

In this study we aim at achieving steady-state conditions with respect to ocean biogeo-

chemistry, in accordance with a long-term warm climate. Corresponding to the expecta-

tion of an equilibrium climate state, the annual mean CO2 flux at the atmosphere-ocean

boundary is balanced around zero. The global annual mean of surface ocean pCO2 is

560 ppm within the Late Paleocene model setup. It shows highest values along the

equator and in the eastern boundary currents, along South America in the Pacific,

and Africa in the Atlantic (Figure 2.6), similar to present-day (Takahashi et al. 2009).

While the general spacial distribution of pCO2 is mainly defined by temperature and

salinity, the high pCO2 areas in the equatorial and coastal areas result from upwelling

of high pCO2 and nutrient rich waters from mid ocean depth.

The Atlantic Ocean is the major net-emitter of CO2 with an annual outgassing of

0.41 Gt C, while the Pacific Ocean balances its net-fluxes around zero over the year.

While high oceanic pCO2 is associated with carbon release to the atmosphere, oceanic

CO2 uptake occurs in regions with low pCO2 (if pCO2oce < pCO2atm). The model

computes lowest pCO2 around Antarctica, especially close to Drake Passage, which

corresponds to low salinity and TA concentrations in this area. Nevertheless, nearly

the whole Southern Ocean (40◦-80◦ S) is characterized by pCO2 values below the at-

mospheric CO2 concentration of 560 ppm. This is consistent with deepwater formation

and the deep MLD in austral winter in the Southern Ocean. Another prominent zone

of low pCO2 is located between 50◦ and 80◦ N, with its maximum in the North Atlantic

and the North Pacific. Summarized over the whole year, the Arctic Ocean acts as a

CO2 sink (net-uptake of 0.06 Gt C). However, it plays a minor role in carbon uptake

compared to present-day, due to the reduction in surface area of 40 % and increased

ocean temperature. Instead, the Indian Ocean becomes the major driver in CO2 net-

uptake (0.31 Gt C yr−1). The southern part of the Indian Ocean is influenced by a

deep mixed layer in austral winter (>200m), but even parts of the northern Indian

Ocean show a MLD of up to 80 m, resulting in rather low pCO2 values in the Indian

Ocean surface waters. Consistent with the solubility effect, which declines with rising

temperature (Weiss 1974), our model shows that the equatorial regions in the Late

Paleocene acted as a source for CO2, while the high latitudes operate as a CO2 sink.

This matches the present-day simulations with HAMOCC (Ilyina et al. 2013), but dur-

ing the Late Paleocene it is mainly the CO2 uptake of the Indian and Southern Ocean

which compensates for the CO2 outgassing in the Atlantic.

Globally, the high ocean temperatures lead to a reduced solubility of CO2 in the sur-

face ocean, compared to pre-industrial conditions. Moreover, the transfer of CO2 from

the surface to intermediate and deep waters, by the oceanic velocity field is reduced
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Figure 2.6: Annual mean surface ocean pCO2 (ppm).

by the more sluggish circulation in the Late Paleocene compared to the pre-industrial

simulation (Figure 4). The sluggish circulation together with the weak ocean solubility

pump, would act to reduce the ocean’s uptake capacity of atmospheric CO2 in response

to the carbon perturbation during the PETM.

2.4.2 Biological production & nutrients

Phosphate concentrations in the surface ocean show pronounced latitudinal gradients

and weaker basin to basin differences in the Late Paleocene simulation. High phosphate

concentrations characterize the surface ocean in the southern high latitudes, equato-

rial Pacific and Atlantic, as well as in northern hemisphere mid latitudes (Figure 2.7).

Strong equatorial upwelling of water masses in Atlantic and Pacific as well as moderate

upwelling along the western coasts and in the Southern Ocean cause a maximum in

phosphate surface concentrations in these regions. All other regions are characterized

by phosphate-depletion, with the Atlantic and the Pacific gyres revealing the lowest

phosphate concentrations in subtropical surface waters. Moreover, our simulation re-

veals a strong depletion in nutrients in the Arctic surface ocean, as a result of the

interaction between bathymetry, stratification and freshwater input.

Generally, the phosphate and nitrogen cycle are treated very similar in the model,

since they are connected via the Redfield ratio. However, bacterial processes such as

nitrogen fixation and denitrification cause deviations between nitrate and phosphate

distributions. In oxygen depleted zones denitrifying bacteria provide oxygen for rem-

ineralization, representing an additional sink for nitrate in these regions. In the Late

Paleocene simulation intense oxygen minimum zones (OMZ) lead to low nitrate con-

centrations in the eastern boundary currents of the Atlantic and the Pacific. In global

average the denitrification is ∼45 % higher than in the simulation for the pre-industrial

climate state (Table 2.1). The increased denitrification originates from the low oxygen

concentrations in mid ocean depth, which are induced by the reduced mixing of water
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Figure 2.7: Phosphate (left) and oxygen (right) concentrations (both in μmol L−1); for
the surface (a,b)), Pacific (c,d), and Atlantic (e,f) averaged meridional crosscut. Note

the non-linear vertical axes, used to zoom in the upper ocean layers.

masses during the Late Paleocene. Nitrogen fixation occurs in areas where the ratio of

nitrate to phosphate is lower than the (constant stoichiometric) value of RN :P . This

is primarily in the tropics, the North Pacific and the North Atlantic. Likewise, also

nitrate fixation is higher in the Late Paleocene than in the pre-industrial climate state.

The gradient in surface ocean nutrient concentrations between low and high latitudes in

the southern hemisphere resembles the modern one, despite the homogeneous dust/iron

concentration prescribed for every grid cell. This indicates that the dust climatology is

not producing a strong signal in higher latitudes. Hence, in our Late Paleocene setup

the iron limitation is not the major driving mechanism for preventing the surface ocean

from complete consumption of nutrients, making the physical conditions at the poles

accountable for it.

Surface oxygen concentration decreases from pole to equator, confirming its strong tem-

perature dependency (Figure 2.7). Generally higher SST than in modern conditions

lead to slightly lower oxygen concentrations in the surface oceans. Only in the Arctic

Ocean the low salinity is counteracting the temperature effect, as salinity is inversely
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related to oxygen solubility in seawater, according to Weiss (1970). This leads to simi-

lar oxygen concentrations/solubility like in the present-day setup.

While the physical dynamics and the export production of particulate organic carbon

determine the surface concentrations of nutrients, the distribution of nutrients at depth

is controlled by remineralization (Maier-Reimer 1993). Modern nutrient and oxygen

concentrations in the Pacific and Atlantic mirror the different age of the deepwater,

defined by the global thermohaline circulation. In the Late Paleocene simulation the

upper 1000 m of the water column reveal the maximum in phosphate concentrations in

both basins, resulted by strong remineralization of organic matter, whereas the phos-

phate concentrations at depth are rather a product of global ocean circulation, then in

situ remineralization. This explains the lower phosphate concentrations in the Atlantic

over the Pacific, although OM export rates (in units per area) and oxygen concen-

trations are higher in the Atlantic. The oxygen concentration in Pacific deepwater is

highly increased (Figure 2.8), compared to modern conditions, which can be attributed

to Southern Ocean deepwater formation and an enhanced exchange of Pacific and At-

lantic through the Central American Seaway.

The OMZ’s are very pronounced within the upper 1000 m in both basins. Oxygen

concentrations are as low as 20 μmol kg-1, in meridional average, along the equatorial

Atlantic and the North Pacific. The prominent OMZ’s are attributed to the existence

of productive equatorial zones (Figure 2.9) (Norris et al. 2013) and reduced mixing in

a more stagnant ocean during the Late Paleocene. For the Atlantic the low oxygen

concentrations along the equator are even intensified in the meridional average, due to

an additional high productivity zone along the northern continental margin of South

America. In general the Atlantic shows an increase in OM export (in units per area) of

nearly 60% in comparison to pre-industrial. Although, the total export just increased

by 13%, due to the reduced area of the Atlantic in the Late Paleocene setup. However,

the simulated OMZ’s might be somewhat overestimated as illustrated in CMIP5 sim-

ulations. The model produces lower than observed oxygen concentrations, spreading

over larger areas in the equatorial Pacific and along the western continental margin of

Africa (Ilyina et al. 2013), which is typical for other global models as well (Andrews

et al. 2013; Cocco et al. 2013).

The annual global primary production amounts to ∼59 Gt C (Table 2.1) in the Late

Paleocene simulation. The coastal upwelling regions along the western continental mar-

gins, as well as the equatorial regions of the Pacific and the Atlantic tend to be the

dominant mechanism fueling primary production (Figure 2.9). Compared to modern

conditions, the production along the eastern boundary currents in Atlantic and Pacific

is less pronounced. However, resulting from the open Central American Seaway, strong

production arises along the northern tip of South America. The mid latitudes (nutri-

ent poor mid latitudinal gyres) and the Arctic Ocean exhibit sparse productivity. On

the contrary the nutrient rich Southern Ocean is responsible for ∼11 % of the global
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Chapter 2 Ocean biogeochemistry of the Late Paleocene

Figure 2.8: Globally averaged vertical profiles of phosphate, silicate, nitrate and oxygen

(all in μmol L−1). Solid lines show Late Paleocene distributions, dotted lines show pre-

industrial concentrations calculated within CMIP5 experiments.

primary production.

The production of calcite shells follows the low silicate surface concentrations in the At-

lantic, Tethys and Indian Ocean, as well as in the western equatorial Pacific. Regions of

higher silicate concentrations which correspond to upwelling locations, are dominated

by production of opal shells as implied from our modeling approach.

The export production of CaCO3 is with 0.63 Gt C yr−1 lower than for pre-industrial

conditions (see Table 2.1). This leads to a CaCO3 : POC export ratio of 0.07, contrary

to the PETM simulations of Panchuk et al. (2008) and Ridgwell and Schmidt (2010)

suggesting a ratio of 0.2. As the CaCO3 : POC rain ratio is an important source

of uncertainty, controlling the sedimentary CaCO3 wt% distribution, Panchuk et al.

(2008) base their suggestion on an ensemble run using different export ratios. Finally,
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2.4 Late Paleocene ocean biogeochemistry

Figure 2.9: Annual mean primary production plotted as map and zonal average ( both

in mol C m−2 yr−1). The zonal average plot shows the primary production for the Late

Paleocene (solid line) and the pre-industrial (dashed line).

0.2 matches best their pre-PETM CCD (3.5-4 km depth) and CaCO3 sediment dis-

tribution. Simulations for present-day export ratio suggest that the ratio levels more

around 0.1 (∼0.06 Sarmiento et al. (2002); ∼0.1 CMIP5 runs MPI-ESM; <1.4 Ridgwell

and Schmidt (2010)). In our simulation the CaCO3 : POC export ratio is a result of

production, remineralization and sinking velocity. Because dissolution of opal is posi-

tively correlated with temperature, in a warmer ocean more silica is available for opal

production in the upper ocean (Figure 2.8). This indirectly results in less CaCO3 for-

mation in our model set up. The homogeneous dust (iron) climatology can not cause

a shift from CaCO3 towards opal producing skeletons. Thus it can only lead to an

absolute increase in production of former iron-limiting low productivity zones, but not

change the proportions between the two building materials.

An interbasinal comparison reveals increased overall export fluxes in the Atlantic. Opal,

CaCO3 and POC export (in units per area) even exceed the ones in the Pacific. How-

ever, in absolute numbers the Pacific Ocean is the main driver, covering about 50 %

of the global ocean surface area it is responsible for >50 % of POC export (4.55 Gt

C yr−1), globally. The strong depletion in silica in Tethys surface waters (Figure 2.8)

favours high CaCO3 production. As a consequence parts of the Tethys ocean shows

low surface TA. The Tethys has just a minor impact on the strength of the biological

carbon pump, exporting 0.28 Gt C yr−1.
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2.4.3 Carbonate chemistry

TA concentrations decrease from the equator towards the poles, with the subtropical

gyres showing both, elevated DIC and TA, compared to the surrounding surface waters

(Figure 2.10). The spatial patterns of surface ocean DIC and TA reproduced by the

model are similar to pre-industrial conditions. Highest DIC concentrations, besides the

gyres, are located in the Southern Ocean (2100 μmol kg−1) whereas the Arctic Ocean

exhibits low DIC concentrations around 1800 μmol kg−1. While the SST determines

mainly the surface distribution of DIC, the surface TA is rather reflecting the struc-

ture of salinity (Maier-Reimer 1993), which is shaped by the precipitation-evaporation

gradients, leading to increased TA concentrations in the subtropics. Low salinity in

the Arctic Ocean, induced by strong vertical stratification and the low exchange with

the surrounding oceans (no deep-water exchange) is driving the TA to very low values

(<1800 μmol kg−1 ). High SST, low TA, and little CO2 uptake in the Arctic Ocean

result in generally low DIC concentrations over the whole water column, reducing the

Arctic Ocean’s carbon storage capacity.

The surface seawater CO2−
3 concentration is shaped by the elevated atmospheric CO2

concentration of 560 ppm. Higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations do not have an

impact on TA, but cause a shift from CO2−
3 to HCO−3 (bicarbonate). The reduced

CO2−
3 :DIC ratio which is characterizing the pre-PETM carbonate chemistry is reduc-

ing the oceanic buffer capacity towards atmospheric CO2 perturbations.

In the vertical profile the maximum in DIC concentration around the equator, spread-

ing from 400 to 1000 m depth (Figure 2.10), is related to biological processes. It marks

the depth in which intense dissolution and denitrification of the exported particles takes

place. The aerobic remineralization of POC is releasing DIC and consuming oxygen,

while at the same time the dissolution of CaCO3 and the denitrification is increasing

the TA at ∼1000 m depth (Figure 2.10). That the subsurface Atlantic (up to 1000 m

depths) exhibits higher TA and DIC concentrations over the Pacific can be explained

by the stronger export of CaCO3 and POC (in units per area). In the uppermost layers

of the ocean, the difference in CO2−
3 concentration between Atlantic and Pacific is not

evident anymore. The atmospheric CO2 concentration of 560 ppm causes low CO2−
3

concentrations, reaching up to a depth of 600 m in both oceans. In layers beneath 2000

m the CO2−
3 concentrations within the basins show homogeneous distributions, with

the Atlantic CO2−
3 concentrations (100-120 μmol kg−1) being nearly twice as high as

in the Pacific (60-70 μmol kg−1).
The calculated global average pH in the surface ocean amounts to 7.9, which is in

agreement with the estimate by Tyrrell and Zeebe (2004) and close to the suggestion of

Ridgwell and Schmidt (2010), that Late Paleocene pH surface values were ∼0.4 lower

than today. The surface distribution in pH displays a similar pattern as we know from

pre-industrial pH, albeit at lower values. Within the upwelling areas along the equa-
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2.4 Late Paleocene ocean biogeochemistry

Figure 2.10: TA (left) and DIC (right) concentrations (both in μmol kg−1); for the

surface (a,b)), Pacific (c,d), and Atlantic (e,f) averaged meridional crosscut. Note the

non-linear vertical axes, used to zoom in the upper ocean layers.

tor and in front of the western continental margins the pH is lower than in the mid

latitudes. The Arctic Ocean shows particularly low pH, correlated to the very low

salinities.

At depth large parts of the Pacific are undersaturated with respect to CaCO3 (Fig-

ure 2.11). However, the undersaturation is characterized by a strong gradient in the

east-west direction, which is not evident in the zonally averaged Ω values (Figure 2.11).

The basin wide undersaturation in the Pacific starts below a depth of 3700m. The

horizontal gradient in Ω is even enhanced by inflow of CO2−
3 rich water from the Indian

Ocean and undersaturated (Ω <1) near-surface waters in the eastern part of the basin.

Undersaturation occurs due to biological respiration processes in intermediate waters,

which correlate to very low pH values of up to 6.9, computed for the uppermost 1000

m of the water column within the equatorial Pacific.

The elevated ocean temperatures during the late Paleocene produce a lower CO2−
3 satu-

ration concentration, because it inversely depends on temperature. This should lead to

an increased Ω, in comparison to present-day, as formerly discussed in Zeebe and Zachos
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Figure 2.11: Ω (left) and pH (right); for the surface (a,b)), Pacific (c,d), and Atlantic

(e,f) averaged meridional crosscut. Note the non-linear vertical axes, used to zoom in

the upper ocean layers.

(2007). This effect is strong in the Atlantic, which is at depth in average around 5 �

warmer than the Pacific in our simulation. Here, a reduced calcite saturation concen-

tration counteracts the lower CO2−
3 concentrations. The undersaturation with respect

to CO2−
3 in the equatorial Atlantic between 200-1000 m depth is a result of very low pH

in the low latitudes subsurface ocean, caused by aerobe and anaerobe remineralization

(Figure 2.8). The North Atlantic and the Indian Ocean show no undersaturation with

respect to CaCO2−
3 at all.

Our approach provides Ω distributions being consistent with the 3-d hydrodynamical

field and the biogeochemical processes as simulated for the Late Paleocene ocean. We

perceive a complex pattern of Ω, which includes e.g. undersaturated waters in shal-

lower depth overlying supersaturated waters in deeper layers, as seen in the Pacific in

our simulation. Local undersaturation might be of importance since 60 to 80 % of the

CaCO3 export is dissolved already in the upper 1000 m of the water column, as shown

by present-day studies (Feely et al. 2004; Ilyina and Zeebe 2012). The assumption of

a uniform basinwide saturation horizon (depth where Ω=1) or lysocline (depths where
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Ω=0.8; Ridgwell and Zeebe (2005)) for the Late Paleocene oceans (e.g., Panchuk et al.

2008; Zeebe et al. 2009; Cui et al. 2011) as it has been made for several EMIC and box

model studies might underestimate these dissolution processes.

2.4.4 Sediment composition

The sediment compartment was initialized with 100 % clay. Hence, the resulting dis-

tribution of organic matter, opal and CaCO3 in the sediment reflects water column

processes. Large sedimentary opal deposits are located in the equatorial Pacific, along

the eastern boundary currents and in the Southern Ocean (Figure 2.12). This mirrors

the nutrient rich upwelling areas, zones where high production at the surface takes

place. However, it is noticeable that the annual net sedimentation rate of opal is very

small on the global scale. Since the opal remineralization rate is positively correlated

with temperature, we attribute this effect to the increased deep sea temperature as

compared to the pre-industrial setup of the model.

CaCO3 deposits cover wider areas, corresponding to supersaturated (Ω > 1) bottom

waters and CaCO3 production at the surface. Present-day apparent predominance

of CaCO3 accumulation in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean compared to the Pacific is

also preserved in the Late Paleocene simulations. A greater degree of undersaturation

in the deep Pacific exists as a consequence of metabolic CO2 accumulation (Ridgwell

and Zeebe 2005). Unlike today, the Arctic and Southern Ocean bear CaCO3 deposits,

attributed to a regionally higher CaCO3 : POC rain ratio and less corrosive bottom

waters in these regions.

The upper 14 cm of the sediment being affected by dissolution processes contain a

total CaCO3 amount of 2049 Gt C. This corresponds to a global average CaCO3 wt%

of 36. The absolute amount of sedimentary CaCO3 in our simulation is slightly higher

than estimates for present-day (1610 Gt C, CMIP5 simulation with MPI-ESM; 1770

Gt C, Archer et al. 1998). Another model study results in a lower total CaCO3 amount

of 800 Gt C for present-day and a decrease to 620 Gt C for a pre-PETM setup (Zeebe

(2012a)).

Panchuk et al. (2008) evaluate their computed CaCO3 distribution by a compilation of

late Paleocene marine sediment cores. We use the same dataset to evaluate our results.

Our model captures the spatial pattern and the absolute values of the compiled sedi-

ment core data relatively well (Figure 2.12), yet our model calculates a much smaller

CaCO3 : POC rain ratio. Differences between Panchuk et al. (2008) and our estimates

persist in the absence of CaCO3 in the Central Pacific, as well as in the abundance

of CaCO3 in the North Atlantic in our results. This could be due to the different

locations for northern hemisphere deepwater formation, which is located in the North

Pacific in Panchuk et al. (2008), but in the North Atlantic in our simulation. Our

model results match the South Atlantic data quite well. The same is true for Western
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Figure 2.12: Sediment content of CaCO3 and opal (both in wt%), averaged over the last

30 years of the simulation. The CaCO3 plot includes observational data points from

Panchuk et al. (2008): colored dots indicate wt%, white dots indicate that CaCO3 is

present but wt% is unknown, triangles indicate a hiatus (due to non-deposition).

and Central Pacific sediments and parts of the Indian Ocean. The mismatch in the

eastern Pacific and Central Indian Ocean is mainly due to depth divergences between

the cores and the model bathymetry. For instance, the 0 wt% sediment cores in the

Indian Ocean are displaying the CaCO3 content between 4000 and 4900 m depth. The

applied bathymetry is several 100 m shallower in these locations. Nevertheless, the

model seems to underestimate the CaCO3 abundances in the Atlantic and Indian sec-

tor of the Southern Ocean while the Pacific sector shows, consistently with the data,

very low CaCO3 wt%.

2.5 Summary & Conclusions

Using the biogeochemistry model HAMOCC coupled with the ocean general circula-

tion model MPIOM we establish a steady-state ocean biogeochemistry simulation with

Late Paleocene boundary conditions. We present spatial and vertical tracer distribu-
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tions within a warmer climate and display how the Late Paleocene ocean physical state

influences the biogeochemistry. We provide a general overview of major oceanic carbon

cycle components in a high CO2 (560 ppm) world and give estimates of the PETM

background climate.

The Late Paleocene simulation reveals a strong stratification of water masses, which

is displayed by temperature and salinity profiles, as well as the shallow MLD. These

conditions are also found in other coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation mod-

els using Eocene boundary conditions (Lunt et al. 2010). The sluggish circulation

affects the atmosphere-ocean exchange fluxes of CO2 by shifting its spatial patterns,

i.e. uptake in the Indian and Southern Ocean compensates the CO2 outgassing of the

Atlantic Ocean. Moreover, we infer a reduced vertical transfer of carbon from surface

to intermediate and deep waters due to the more stagnant circulation in comparison to

pre-industrial conditions. Nevertheless, the enhanced thermal vertical stratification is

not prominent enough to prevent the supply of nutrients to surface waters and hence

the global primary production is only slightly decreased.

The intensification of primary production along the equator causes enhanced reminer-

alization within the upper 1000 m of the Atlantic and Pacific, leading to strong OMZ’s.

The global pattern in oxygen distribution in the intermediate and deep waters is af-

fected by the altered continental configuration. In particular the open Central American

Seaway and deepwater formation in the South Pacific ensure the adjustment between

Atlantic and Pacific oxygen concentrations.

Our results indicate that an equilibrium CO2 exchange during Late Paleocene can be

established without increased concentrations of TA, as assumed by Pearson and Palmer

(2000), while the calculated surface ocean pH (lower than today) is in agreement with

the results of Tyrrell and Zeebe (2004) and Ridgwell and Schmidt (2010). Low surface

TA concentrations are positively influenced by a lower CaCO3 : opal export ratio, since

less carbonate leaves the surface ocean. This effect is associated with the temperature

dependent remineralization of opal, which produces an increased silicate/opal turnover

rate. The simulated export ratio lies within the range of estimates for modern condi-

tions (Schneider et al. 2008), but falls below the estimates given by the simulations of

Panchuk et al. (2008) and Ridgwell and Schmidt (2010), covering the Paleocene-Eocene

period. This difference may be a result of using quite different type of models.

While the Pacific deepwater is widely undersaturated with respect to CaCO3, the At-

lantic does not show any CaCO3 undersaturation in depth beneath 1000 m. We claim

that the warm temperatures in the deep Atlantic are responsible for producing a too

weak saturation gradient (by decreasing saturation concentration) compared to other

studies (e.g., Zeebe et al. 2009). The surface ocean is characterized by globally lower

CO2−
3 concentrations than today, because of higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations.

In terms of sensitivity of the carbonate chemistry to a large carbon perturbation, as it

is estimated for the PETM, Late Paleocene climatic conditions seem to have opposing
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effects. The lower surface ocean CO2−
3 : DIC ratio indicates a reduced carbonate buffer

capacity and results in higher sensitivity towards additional CO2. Yet, the reduced

CaCO3 : opal export ratio counteracts this effect at least partially in our simulation,

since effectively less carbonate is exported from the surface ocean. In greater depth,

the decreased CaCO3 saturation concentration (i.e. increased Ω) would reduce the

sedimentary CaCO3 dissolution. Furthermore, the warm and stratified ocean would

reduce the amount of CO2 reacting with seawater and being transported into the deep

ocean already beforehand.
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Chapter 3

Late Paleocene ocean biogeochemistry

under different ocean circulation regimes

3.1 Introduction

As shown in Chapter 2, ocean biogeochemistry is to a large extent a product of climate

state and the underlying ocean general circulation regime. Also previous studies using

HAMOCC discuss the importance of the physical state of the ocean for the distribution

of ocean biogeochemistry tracers (e.g., Maier-Reimer 1993; Ilyina et al. 2013; Heinze

et al. 1991).

In the ocean stand-alone configuration, we investigated a steady-state Late Paleocene

climate as initial condition for the PETM. However, in order to focus on the actual

PETM perturbation of the oceanic biogeochemical cycles, fully coupled simulations

with the MPI-ESM have to be performed. In contrast to the ocean-only simulations,

based on ECHAM5 forcing (Heinemann et al. 2009), the ESM experiments are based

on the ECHAM6 model version. Accordingly, a different climate state and ocean bio-

geochemical regime is produced.

The main goal of this chapter lies in the comparison of the two climate states (Table

3.1). We analyze the different climates, which emerge from the two setups by using a

simple energy balance model. Furthermore, we study how the different ocean physi-

cal states influence the ocean biogeochemistry. Since the comparison of the ECHAM5

and ECHAM6 based Late Paleocene climate reveals major changes in the thermohaline

ocean circulation, including a shift in main deepwater formation areas from the North

Atlantic to the Southern Ocean. The location of the deepwater formation areas is under

discussion for the Late Paleocene and the PETM (e.g., Kennett and Stott 1991; Bice

and Marotzke 2002; Tripati and Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris 2006). Their loca-

tion is of substantial importance for the vertical distribution of ocean biogeochemical

properties. Consequently, the disappearance of North Atlantic deepwater production

can have major implications on the ocean biogeochemistry. We evaluate the resulting

Late Paleocene ocean biogeochemical conditions in respect to possible implications on

the PETM.
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Model setups

Version/Parameter ECHAM5 ECHAM6

based based

atmospheric model ECHAM 5.3 ECHAM 6.1

spatial resolution T31L19 T31L31

atmospheric carbon dioxide 560 ppm 560 ppm

orbital parameters constant constant

eccentricity 0.03 0.03

obliquity (deg) 23.25 23.25

longitude of perihelion (deg) 270 270

ocean model MPIOM MPIOM 1.5.1

spatial resolution GR30L40 GR30L40

sea surface albedo 0.07 (const.) 0.12 [glob avg.] (dynam.)

land model - JSBACH 2.01

vegetation state glob. homogeneous steady, computed by

40% woody savanna dynamical vegetation

60% bare soil module

land surface background

albedo (soil albedo) 0.16 0.4

Table 3.1: Model setups used for comparison of background climates. Overview of

main model parameters.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we give a description of the coupled

(ECHAM6 based) model setup. In Section 3.3 the differences in atmospheric and

oceanic physical states between the two model configurations are analyzed, before we

deal with the consequences for the ocean biogeochemistry in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5

we discuss the reversed carbonate ion gradient between the Pacific and the Atlantic

which results from the coupled setup. Section 3.6 presents a summary and discussion

of the results.
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3.2 Model description and setup

We use the Max Planck Institute-Earth System Model (version 1.0.00) (MPI-ESM,

Fig. 3.1) for the simulations of the PETM. It consists of the AGCM ECHAM6 and the

ocean general circulation model (OGCM) MPI-OM, as well as the ocean biogeochem-

istry model HAMOCC and the land surface model JSBACH. ECHAM6+JSBACH and

MPIOM+HAMOCC interact with each other via the oasis3 coupler program (Gior-

getta et al. 2013). The carbon cycle is fully represented in our setup. However, the

atmospheric CO2 concentrations are not calculated interactively, instead we use pre-

scribed greenhouse gas concentrations. Fluxes between atmosphere, land and ocean

are diagnosed.

The coupled model setup is spun up for additional several 1000 years to reach an

equilibrium climate state and to reduce model drift to an acceptable size. The atmo-

sphere and ocean physical climate state for the ECHAM6 based simulation is taken

from the Late Paleocene simulation of Heinemann et al. (2009). The biogeochemistry

state is based on the ocean-only simulation of Chapter 2. The model reaches an equi-

librium in atmospheric conditions and surface ocean properties like temperature and

salinity rather fast, but the deep ocean needs several overturning cycles until the drift

is decreased to a tolerable extent (see Jungclaus et al. 2013, for description of spin-up

requirements).

Figure 3.1: Schematic view of MPI-ESM. The colored boxes show the single model

components (after Giorgetta et al. 2013).
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3.2.1 Atmosphere model ECHAM6

ECHAM6 (here: version 6.1.00) is used for the numerical simulation of the general

atmospheric circulation and describing the dynamics of the atmosphere (Stevens et al.

2013). ECHAM6 includes a spectral dynamical core for solving equations for vortic-

ity, divergence, temperature and the logarithm of surface pressure. A flux-form semi-

Lagrangian scheme following Lin and Rood (1996) is used for the transport of water

components (vapor, cloud liquid water, cloud ice). An implicit coupling scheme, which

allows for synchronous calculation of the prognostic variables and surface fluxes is used.

Thus, the land surface temperature can be obtained from the surface energy balance

equation (Roeckner et al. 2006).

ECHAM6 was developed on the basis of ECHAM5 (Roeckner 2003). Main differences

between ECHAM6 and ECHAM5 lie in the radiation schemes. While the rapid radi-

ation transfer model long-wave scheme (Iacono et al. 2008) has already been used in

ECHAM5, the short wave scheme (formerly: four-band model of Fouquart and Bonnel

(1980)) is now also based on a short-wave rapid radiation transfer scheme for GCM’s.

Another difference is the revised surface ocean albedo scheme. Over open water the

surface albedo is calculated as a function of the zenith angle (Roeckner et al. 2012) in

ECHAM6. Also the triggering condition for convection is changed in ECHAM6. It is

based on predicted variance of the virtual potential temperature and not anymore on

a constant temperature increment. (Giorgetta et al. 2013).

We use ECHAM6 in the T31 spectral truncation, which equals a horizontal grid spacing

of approximately 3.8�x 3.8�. The 31 vertical layers resolve the atmosphere up to 10 hPa

(note that the ECHAM5 simulation uses only 19 vertical levels, resulting in a poorer

representation of the upper atmosphere). Orbital parameters (obliquity, eccentricity

and longitude of perihelion) are prescribed rather than calculated from the internal

calendar. Due to uncertainties in the calculations of these parameters for periods in

Earth history older than 45 Myr (Laskar et al. 2011), we prescribe the values selected

by Heinemann et al. (2009), which are close to the temporal average of the solution by

(Laskar et al. 2011). Interactions between subgrid-scale orography and atmospheric flow

have been included by the implementation of a Lott and Miller (Lott and Miller 1997)

style parameterization. The parameterization treats interactions between subgrid-scale

orography and atmospheric flow. Unlike the standard version of ECHAM6, we can not

account for the subgrid-scale orography parameterization here, as the required informa-

tion (i.e., standard deviation, anisotropy, maximum/minimum elevation, mean slope,

mean orientation, and mean elevation of orographic features within a grid cell (Stevens

et al. 2013)) is not available for the Late Paleocene setup. We prescribe an atmospheric

CO2 concentration of 560 ppm for the Late Paleocene background climate. In the ab-

sence of available proxy data, the other simulated greenhouse gases (i.e., methane and

nitrous oxide) are set to pre-industrial concentrations. The CO2 concentration is as-
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sumed to be constant in the whole model atmosphere. For the simulations including

CO2 increase scenarios (PETM runs, Chapter 4), we add CO2 linearly over a time

period of 1300 years, ending in atmospheric CO2 concentrations of up to 1480 ppm.

For running the model in stable conditions under these high CO2 concentrations, we

use the modifications of Popp et al. (in press), which mainly comprise extensions of

look up tables in the ECHAM6 source code. We ran test simulations with up to 800

ppm CO2 and obtain binary identical model results. This makes us confident that the

applied changes do not influence the general behaviour of ECHAM6.

3.2.2 Land surface model JSBACH

The land surface model JSBACH (here: version 2.01) describes physical and biogeo-

chemical aspects of soil and vegetation and is incorporated into the atmosphere model

ECHAM6. It is the subsystem model for land and vegetation (Reick et al. 2013; Sch-

neck et al. 2013) within the MPI-ESM. The land surface in JSBACH is subdivided

into tiles, to cope with subgrid scale heterogeneity. Theses tiles are covered with 8-12

different plant functional types (PFT). They distinguish from each other by particular

properties, which characterize processes simulated in JSBACH (e.g. surface roughness,

albedo, etc.) (Reick et al. 2013). Soil hydrology is described by a simple single-layer

bucket model. River discharge is treated interactively and part of a hydrology module

(Hagemann and Gates 2003). It contains a river scheme which is determined by the

geopotential height gradient of the Late Paleocene topography. Freshwater fluxes re-

sulting from it, are passed to the ocean via the precipitation field. JSBACH includes

a dynamic vegetation module based on a tiling approach (Brovkin et al. 2009). It en-

ables climate-consistent development of the geographic distribution of vegetation. The

distribution is determined dynamically from plant productivity under the prevailing

climate conditions.

To achieve a balanced vegetation state, the vegetation is simulated dynamically over a

period of 700 years under Late Paleocene conditions (Port et al., in prep.). The result-

ing steady state vegetation distribution is then prescribed for the conducted simulations

discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The fractional coverage by each vegetation type

within every grid cell is fixed. However, depending on the climatic conditions the net

primary production and the leaf area index can vary within the cover fraction.

Due to the lack in proxy data, we selected a soil albedo (bare surface) of 0.4. This

value is equivalent to a rather bright surface, leading to rather high albedo on the wide

range of possible background albedos.

The CO2 increase scenarios as they are computed in Chapter 4 are just partly in-

fluencing the land carbon inventories in our setup. JSBACH accounts for climate

change induced effects due to rising CO2 in ECHAM6 (e.g., changes in temperature

increase/decrease vegetation), but not for the carbon concentration feedback (e.g. in-
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creased carbon uptake by plants due to CO2 fertilization).

3.2.3 Ocean circulation model MPI-OM

The Max Planck Institute-Ocean Model (MPI-OM, here: version 1.5.1) (Marsland et al.

2003; Jungclaus et al. 2006, 2013) is a global general circulation model, which is for-

mulated on an orthogonal curvilinear C-grid in horizontal and z-grid in the vertical

(Arakawa and Lamb 1977). The model contains a free surface elevation and fully

resolves the discretised bottom topography, since vertical integration includes partial

grid cells at the lower boundary. MPI-OM is based on primitive equations which are

solved with the hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations (Marsland et al. 2003).

The Pacanowski and Philander (1981) scheme together with an additional wind mix-

ing parameterization is applied for the vertical eddy viscosity and diffusion, since the

classical Pacanowski and Philander scheme underestimates the turbulent mixing close

to the surface (Jungclaus et al. 2006). The effect of isopycnal tracer mixing induced by

unresolved mesoscale eddies is parameterized following Gent et al. (1995). The mixed

layer depth (MLD) is calculated using a potential density critereon. It is defined as the

depth at which a 0.125 kg m−3 change of potential density with respect to the surface

occurs (Jungclaus et al. 2013). The MLD depends on wind-induced mixing, Ekman

subduction, and mixing of gravitationally unstable water columns.

MPI-OM includes a sea-ice model which accounts for sea ice dynamics, following Hibler

(1979) and sea ice thermodynamics following Semtner (1976). Changes in sea-ice thick-

ness are calculated based on sea ice thermodynamics, which result from the balance

of radiant and turbulent atmospheric fluxes and oceanic heat fluxes (Jungclaus et al.

2006).

The Late Paleocene setup includes MPI-OM with a quasi-homogeneous horizontal grid-

spacing of 3.5� and 40 unequally spaced vertical levels. The time step is 2.4 hours. The

model setup is based on the interpolation of a Late Paleocene 2�x2� topography, re-

constructed by Bice and Marotzke (2001). The curvilinear grid allows an arbitrary

placement of the grid poles. One pole is set over Siberia and the other one over South

America. These locations are used to receive a relatively high grid resolution over the

key ocean regions (e.g. deepwater formation areas). The combination of horizontal grid

resolution and location of the poles translates into a grid spacing from 70 km around

South America, to 430 km in the Pacific.

3.2.4 Ocean biogeochemistry model HAMOCC

For the simulation of the ocean biogeochemistry we use the Hamburg Carbon Cycle

Model (HAMOCC, here: version 5.1), which is described in details in Section Sec-

tion 2.2. The used version of HAMOCC includes a biogeochemical feedback on short-

wave radiation penetration depth (Wetzel et al. 2006). The attenuation depth for
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shortwave radiation is calculated as a function of phytoplankton concentrations sim-

ulated with HAMOCC (Wetzel et al. 2006). Besides the biogeochemical feedback on

shortwave radiation penetration depth, the applied version of HAMOCC is the same as

described in Section 2.2, the only difference consists in the coupled model environment.

HAMOCC can interact with the atmosphere, as long as the respective tracers are pro-

vided by the atmospheric model. However, CO2 exchange processes remain unchanged

compared to the stand-alone setup, since we run our simulations with prescribed at-

mospheric CO2 concentrations, which are homogeneously distributed throughout the

atmosphere. HAMOCC in the coupled MPI-ESM setup accounts for climate change

feedbacks on the ocean biogeochemistry. Ocean biogeochemical tracer distributions are

influenced by freshwater fluxes (i.e., precipitation, evaporation, river runoff) and wind

speed at 10m height (for air-sea exchange), which is calculated in ECHAM. MPIOM

provides temperature and salinity for calculations in HAMOCC. The ocean and atmo-

sphere components in MPI-ESM are coupled daily without flux corrections (Giorgetta

et al. 2013).

In the frame of this study, new processes were introduced into the model:

1. CaCO3 production dependent on the calcite saturation state

We implemented a calcite saturation state (Ω) dependent calcium carbonate

(CaCO3) production (following Ilyina et al. 2009). In the standard HAMOCC

configuration, diatom growth is favored as long as silicate is available. Production

of CaCO3 takes over after silicate is depleted. In a warm stratified ocean, this

model assumption may lead to a shift in shell production: As the surface ocean

becomes depleted in nutrients including silicate, production of CaCO3 is favored

(see for instance, Six et al. 2013). Yet, a high CO2-world is more likely to experi-

ence a decrease in CaCO3 production (e.g., Riebesell et al. 2000). Therefore, the

saturation state dependent CaCO3 production is used for all PETM simulations.

The standard equation for opal and CaCO3 production as used in HAMOCC 5.1

reads as follows:

delsil = min

(
RSi:P

ΔDET

Δt

SI(OH)4

K
SI(OH)4
PHY + SI(OH)4

, 0.5 SI(OH)4

)
(3.1)

where RSi:P denotes the Si:P ratio required by silicifiers, K
SI(OH)4
PHY denotes the

half saturation constant for silicate uptake and SI(OH)4 the available silicate for

each grid cell.
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delcar = RCa:P
ΔDET

Δt

K
SI(OH)4
PHY

K
SI(OH)4
PHY + SI(OH)4

(3.2)

where RCa:P denotes the Ca:P ratio required by calcifiers.

Exported detritus (DET) is first assigned to forming of opal shells. Not more

than 50 % of the available silicate can be used for opal shell formation. The rest

of the detritus is assigned to CaCO3 shell formation.

The equation for opal production remains unchanged. However, we change the

CaCO3 production in a way that it is depending on Ω, which is defined as:

Ω =
[Ca2+]× [CO2−

3 ]

K∗
sp

(3.3)

where [Ca2+] is the calcium ion concentration (constant at 10.3 mmol kg−1 in the

model), [CO2−
3 ] denotes the carbonate ion concentration of seawater and K∗sp is

the stoichiometric solubility product of CaCO3 for in situ pressure.

prodΩ = max

(
Ω× 1

Ωref − 1
− 1

Ωref − 1
, 0

)
, (3.4)

for prodΩ > 1, otherwise prodΩ = 1.

where Ωref describes a (3d-grid point specific) reference value for Ω, chosen at

an arbitrary time step at constant atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Eq. 3.2 is

modified as:

delcarΩ = delcar × prodΩ (3.5)

In a steady state climate (constant CO2) the calcification rate is not affected by

the applied changes. Just by increasing CO2 and thus decrease in surface ocean Ω

the calcification rate is reduced linearly. Consequently the ocean biogeochemical

background state discussed in this chapter is comparable to the one of Chapter 2

since the production term is identical. However, for the experiments using a CO2

emission scenario in Chapter 4 the calcification rate is affected by the additional

factor in the production term.

2. Deep ocean carbon source

Some studies (Dickens et al. 1995; Dickens 1999; Svensen et al. 2004; Zeebe et al.

2009) suggest that the PETM carbon perturbation was driven not only by the
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atmospheric CO2, but also by a deep ocean source (primarily located in the

Atlantic) of carbon/CH4 (this scenario is discussed in details in Chapter 4). Since

released CH4 would quickly oxidize to CO2 we do not account for this intermediate

step and only prescribe a carbon source. In a first order approximation, the

addition of CO2 to the deep ocean is simulated by simply increasing the DIC

concentration (while keeping carbonate ions constant) according to the desired

amount in Gt C a−1 in the oceanic bottom layer. We calculate the volume of the

oceanic bottom layer for a specific ocean basin (here: Atlantic) and for a specific

ocean depth (here: >1000 m). The simulated carbon input (atCin) is added yearly

to the DIC concentration in the oceanic bottom layer of the Atlantic. Oxygen

reduction due to dissociation of CH4 to CO2 is not considered in our approach.

for kbo > 1000m,

atlvol = dlxp(i, j)× dlyp(i, j)× ddpo(i, j, kbo(i, j)) (3.6)

where kbo is the index field of the oceanic bottom layer in the model, dlxp relates

to the longitudinal dimension, dlyp to the latitudinal dimension, and ddpo denotes

the vertical extent of a grid cell in the model.

atCin =

(
Cinp ×RGtC:mol

dty × atlvol

)
(3.7)

where Cinp denotes the respective carbon input in Gt C a−1, RGt C:mol denotes

the ratio for conversion of Gt C in mol, dty denotes timesteps per year.
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3.3 Climate states and ocean circulation regimes

3.3.1 Atmosphere physical state

The comparison of the atmospheric physical state between the ECHAM5 and ECHAM6

based simulations shows several differences, both in absolute numbers and in spatial dis-

tribution of atmospheric properties. Distinctly different atmospherical states between

the two model versions are mainly caused by: (1) the different handling of shortwave

radiation (i.e., application of new radiation scheme), (2) the parameterization of the

surface albedo over open water, (3) the treatment of the land surface and vegetation

and (4) representation of the upper atmosphere (19 vs. 31 vertical levels in ECHAM5

and ECHAM6, respectively).

Energy balance model

To study why the models behave differentially we are comparing globally averaged re-

sults by using a set of basic equations, which is compiled to a zero-dimensional energy

balance model (EBM) following Heinemann et al. (2009).

The surface temperatures given by the general circulation models (GCM) differ by

about 2� in global average (Table 3.2). Although the surface albedo is much higher in

the ECHAM6 simulation, it yields a lower planetary albedo. The rather huge difference

in surface albedo can be explained by the ocean albedo parameterization which results

in a globally averaged albedo of 0.12 versus 0.07 (ECHAM5) over the ocean. Moreover,

the dynamically calculated vegetation in combination with a higher value for the land

surface background albedo (0.4 versus 0.16) produces a higher albedo over land than

in the homogeneous vegetation distribution in the ECHAM5 configuration. Neverthe-

less, since the planetary albedo is smaller by 0.013, less shortwave radiation is reflected

by the atmosphere. This effect alone should produce a warmer climate state in the

ECHAM6 simulation. However, the longwave emissivity, which is much higher in the

ECHAM6 simulation (by 0.22 in global average), causes a cooling of the atmosphere.

Since more longwave radiation is leaving at the top of the atmosphere, the greenhouse

effect is effectively smaller.

By calculating the planetary albedo and the emissivity for clear-sky conditions, the im-

pact of clouds on the atmospheric state can be isolated. The planetary albedo change

due to clouds amounts to 0.136 which is less than in ECHAM5 runs (0.158). The same

applies to the influence of clouds on the longwave radiation, in the ECHAM6 runs

clouds reduce the longwave emissivity less. The cloud radiative forcing for shortwave

radiation (Equation 3.8) is consequently weaker in the ECHAM6 runs.

CRFSW = (αcs − αfs)× S0

4
(3.8)
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where αcs denotes planetary albedo for clear sky conditions and αfs for full sky condi-

tions, S0 denotes the total solar irradiance.

The cloud radiative forcing for longwave radiation (Equation 3.9) is weaker, too. Ad-

ditionally to the smaller cloud effect, the upward longwave radiation at the surface is

also reduced (as a result of lower surface temperatures) towards the ECHAM5 version.

CRFLW = (εcs − εfs)× LW ↑
s (3.9)

where εcs denotes longwave emissivity for clear sky conditions and εfs for full sky con-

ditions, LW↑
s denotes the upward longwave radiation at the surface.

The cloud related effects are smaller, although the total cloud cover is increased in

the ECHAM5 runs (Table 3.2). However, the lower surface albedo in the ECHAM5

setup enhances the cloud effect. Since the calculation of the cloud radiative forcing in-

cludes clear sky conditions, the strength of the effect is also depending on the darkness

of Earth’s surface.

The vertically integrated water vapour is 20 % lower in the ECHAM6 setup. The re-

duced atmospheric water vapour content causes a decreased greenhouse effect, which

should result in cooling compared to the ECHAM5 simulation. Heinemann et al. (2009)

discussed that the water vapour feedback in the ECHAM5 - Late Paleocene setup may

be larger than in other simulations representing this time period (e.g. NCAR model).

Quantification of single effects

We use the EBM to quantify the major mechanisms that cause the surface temperature

differences between the two model versions. The EBM equates the incoming shortwave

radiation and outgoing longwave radiation to obtain the global surface temperature:

S0

4
(1− α) = εστ4s,ebm (3.10)

where S0 is the incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere, the factor
1

4
accounts for Earth as a sphere, α is the planetary albedo, ε the atmospheric emissivity,

σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, τ is the surface temperature.

Based on the EBM we calculate a surface temperature of 296.5 K for the ECHAM6

simulation, which is close to the one given by the GCM (295.2 K). The EBM deter-

mined temperature difference between the two models compares relatively well to the

results of the GCM. The globally averaged temperature difference between the two

model versions amounts to 1.6 K based on the EBM and 1.8 K based on the GCM. Ac-

cording to the EBM the reduced planetary albedo should lead to a warming of 1.4 K in
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Key climate parameters and Energy balance Model

Parameter ECHAM5 ECHAM6

based based

surface temperature τs 297.0 K 295.2 K

surface temperature τs,ebm 298.1 K 296.5 K

planetary albedo α 0.291 0.278

surface albedo αs 0.094 0.162

effective emissivity ε 0.541 0.563

clear sky effective emissivity εc 0.607 0.622

clear sky planetary albedo αc 0.133 0.142

total cloud cover (fraction) 0.575 0.584

vertically integrated water vapour 45.71 kg m−2 36.71 kg m−2

upward longwave radiation at the surface (LW↑
s) -445.8 W m−2 -434.0 W m−2

Shortwave cloud radiative forcing (CRFSW ) -54.3 W m−2 -46.5 W m−2

Longwave cloud radiative forcing (CRFLW ) 29.4 W m−2 25.6 W m−2

Table 3.2: Results of the energy balance model for the comparison of background

climates in the two model configurations.

respect to the ECHAM5 simulation. The increased longwave emissivity is responsible

for a cooling of 3 K. The emissivity induced cooling can be further separated into its

underlying mechanisms. Since both simulations prescribe the same CO2 concentration,

the weaker longwave cloud radiative forcing (25.6 W m−2 compared to 29.4 W m−2)
explains 1.3 K of the cooling. The smaller amount of atmospheric water vapour (36.71

kg m−2 compared to 45.71 kg m−2) is responsible for 1.7 K of the cooling.

Regional temperature differences

The zonal mean surface temperature difference is larger in the Northern Hemisphere

than in the Southern Hemisphere (Figure 3.2). In the austral outer tropics, the zonal

mean temperature is not deviating from each other. However, the horizontal 2 m tem-

perature plot (Figure 3.3), shows that local temperature differences are mainly over

the ocean, which can be attributed to oceanic heat uptake due do different overturning

circulation (see Section 3.3.2). The average pole-to-equator temperature gradient is

not affected by the different model versions.

Planetary albedo divergence is strongest in the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes.

The reduced planetary albedo in the ECHAM6 version is linked to a lower surface

albedo and weaker shortwave cloud radiative forcing than in the ECHAM5 simulation.

The zonal mean longwave emissivity shows the same latitudinal variation in both sim-

ulations, but the ECHAM6 version emits constantly more longwave radiation, except
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Figure 3.2: Globally integrated zonal mean of EBM properties for the ECHAM6 and

ECHAM5 based simulations.

in southern high latitudes.

The zonal mean surface albedo is everywhere higher in the ECHAM6 version, except

in the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes. To disentangle the single effects we need

to look at ocean and land albedo separately. The ocean albedo is the main contributor

to the surface albedo increase in ECHAM6. Through the new ocean albedo parame-

terization (incl. a zenith angle dependence) the globally averaged surface albedo over

the ocean increases from 0.07 (ECHAM5) to 0.12 (ECHAM6). Both simulations are

lacking multi-year sea-ice, glaciers and long-term snow accumulation. However, dur-

ing each hemispheres winter, parts of the high latitudes are covered with snow. In

the Arctic Ocean sea-ice emerges over the winter, too; causing a peak in zonal mean

ocean albedo at 75 �N (Figure 3.2). The difference in albedo over land is determined

by applying distinct approaches. While in the ECHAM5 simulation it is a result of

prescribing a homogeneous vegetation, the surface albedo is much more heterogeneous

in the dynamically calculated ECHAM6 simulation. The ECHAM5 based model ver-

sion is computed without JSBACH activated. A globally homogeneous vegetation is

prescribed (incl. fraction of bare soil to vegetation, roughness and evaporation), with

characteristics similar to modern woody savanna. The surface albedo increases in high
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Figure 3.3: Late Paleocene temperature in 2 m height (in �) for the ECHAM6 based

simulation (left) and the difference between the ECHAM6-ECHAM5 based simulation

(right).

latitudes due to the snow cover in the winter months. In global average, this vegetation

results in a lower albedo compared to the ECHAM6 simulation. The vegetation state

which is used in the ECHAM6 simulations consists to a great extent of grasses (Figure

3.4), especially in mid and high latitudes, due to relatively cooler temperatures and

disturbances, such as windthrow. The dominant vegetation type in low latitudes is

trees, causing a low surface albedo. The dry and vegetation-poor subtropics, especially

the extensive dessert in central Eurasia, are responsible for relatively high zonal mean

surface albedos. The deserts have also major implications on the atmospheric temper-

ature. The strongest deviations in 2 m temperature over land between the ECHAM6

and ECHAM5 simulations occur over the dessert regions (Figure 3.3). Due to the in

average cooler surface temperature, the snow cover in Northern Hemisphere winter is

larger then in the ECHAM5 version, causing a zonal mean surface albedo of up to 0.4

at 60-70 �N.

Figure 3.4: Late Paleocene vegetation type fractions (in %) as modeled in the ECHAM6

simulation, based on the (JSBACH) dynamical vegetation module.
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3.3.2 Ocean physical state

The SST is on average 1.2� cooler than in the ECHAM5-based simulation (Table 3.4).

Highest SSTs of 34-36 � occur in low latitude areas in the Pacific and Indian Ocean

(Figure 3.5) in both setups. In zonal average the simulated SSTs are quite similar

between the two model configurations (for the global ocean). Yet, the ECHAM6-based

simulation yields generally cooler temperatures due to the absolute decrease in radiative

forcing (equivalent to a cooling of globally 1.6 �). For the Arctic Ocean, the simulated

SSTs differ even more to the TEX86 biomarker based reconstructions of Sluijs et al.

(2006), which suggest SSTs of ∼17�. Especially the Northern Hemisphere shows lower

SSTs compared to the ECHAM5-based simulation (Figure 3.7). In the Atlantic and

Pacific these temperature differences are associated with heat transfer to the surface

ocean due to convectional processes. These processes are stronger in the ECHAM5

simulation for the Atlantic and in the ECHAM6 simulation for the Pacific.

The sea surface salinity is capturing this signal as well. While in global ocean zonal

mean the surface salinity looks similar, it is the North Atlantic region in which the

simulations differ mostly. The Arctic Ocean is less saline in the ECHAM6 simulation,

caused by a higher freshwater input and less exchange with the surrounding oceans.

Figure 3.6 shows the temperature and salinity difference between the two simulations

for the Atlantic and the Pacific. The deep Atlantic is less saline and colder (∼4 �)

in the ECHAM6 simulation, which can be attributed to the different deepwater for-

mation areas. In the ECHAM5 simulation the main sinking area for water masses lies

in mid latitudes (40-60 �N), so that the sinking occurs mainly in high latitudes, where

the water is colder. The temperature profile of the Pacific exhibits large temperature

differences between 35 and 55 �N. The ocean in the ECHAM6 simulation is up to 5 �

colder in these latitudes because the absorbed heat from the atmosphere in the tropics

Figure 3.5: Late Paleocene SST (in �) for the ECHAM6 based simulation (left) and

the difference between the ECHAM6-ECHAM5 based simulation (right).
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Figure 3.6: Difference in zonally averaged potential temperature (in �, left panel) and

salinity (right panel) for the Atlantic (top row) and Pacific (bottom row) between the

ECHAM6 and ECHAM5 based simulation. Note the non-linear vertical axes, used to

zoom in the upper ocean layers.

is not transported as far north and not as deep as in the ECHAM5 simulation. The

absolute difference in globally averaged ocean temperature at 4000 m depth is 2.1 �.

The North Atlantic surface water exhibits very low salinity in the ECHAM6 simula-

tion which can be attributed to an inflow of low saline waters from the Arctic Ocean.

The same is true for the North Pacific in the ECHAM5 simulation. The differences in

Northern Hemisphere upper ocean salinity (Figure 3.6) result mainly from this inflow.

Additionally, the sinking of denser waters due to thermohaline processes induce the

formation of saltier water masses at depth.
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Figure 3.7: Zonally averaged sea surface temperature (in K, top row) and sea surface

salinity (bottom row), for the global ocean (left column), the Atlantic (middle column)

and the Pacific (right column). Note the different y-axis scales between each plot.

Freshwater budget in the Atlantic Ocean basin

The Atlantic is of special interest, due to its meridional overturning circulation (MOC)

and its role for the global climate system. The freshwater forcing is one of the major

drivers to changes in the meridional overturning and hence the deepwater formation.

We diagnose the freshwater budget of the Atlantic by integrating the relevant proper-

ties over the whole Atlantic and a transect (40-70 �N) which covers the North Atlantic

deepwater formation area more precisely, over a period of 100 years (Figure 3.8). A

positive sign means that the respective term carries a net freshwater flux into the At-

lantic basin (North Atlantic basin). The amount of freshwater entering the Atlantic

(precipitation - evaporation + runoff) in the area where deepwater formation occurs

differs in the two setups. Averaged over the North Atlantic, both simulations show pos-

itive fluxes, however the ECHAM6 simulation yields a 6 times higher freshwater input

than the ECHAM5 simulation. More intense atmospheric freshwater forcing increases

the stratification of water masses in the North Atlantic and results in a significantly
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Figure 3.8: ECHAM6 and ECHAM5 based net freshwater flux (precipitation - evapo-

ration + runoff) into the ocean (in Sv), averaged over the whole Atlantic (solid lines)

and the North Atlantic (40-70 �N, dashed lines) over 100 simulation years.

weakened deep convection. The ECHAM6 simulation shows both, increased precipita-

tion and decreased evaporation over that area.

Figure 3.9 shows the discrepancy of freshwater forcing in the Pacific and Atlantic

between the two simulations. In the tropics the zonal averaged freshwater input be-

haves inversely to the freshwater input in Northern Hemisphere mid latitudes (over the

deepwater formation areas). While the ECHAM6 simulation shows stronger tropical

freshwater input over the Pacific, the ECHAM5 simulation exhibits stronger tropical

freshwater input over the Atlantic. However, the global zonally averaged freshwater

flux exhibits roughly the same pattern in the two simulations. This pattern is char-

acterized by freshwater input in the tropics and mid to high latitudes, and freshwater

loss in the subtropics. The peak around 75 �N (Figure 3.9) refers to river runoff in the

Arctic Ocean.
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Figure 3.9: Zonally averaged net freshwater flux (precipitation - evaporation + runoff)

into the ocean (in m yr−1), for the global ocean (left), the Atlantic (middle) and the

Pacific (right). Positive values correspond to an uptake of freshwater, negative values

to a loss of freshwater by the ocean. Please note the different y-axis scales between

each plot.

Ocean circulation

The circulation differs quite substantially from each other in the two setups, which

mainly results from the different atmospheric states discussed in Section 3.3.1. Overall,

these primarily regional effects have severe consequences for the overturning circulation

of the ocean.

The Late Paleocene setup includes an additional ocean in comparison to the present-

day setup: the Tethys Ocean. It is connected to the Arctic Ocean via the Turgai Strait.

In both Late Paleocene simulations, the Arctic Ocean exports low salinity water via

Turgai Strait into the Tethys (Table 3.3). While the net flux through Bering Strait into

the Arctic Ocean is positive in the ECHAM6 simulation, it is negative in the ECHAM5

simulation, which equals an export from the Arctic Ocean into the Pacific. As a result

the North Pacific surface salinity is up to 5 PSU lower than in the ECHAM6 simulation

(see above).

For the Central American Seaway, the transport of water masses is reversed in the

two model configurations. While the westward Atlantic equatorial current ends up in

the Pacific in the ECHAM6 simulation, the net volume transport through the Central

American Seaway is eastward in the ECHAM5 simulation. From the gross transport

rates in the ECHAM6 simulation (Table 3.3), we can derive that the exchange between

the Atlantic and Pacific is generally enhanced in this simulation. In the Southern Hemi-

sphere the shallow depth of the Drake Passage and the Australian-Antarctic seaway

(both 300-400 m sill-depth) prevent the establishment of the Antarctic Circumpolar
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Ocean Currents

Current/Location ECHAM5 ECHAM6

(in Sv) based based

Central American Seaway (net) +5.3 -4.9

CAS (eastward) +12.7 +19.6

CAS (westward) -7.4 -24.5

Bering Strait (net) -2.7 +0.6

Bering (northward) +0.4 +1.7

Bering (southward) -3.1 -1.1

Turgai Strait (net) -2.3 -0.33

Drake Passage (net) -7.5 -15.4

Max. Atlantic overturning

(>1000m depth) 16.9 2.4

Max. Indo-Pacific overturning

(>1000m depth) 16.7 17.2

Table 3.3: Major ocean connections and their throughflow (vertically and horizontally

integrated), averaged over 100 years for the ECHAM5 and ECHAM6 based simulation.

Positive values correspond to eastward or northward flows, negative values to westward

or southward flows.

Current. Nevertheless, twice as much water is transported westwards through the

Drake Passage in the ECHAM6 simulation, compared to the ECHAM5 simulation.

Moreover, the flow direction in the ECHAM6-based simulation is reversed to the east-

ward circumpolar current we know from modern conditions.

3.3.3 Meridional overturning circulation

In accordance to the distinctly different climate states, the two simulations produce dif-

ferent overturning circulation states as well, which are illustrated in Figure 3.10. The

meridional overturning circulation (MOC) of the ECHAM6 based simulation is driven

by Southern Hemisphere deepwater formation (max. ∼17 Sv). Sinking of water masses,

which is induced by convectional processes, occurs south of the Pacific and south of

the Indian Ocean, within the Southern Ocean. In the Northern Hemisphere some over-

turning occurs in the North Pacific, which produces a locally increased MLD (Figure

3.12). However, it is not comparable to the strength of the North Atlantic overturn-

ing in the ECHAM5 simulation. The maximum Atlantic overturning in the ECHAM5

based simulation amounts to 16.9 Sv, while it is only 2.4 Sv in the ECHAM6 simulation

(Table 3.3). The increased freshwater input into the North Atlantic in the ECHAM6

simulation acts as a major dampener of deepwater formation in that area. Besides the
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Figure 3.10: Zonally averaged crosscut of the MOC for global ocean (top row), At-

lantic (middle row) and Pacific (bottom row), in the ECHAM6 based (left column) and

ECHAM5 based (right column) simulation.

decreased evaporation and increased precipitation over the Atlantic in the ECHAM6

simulation, the outflow of subtropical waters from the Atlantic into the Pacific via the

Central American Seaway could cause further reduction in salinity. This effective net

freshwater flux into the Atlantic, due to free exchange of low-salinity surface water

between the North Pacific and North Atlantic and the reduction of the AMOC is also

discussed in Mikolajewicz et al. (1993) and Mikolajewicz and Crowley (1997). In the
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Figure 3.11: Late Paleocene MLD (in m depth) for the ECHAM6 based simulation

(left) and the difference between the ECHAM6-ECHAM5 based simulation (right).

Late Paleocene simulation of Winguth et al. (2010) a comparable circulation state is

established, lacking deepwater formation in the Northern Hemisphere.

In the ECHAM5 simulation (detailed description in Section 2.3) deepwater formation

also occurs south of the Pacific, but it is lacking convectional processes south of the

Indian Ocean. Neither does it show overturning in the North Pacific. This could be

related to the Arctic Ocean water inflow and the consequently lower salinity concen-

trations in the surface ocean. Apart from this, the nearly identical equator to pole

temperature gradient at the surface should not cause any differences in the MOC be-

tween the simulations.

The MOC state in the coupled ECHAM5 simulation of Heinemann (2009) yields switches

in Northern and Southern Hemisphere deepwater formation. Since we are using an

atmospheric forcing which consists of only 30 years of his model output, we do not

reproduce this episodic flushes in our ECHAM5 based simulation. Furthermore, this

large temporal variability does not occur in the fully coupled ECHAM6 simulation.

The MOC in the ECHAM5 based simulation is generally more similar to the MOC in

modern conditions (Jungclaus et al. 2013). They both differ quite substantially from

the MOC produced in the ECHAM6 based simulation. However, proxy-data studies

suggest only one primary source of deepwater formation (Tripati and Elderfield 2005;

Nunes and Norris 2006), which was located in the high latitudes of the Southern Hemi-

sphere during the Late Paleocene. Based on δ13C the resting time of water masses

in the deep ocean during former time periods can be estimated. “Older“ water is en-

riched in 12C, since the remineralization of organic matter (rich in 12C) leads to an

accumulation of CO2 over time in the deep ocean. According to Miller et al. (1987), no

deepwater was formed in the North Atlantic. Instead, the analysis of carbon isotopes

from 14 deep sea sites by Nunes and Norris (2006) indicates that the main deepwater
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Figure 3.12: Zonally averaged MLD (in m depth), for the global ocean (left), the At-

lantic (middle) and the Pacific (right) in the ECHAM6 and ECHAM5 based simulation.

Note the different y-axis scales on each plot.

formation took place in the Southern Ocean, but as well in the South Atlantic. Tripati

and Elderfield (2005) state that based on their isotope data, the deep ocean overturning

must have been mainly driven by convection in the Southern Ocean.

Yet, higher deep sea temperatures in the ECHAM5 simulation are closer to the

(temperature) proxy data, which is also resulting from the locations of the deepwater

formation areas. The deepwater production in the ECHAM5 simulation takes place

between 40-70 �N, where the annually averaged SST is around 20 �C, while the main

deepwater formation in the ECHAM6 simulation takes place in the Southern Ocean,

south of 60 �S. SST’s in that area are below 10 �C in annual average. Consequently the

deep ocean is provided with generally colder water.

The annually averaged mixed layer depth (MLD) clearly displays the main deepwater

formation areas in the simulation (Figure 3.11). In the Southern Ocean (Pacific and

Indian sector) the mixed layer spreads until 900 m depth. In the Northern Hemisphere

the maximum MLD is located in the eastern part of the North Pacific (up to ∼300

m depth). In comparison to the ECHAM5 simulation weaker convectional processes

in the North Atlantic lead to a much shallower Atlantic MLD in the ECHAM6 sim-

ulation (Figure 3.12). Instead the convection in the Southern Hemisphere produces a

much deeper MLD than in the ECHAM5 simulation, both in the Pacific and the Indian

sector of the Southern Ocean.
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3.4 Different states of ocean biogeochemical parameters

3.4.1 Organic carbon cycle

The ocean circulation regimes in the ECHAM5 and ECHAM6 based simulation, pro-

duce different biogeochemical states in HAMOCC. The organic carbon cycle in the

ECHAM6 simulation is characterized by a higher export of OM and opal from the sur-

face. The export rate of CaCO3 producers is decreased in comparison to the ECHAM5

simulation (Table 3.4). Primarily the sinking and upwelling of water masses, which

is determined by the MOC, influences the nutrient concentrations at the surface, and

with this the biological production. Especially the distribution of dissolved silicate

in the ocean behaves very sensitive to changes in the overturning circulation and can

be strongly correlated to the MLD in both simulations (Heinze et al. 2003). Overall,

the globally integrated annual mean primary production is slightly increased in the

ECHAM6 simulation.

Although, the deepwater formation in the North Atlantic and the deepwater circula-

tion over the whole basin nearly disappears in the ECHAM6 simulation, the shallow

ocean circulation in the low and mid latitudes is enhanced. In comparison to the

ECHAM5 simulation the resupply of nutrients and especially silicate to the surface is

Key ocean biogeochemsitry properties

Parameter/Variable ECHAM5 ECHAM6

based based

Ocean temperature surface (�) 24.8 23.6

Ocean temperature at 4000 m depth (�) 8.9 6.8

Ocean salinity 34.31 34.56

Primary production

Global (Gt C yr−1) 58.65 61.91

Export production

CaCO3 (Gt C yr−1) 0.63 0.37

Opal (Tmol Si yr−1) 159.57 170.73

POC (Gt C yr−1) 8.54 8.99

Molar export ratio

C(CaCO3):Si(opal) 0.33 0.18

C(CaCO3):C(POC) 0.07 0.04

Si(opal):C(POC) 0.22 0.23

Table 3.4: Overview of key properties characterizing the state of biogeochemical vari-

ables for the ECHAM5 and ECHAM6 based simulations.
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3.4 Different states of ocean biogeochemical parameters

Figure 3.13: Late Paleocene silicate and phosphate concentrations (in μmol Si/P L−1)
and annual integrated primary production and OM export in 90 m depth (in mol C

m−2) for the ECHAM6 based simulation (left panel) and the difference between the

ECHAM6-ECHAM5 based simulation (right panel).
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enhanced in the low and mid latitude Atlantic, due to the increased upwelling (Figure

3.13). The increased silicate availability leads to a shift from calcite producers toward

opal producers in the Atlantic. The largest differences in Atlantic phosphate and ni-

trate concentrations in comparison to the ECHAM5 simulation exist directly along the

equator and in the eastern boundary coastal upwelling areas. These areas exhibit also

the strongest increases in primary production (Figure 3.13). The high latitude Atlantic

shows more depleted nutrient concentrations in the surface ocean in comparison to the

ECHAM5 simulation. This involves a slight reduction in primary production in the

high latitude Atlantic.

The basin averaged depth profiles in Figure 3.14 show a strong increase in Atlantic

phosphate and nitrate concentrations which can be attributed to the increased export

production and its remineralization (total OM export: 2.18 vs. 1.81 Gt C a−1 in

ECHAM6 based and ECHAM5 based simulations, respectively). While the export rate

(in mol per area) of silicate slightly increases (factor 1.26), the calcite export in 90 m

depth is decreased by a factor of 4 in the ECHAM6 based simulation. The increase

in remineralization of OM leads to a higher consumption of dissolved oxygen in the

subsurface waters. Together with a reduced overturning it results in a stronger OMZ

in the Atlantic. The silicate concentrations at depth rather result from opal dissolution

in the sediment than from the surface export.

While the Atlantic shows a general increase in export production, less primary produc-

tion and export of OM takes place in the Pacific (Figure 3.13). The equatorial Pacific

shows a reduced MLD in the ECHAM6 simulation (Figure 3.12), which serves as an

indicator for reduced upwelling and is reflected in decreased nutrient concentrations in

the surface ocean. The wind speed (in 10 m height) over the equatorial Pacific is about

25 % weaker in the ECHAM6 simulation (not shown), which we interpret as one of the

main reasons for the reduced upwelling. Within this region the decrease in primary

production is strongest. Furthermore, the reduced upwelling of silicate in the central

Pacific increases the calcite/opal export ratio strongly. In the mid and high latitude

Pacific the increased MLD correlates again to higher nutrient and silicate availability

in the surface ocean, favoring opal production. However, the diminished phosphate

and silicate concentrations in the eastern boundary currents indicate reduced coastal

upwelling in the North and South Pacific. These regions show significantly less ex-

port of OM than in the ECHAM5 simulation. Although there are regions in the Pacific

where the calcite production decreases (i.e., western equatorial Pacific), the calcite/opal

export ratio shows a general increase for the Pacific (averaged over the whole basin)

compared to the ECHAM5 simulation.

At depth the increased overturning circulation leads to higher oxygen concentrations in

the Pacific and Southern Ocean. Moreover, the reduced export of OM leads to a weaker

OMZ, since less material is remineralized. Phosphate and nitrate concentrations show

slightly decreased concentrations (Figure 3.14), which is also in line with the lower OM
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3.4 Different states of ocean biogeochemical parameters

Figure 3.14: Basin-wide averaged phosphate, silicate, nitrate and oxygen concentra-

tions for the ECHAM6 based (solid line) and the ECHAM5 based (dashed line) sim-

ulation. All concentrations are given in μmol L−1 and are averaged over the last 30

years of the respective simulation.

export in comparison to the ECHAM5 simulation (factor 1.1 decrease).
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3.4.2 Inorganic carbon cycle

The Atlantic shows over wide areas higher CO2−
3 concentrations in the surface due to

a decrease in biological calcite production and export (except in the area of former

deepwater formation) in the ECHAM6 based simulation. As a result the TA increases,

which potentially increases the carbonate buffer capacity of the surface ocean towards

additional CO2. The former deepwater formation area in the North Atlantic is depleted

at the surface in TA, CO2−
3 , and DIC in comparison to the ECHAM5 simulation (Fig-

ure 3.15). Primarily this is a result of the increased freshwater input which depletes

the concentrations respectively. The same is valid for the Arctic Ocean which is less

saline in the ECHAM6 setup and therefore has generally much lower concentrations of

TA, CO2−
3 , and DIC.

The missing inflow of low saline water due to the reversed net exchange with the Atlantic

Ocean through Bering Strait leads to increased TA, CO2−
3 , and DIC concentrations in

the North Pacific. The surface ocean pH does not show any major differences between

the two setups in neither of the basins (not shown).

The ocean temperature in 4000 m depth is in global average 2.1 � colder than in

the ECHAM5 simulation (Table 3.4). For Ω this results in a higher saturation con-

centration, i.e., calcite gets into dissolution more easily. Therefore one would expect

higher CO2−
3 concentrations at depth. However, the calcite export from the surface is

in every basin lower than in the ECHAM5 simulation. Consequently there is less calcite

available for dissolution which could act as a source for CO2−
3 in deeper ocean layers.

Nevertheless, the Pacific ocean displays higher concentrations than in the ECHAM5

simulation. This is interpreted as a result of the main deepwater formation area in the

Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean. Younger water with lower DIC concentrations

characterizes the deep Pacific in the ECHAM6 simulation.

The pH difference of up to 0.3 in the subsurface Pacific (basin averaged, not shown) is

a product of the reduced coastal upwelling along the South and North American coast.

In these areas the subsurface waters in the ECHAM5 simulation yield the lowest pH

as a result of OM remineralization. Also the horizontal extent of these low pH waters

is much smaller in the ECHAM6 simulation. Moreover, a better spreading of the CO2

enriched waters is achieved by the increased mixing of water masses which is induced

by the stronger MOC in the Pacific.

The deep Atlantic acts contrarily. Due to increased export and remineralization of OM,

as well as a decreased overturning circulation, the deep Atlantic gets enriched in DIC

in contrast to the ECHAM5 simulation. The minimum in basin averaged pH (at 900

m depth) is 0.1 lower than in the ECHAM5 simulation (Figure 3.16). The pH decrease

in the subsurface Atlantic is attributed to the increased OM remineralization and the

reduced mixing.
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3.4 Different states of ocean biogeochemical parameters

Figure 3.15: Late Paleocene TA concentrations (in μmol kg−1, top row), CO2−
3 (in

μmol C kg−1, middle row), and DIC concentrations (in μmol C kg−1, bottom row) for

the ECHAM6 based simulation (left panel) and the difference between the ECHAM6-

ECHAM5 based simulation (right panel).
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Figure 3.16: Basin-wide averaged carbonate, TA, DIC concentrations and pH for the

ECHAM6 based (solid line) and the ECHAM5 based (dashed line) simulation. All

concentrations are given in μmol kg−1 and are averaged over the last 30 years of the

respective simulation.
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3.5 Reversed carbonate ion gradient due to different ocean

circulation regimes

The Pacific shows generally higher CO2−
3 concentrations in the ECHAM6 than in the

ECHAM5 based simulation. Especially in the Northern Hemisphere tropics and tem-

perate zones the reduced biological pump leads to higher CO2−
3 concentrations in the

upper 2000 m of the water column (Figure 3.17). In the Atlantic the lack of North At-

lantic deepwater production reduces the CO2−
3 concentrations significantly. Through

the decrease in deep ocean ventilation the mid and deep ocean gets enriched in metabolic

CO2, resulting in basin averaged CO2−
3 concentrations of 60 μmol kg−1 (ECHAM5: 105

μmol kg−1). With a basin averaged concentration 75 μmol kg−1 (ECHAM5: 65 μmol

kg−1) the Pacific ocean shows higher CO2−
3 values than the Atlantic. So it is mainly

the reduction of CO2−
3 in the Atlantic which drives the reversal of the basin ratio in

the two model setups. However, the difference between the Pacific and the Atlantic

CO2−
3 concentrations only amounts to 15 μmol kg−1 in the ECHAM6 based simulation,

while the difference between the basins is about 40 μmol kg−1 in the ECHAM5 based

simulation. For comparison, the basin averaged deep sea CO2−
3 concentrations for the

pre-industrial Pacific and Atlantic (CMIP5, historical run with MPI-ESM) differ by 10

μmol kg−1.
Based on sediment core data, the carbonate compensations depth (CCD, depth at

which CaCO3 is no longer found in sediments) has probably not been shallower in the

Figure 3.17: Late Paleocene CO2−
3 concentrations (in μmol C kg−1) for the ECHAM6

based simulation (left column) and the difference between the ECHAM6-ECHAM5

based simulation (right column).
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Atlantic than in the Pacific before the PETM (Zeebe et al. 2009). This does not allow

the Pacific CO2−
3 concentrations to be much higher than in the Atlantic.

The CO2−
3 distribution is a result of the overturning circulation and vertical fluxes of

OM and TA due to the biological pump. The Late Paleocene ocean circulation as it

is predicted in our simulation (with multiple Southern Hemisphere deepwater sources),

results in ”older”, more DIC enriched deepwaters in the Atlantic than in the Pacific.

The corrosiveness of Atlantic bottom water is additionally enhanced by the increased

export of OM. Not only the CO2−
3 gradients are reversed in our simulation, but also

the phosphate, nitrate and oxygen gradients are reversed between Pacific and Atlantic

in comparison to today (and the ECHAM5 based simulation) (Figure 3.14).

Another important factor for the CO2−
3 concentration at depth is the calcite export

from the surface. While in the ECHAM6 simulation, the export of calcite shells in

the Pacific is twice as high as in the Atlantic, this ratio is reversed in the ECHAM5

simulation. However, in terms of the calcite export ratio between Atlantic and Pacific,

the ECHAM6 simulation for the Late Paleocene is closer to preindustrial conditions

(CMIP5, historical run with MPI-ESM).

As the CO2−
3 concentration drives the dissolution of deep sea carbonates (Dickens 2000;

Zeebe and Zachos 2007) it is an essential property to interpret the proxy record and

to infer from it the actual dissolution pattern, i.e., strong shoaling of CCD and satura-

tion horizon in Atlantic and weak shoaling in the Pacific (Dunkley Jones et al. 2010).

Based on our results the thermohaline circulation could be one of the main drivers for

an increased vulnerability of calcite sediments in the Atlantic during the PETM. The

assumption of a reversed basin CO2−
3 gradient between the Atlantic and the Pacific

relative to the modern was previously made by Zeebe and Zachos (2007). However,

they assume it for the dissolution phase of the PETM. Our model results show that

the deep-sea CO2−
3 basin gradient increased from the Atlantic over the Southern Ocean

into the Pacific already in the Late Paleocene.

Other PETM model studies which include ocean biogeochemistry (i.e., Panchuk et al.

2008; Zeebe et al. 2009) prescribe a single Southern Hemisphere deepwater formation

in the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean, mainly based on observational data from

Thomas et al. (2003). Deepwater formation occurs in this spot in our simulation too,

but our simulation shows an additional source of deepwater formation in the Pacific

section of the Southern Ocean. Neither the observations (due to missing data points)

nor the model studies take into account a second deepwater formation area in the Pa-

cific sector of the Southern Ocean, which we predict in our simulation. Winguth et al.

(2010) find in their Late Paleocene simulation, using the Community Climate System

Model (CCSM3), a convection induced deepening of the MLD in the same Southern

Ocean locations as we do. However, the convection does not trigger Pacific deepwater

circulation in his simulation as it is seen in our simulation.

According to Tripati and Elderfield (2005) the Late Paleocene δ13C values are lower in
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the North Pacific than in the Atlantic and the South Pacific, which favors a Southern

Hemisphere deepwater formation. This does not exclude deepwater formation in two

different locations in the Southern Ocean. Nunes and Norris (2006) also derive from

their data a Southern Ocean dominated deepwater formation. However, their study is

lacking data points/ measurements in the Pacific section of the Southern Ocean, where

our second deepwater formation area is located. Nunes and Norris (2006) further spec-

ulate about a ventilation of the deep Atlantic from the Southern Ocean sinking area,

which does not occur in our simulation.

3.5.1 Model data comparison for CaCO3 sediment content

Since the sedimentary calcite is highly dependent on the oceanic bottom layer CO2−
3

content, we evaluate our simulations against the available sediment record. Figure 3.18

shows the different calcite sediment patterns, achieved by the ECHAM6 and ECHAM5

based simulations. It includes a compilation of CaCO3 wt% data which was derived

from Late Paleocene sediments (Panchuk et al. 2008).

The discussed changes in the water column biology and chemistry in the ECHAM6

Figure 3.18: Left column: Late Paleocene calcite sediment content (in wt%) for the

ECHAM6 and ECHAM5 based simulation, including observational data points from

(Panchuk et al. 2008): colored dots indicate wt%, white dots indicate that CaCO3 is

present but wt% is unknown, triangles indicate a hiatus (due to non-deposition). Right

column: difference between the ECHAM6-ECHAM5 based simulation. Calculations

are based on 100 year averages.
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based simulation result in a decrease in South Atlantic calcite sediments. This re-

sult does still reasonably match the calcite content, which is observed in the sediment

record from Walvis Ridge (Zachos et al. 2005). The North Atlantic CaCO3 wt% in

the ECHAM6 based configuration matches the sediment record even better than in

the ECHAM5 simulation. In the Pacific the horizontal expansion of calcite sediments

matches the sedimentary record better, too. However, calcite sediments could still cover

a wider area of the ocean floor in the Central Pacific than projected in our simulations.

Although, the close vicinity of sediment cores bearing calcite wt% reaching from 0 to

95 wt% suggests that local heterogeneity’s such as ridges and valleys play a major

role in the Central Pacific. These may not be represented sufficiently in our model

bathymetry. In the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean we see small to no changes in

the calcite content between the ECHAM5 and ECHAM6 simulations (both 45 wt%).

Both simulations are deviating from the available sediment core data (93 wt%), due to

reasons which are already discussed in Chapter 2. For the Indian Ocean the ECHAM6

simulation predicts over widest areas a lower CaCO3 content than in the ECHAM5

simulation, but areas free of CaCO3 are not calculated either.

Zeebe et al. (2009) studied sediment cores of drilling sides in several ocean basins to

derive the CCD in the pre-PETM setting. The analysis of the calcite content before the

PETM suggests a basin-wide averaged CCD for the Pacific and Atlantic which is very

close to each other, between 3.3 and 4 km depth. Due to their interpretation the At-

lantic CCD must have been slightly beneath the CCD in the Pacific before the PETM

started. However the basin-wide averages rely on 5 sediment cores from the Walvis

Ridge for the Atlantic, and 3 sediment cores from the Central Equatorial Pacific and

from Shatsky Rise for the Pacific. Our methods do not enable us to deduce the CCD

directly out of our model, but the reversed CO2−
3 gradient would rather promote a

CCD of similar depth in the Atlantic and the Pacific before the PETM.
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3.6 Summary & Discussion

We compare two different model setups for reproducing Late Paleocene climatic con-

ditions. In our analysis and evaluation of the model results we focus on the ocean

biogeochemistry and discuss how it is affected by the respective states of climate and

ocean circulation. The main differences between the two setups consists of differences

in the shortwave radiation schemes, the treatment of land surface and vegetation, the

parameterization of surface ocean albedo, and the representation of the upper atmo-

sphere.

The predicted surface temperature between the ECHAM5 (Heinemann 2009) and the

ECHAM6 based model simulation amounts to ∼2 �. The analysis with a zero dimen-

sional energy balance model (EBM, Heinemann et al. 2009) assigns those temperature

differences mainly to the atmospheric water vapour content (-20 %) which results in

a reduced greenhouse effect in the ECHAM6 based simulation. While the planetary

albedo reduction leads to a warming of 1.4 K, the increased longwave emissivity cools

the climate by 3 K, resulting in cooler surface temperatures in the ECHAM6 based

simulation.

The globally averaged pole to equator temperature gradient is not affected by the differ-

ences in the two simulations. The vegetation model influences temperatures regionally,

especially over the simulated desserts in central Asia and the Southern Hemisphere

subtropics. Due to changes in surface properties and the colder mean climate state the

precipitation and wind patterns (absolute and locally) change.

The general ocean circulation state is distinctly different between the two setups. Be-

sides reversed horizontal exchange rates between several ocean basins, it is particularly

the MOC which drives severe change in the ocean circulation and biogeochemistry. The

ECHAM5 based simulation produces a MOC which is more similar to modern condi-

tions (Jungclaus et al. 2013), including the main deepwater formation in the North At-

lantic. Moreover, it features a source for deepwater in the Pacific sector of the Southern

Ocean. However, reconstructions of Late Paleocene circulation and deepwater forma-

tion areas, based on isotopic analysis of Late Paleocene sediments (Miller et al. 1987;

Tripati and Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris 2006) and fish tooth (Thomas et al. 2003)

promote a Southern Ocean driven deep ocean overturning. In the ECHAM6 based sim-

ulation, the ocean circulation system is driven by multiple deepwater formation areas

in the Pacific and Indian sectors of the Southern Ocean. No deepwater formation takes

place in the Atlantic, which experiences a six times higher freshwater input than in the

ECHAM5 simulation. Moreover, the outflow of subtropical waters from the Atlantic

into the Pacific (reversed in ECHAM5 based simulation) via the Central American Sea-

way reduces North Atlantic surface salinities. The influence of the Central American

Seaway on the reduction of the AMOC is also predicted by Mikolajewicz et al. (1993);

Mikolajewicz and Crowley (1997) for a modified present-day setup.
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The simulated deep sea temperatures are closer to the temperature reconstructions

(Tripati and Elderfield 2005) in the ECHAM5 based simulation. As a consequence of

high latitude formation and sinking of water masses in the ECHAM6 based simula-

tion (mid latitudes deepwater formation in ECHAM5 based simulation), the globally

averaged deep ocean (at 4000 m depth) is 2.1 � colder than in the ECHAM5 based

simulation.

In consequence of the different ocean circulation state, the low latitude Pacific in the

ECHAM6 based simulation is characterized by a shallower MLD indicating decreased

upwelling of water masses, whereas, the opposite applies to the high latitude Pacific. In

the Atlantic the upwelling of water masses is enhanced in the tropical and subtropical

Pacific Ocean.

The ocean biogeochemistry is strongly affected by the different circulation states. The

ECHAM6 based simulation shows in comparison to the ECHAM5 based simulation:

(1) A decrease in total CaCO3 export and a reversal of the CaCO3 export gradient

between Atlantic and Pacific. While the Pacific is facing an increase in CaCO3 export,

the Atlantic exhibits a decrease in CaCO3 export rate.

(2) An overall increase in primary production (6 %) and a reversal in OM export be-

tween Pacific and Atlantic, featuring higher OM export (in mol per area) in the Atlantic

than in the Pacific.

(3) Increased respiration of OM in the Atlantic which causes higher consumption of

oxygen in the subsurface waters. Together with the decreased ocean mixing the OMZs

intensify and (metabolic) DIC concentrations get enriched in the Atlantic. The en-

richment in metabolic CO2 due to the lack of North Atlantic deepwater production

decreases the CO2−
3 concentrations at depth.

(4) Younger and thus better oxygenated water in the Pacific, which exhibits lower DIC

concentrations. In the deep Pacific the CO2−
3 concentrations are slightly increased due

to better ventilation in comparison to the North Atlantic driven circulation state in the

ECHAM5 based simulation.

As a result (of points 1-4) a horizontally reversed CO2−
3 gradient between Atlantic and

Pacific establishes in the ECHAM6 based simulation, in comparison to present-day

conditions.

As stated above the CaCO3 export from the surface influences the deep sea CO2−
3 con-

centration as well. The export of CaCO3 is twice as high in the Pacific than in the

Atlantic in the ECHAM6 based simulation, while the opposite applies to the ECHAM5

based simulation. Also in pre-industrial model simulations (CMIP5, historical run with

MPI-ESM) the Pacific CaCO3 export exceeds the one in the Atlantic (in mol per area).

The ECHAM6 based simulation, results in lower sedimentary CaCO3 deposition in the

Atlantic, Tethys and Indian Ocean, while the CaCO3 content is increased in the cen-

tral Pacific sediments. We compare the CaCO3 sediment distribution resulting from

the reversed deep-sea CO2−
3 gradient between Pacific and Atlantic in the pre-PETM
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state to a compilation of CaCO3 wt% which is based on the Late Paleocene sediment

record (Panchuk et al. 2008). The increase in Central Pacific CaCO3 deposits in com-

parison to the ECHAM5 based simulation matches the observations better, as well as

the simulated North Atlantic CaCO3 distribution.

The CO2−
3 gradient between Atlantic and Pacific is reproduced without some secondary

control on the pattern of carbonate dissolution, considering the diverse physical and

biogeochemical boundary conditions of the Late Paleocene. With the Southern Ocean

driven ocean circulation we give a plausible explanation for a horizontally reversed

deep-sea CO2−
3 gradient between Pacific and Atlantic which can be identified from the

proxy record (Zeebe and Zachos 2007).
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Chapter 4

Perturbation of the marine carbon cycle

during the onset of the PETM

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we prescribe different carbon concentration increase scenarios (Table

4.1) to simulate the onset of the PETM. To achieve modeling results which are con-

sistent with the negative δ13C carbon isotope excursion (CIE) and the dissolution of

marine carbonates which characterize the PETM sediment record (Zachos et al. 2005),

several possible carbon emission scenarios are discussed for the PETM (e.g., Pagani

et al. 2006a; Zeebe et al. 2009). We are starting our simulation from the (coupled

ECHAM6 based) pre-PETM state which is described and discussed in Chapter 3. The

prescribed CO2 scenarios for the PETM perturbation (0.47-0.71 ppm yr−1) represent

the upper limit of equivalent carbon emission rates (1-1.5 Gt C yr−1) estimated for the

PETM. Whereas, studies including carbon cycle models (Panchuk et al. 2008; Zeebe

et al. 2009; Ridgwell and Schmidt 2010) rather prescribe emissions at the lower end

of possible emission rates (∼0.5 Gt C yr−1) to reproduce the PETM related carbon

isotope excursion (CIE).

For the onset of the PETM a reduction in deepwater formation in the southern high

latitudes is discussed (Tripati and Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris 2006), as well as a

possible switch of deep water formation from southern to northern high latitudes which

could have induced mid depth and deep ocean warming (Bice and Marotzke 2002). Car-

bon cycle modelling studies of the PETM did not account for transient changes in the

ocean circulation in response to the carbon perturbation so far. Panchuk et al. (2008)

did not predict a weakening in Southern Ocean deep water production during the onset

of the PETM. Zeebe et al. (2009) prescribed a weakening in Southern Ocean ventila-

tion, but therefore ventilated the deep ocean via a North Pacific source (Zeebe et al.

2009). Against this background we want to study the response of ocean circulation to

the PETM carbon perturbation with a complex ESM including ocean biogeochemistry,
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Conducted CO2 emission scenarios

PETM Description atm. CO2 Acc. emission Duration

scenarios incr. (p.a.) after 1300 yrs (yrs)

control Late Paleocene climate

state (560 ppm) - - 1000

high Atm. CO2 increase

equal to 1.5 Gt C yr−1 0.71 ppm 1950 Gt C 1500

medium Atm. CO2 increase

equal to 1 Gt C yr−1 0.47 ppm 1300 Gt C 3000

ocean source medium + 0.5 Gt C yr−1

source in deep Atlantic. 0.47 ppm 1950 Gt C 1500

no warming medium but CO2 increase

not visible for radiation. 0.47 ppm 1300 Gt C 1500

Only biogeochem. coupled.

to gain further knowledge about the implications of changes in ocean circulation on the

marine biology and carbon cycle during the event.

By analyzing ocean biogeochemical consequences of ocean circulation changes we fo-

cus on possible reasons which could have led to the benthic extinction event during the

PETM (Kennett and Stott 1991; Thomas and Shackleton 1996). Several mechanisms,

such as changing oceanic productivity, lowered oxygenation, or carbonate corrosivity

are discussed as reason for the benthic extinction (Thomas 2007). It is not proven that

any of these reasons occurred on a global scale, but most studies suggest that multiple

stressors acted simultaneously (e.g., Ridgwell and Schmidt 2010). As our approach

accounts for nearly all of the discussed stressors, we analyze their impact on the deep

ocean habitat and evaluate if the extinction could have been triggered by an interaction

of the above-mentioned processes.

Furthermore, we want to investigate how a deep ocean carbon source would have af-

fected the ocean carbon cycle and especially sedimentary CaCO3 dissolution during the

PETM. Since a release of e.g., 2000 Pg C from methane hydrate could explain the CIE

it is therefore intensively discussed to have triggered the PETM (Dickens et al. 1995).

Moreover, modeling studies suggest that an additional emission of carbon to the deep

ocean is necessary to reproduce the PETM dissolution record (Zeebe et al. 2009).

One of the most important proxies proving rapid atmospheric CO2 increase and ocean

acidification during the PETM is the sedimentary CaCO3 dissolution record. The car-

bonate compensation depth (CCD) shoaled substantially during the onset of the PETM

(Bowen et al. 2004). However, CaCO3 dissolution did not occur uniformly throughout

the basins (Thomas et al. 2002; Zachos et al. 2005), the CCD record implies strong

CaCO3 dissolution (CCD shoaling of 2 km) in the Atlantic and relatively weak disso-
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lution (CCD shoaling of several 100 m) in the Pacific (Zeebe et al. 2009). We analyze

how different rates of carbon release affect the deep ocean and surface ocean carbonate

chemistry and compare our results to available proxy data.

This chapter is organized as follows. After introducing the experimental setup in

Section 4.2 we describe the response of the climate system to a PETM related car-

bon perturbation (medium scenario), with emphasis on the ocean biogeochemistry in

Section 4.4. In Section 4.5 we study the systems sensitivity towards different amounts

(high scenario) and locations (ocean source scenario) of CO2 sources. In Section 4.6

we separate warming induced and carbon induced effects on the ocean biogeochemistry

(no warming scenario) during the onset of the PETM. The results are summarized and

discussed in the context of existing model and data studies in Section 4.7.
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4.2 Scenario design

We simulate the onset of the PETM with the the MPI-ESM, including the atmospheric

general circulation model ECHAM6, the ocean general circulation model MPIOM, the

ocean biogeochemistry model HAMOCC and the land surface and vegetation model

JSBACH (for a detailed model description see Section 3.2). To replicate a carbon per-

turbation which is associated with the PETM, we run several CO2 emission scenarios.

We prescribe a yearly atmospheric CO2 increase of 0.47 ppm in the medium, ocean

source and no warming experiment. In the high experiment we prescribe a yearly

atmospheric CO2 increase of 0.71 ppm (Figure 4.1). All experiments start from the

ECHAM6 based Late Paleocene background state (560 ppm CO2). The atmospheric

CO2 concentration is linearly increased over a period of 1300 years, which results in a

CO2 concentration in the atmosphere of 1171 ppm for the medium, ocean source, no

warming and 1483 ppm for the high experiment. The simulations are then calculated

with fixed atmospheric CO2 concentrations for another 1700 years in the medium, and

another 200 years in the ocean source, no warming and the high experiment (Figure

4.1).

The atmospheric CO2 increase in the medium scenario is equivalent to an emission

of 1300 Gt C (1950 Gt C in high scenario), not considering land and ocean carbon

uptake. The carbon fluxes between atmosphere, ocean and land are diagnosed but not

calculated interactively, as we prescribe the time-evolution of atmospheric CO2 as an

input to the model. Consequently, changes in the land and ocean carbon storage do

not feedback on the atmospheric CO2 concentration or on the climate. The fixing of

the atmospheric CO2 concentration at 1171 ppm (1483 ppm) assumes a constant net

emission of carbon, since in an interactively calculated simulation, the ocean and land

carbon uptake would decrease the atmospheric CO2 concentration over time.

The ocean source emission scenario consists of an annual atmospheric CO2 increase

of 0.47 ppm and an additional carbon source of 0.5 Gt C yr−1 in the deep Atlantic

in >1000 m depth (see model description in Section 3.2.4). The equivalent emission

of carbon therefore amounts to 1950 Gt C in this scenario, 1300 Gt C is added in the

atmosphere and 650 Gt C is added in the deep ocean. An emission of CO2 to the deep

ocean due to oxygenation of methane hydrate (CH4) during the PETM is discussed in

several publications (e.g., Dickens et al. 1995; Thomas et al. 2002; Zeebe et al. 2009).

In the no warming experiment the prescribed atmospheric CO2 increase is just vis-

ible for the land and ocean biogeochemistry models. The radiation in the model is

fixed at 560 ppm and is not influenced by the CO2 increase. Consequently, the surface

temperature is not increasing due to radiative effects. This is a common approach to

characterize feedbacks in the coupled carbon-climate system, which is also done for the

simulations of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) experiments (e.g.,

Friedlingstein et al. 2006; Arora et al. 2013; Schwinger et al. 2014).
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4.2 Scenario design

Figure 4.1: Prescribed atmospheric CO2 emission scenarios for the onset of the PETM.

Scenarios represent the assumption of a high (0.71 ppm yr−1) and a medium (0.47 ppm

yr−1) rate of atmospheric CO2 concentration increase.

The no warming simulation is compared to the medium emission scenario, to isolate/s-

tudy climate change induced effects on the ocean biogeochemistry. After Friedlingstein

et al. (2006) the medium simulation corresponds to the “coupled” state in which climate

change and atmospheric CO2 increase affect the carbon cycle. The no warming sim-

ulation corresponds to the “uncoupled” or “biogeochemically coupled” state in which

CO2 is treated as an nonradiatively active gas.

In the high emission scenario the atmospheric CO2 concentrations are increasing faster

and are fixed on a higher CO2 level (after 1300 years), than in the medium scenario.
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4.3 Changes in ocean circulation

The atmospheric CO2 increase from 560 to 1171 ppm causes the SST to increase by

∼5 � in global average over 1300 years (Figure 4.2 & 4.6). After stabilization of the

atmospheric CO2 concentration at 1171 ppm, the SST increases by another 1.5 � until

the year 3000. However, the SST seems not to be in equilibrium yet. The temperature

increase is strongest in the equatorial and polar regions (Figure 4.2). High latitude

SST’s increase by 8 to 10 �, which is in accordance with most of the observational

studies (Zachos et al. 2005, and references therein). Sluijs et al. (2006) rather predict a

warming of only 5 � in the Arctic Ocean, but starting from a more equable meridional

temperature gradient in the pre-PETM climate state. However, our simulated annually

averaged SST of 12 � in the Arctic Ocean after the atmospheric CO2 increase matches

at least the temperatures inferred from high latitude proxies (Sluijs et al. 2006) during

the event better. The meridional temperature gradient flattens throughout the simula-

tion. While temperatures increase by 8 � and 10 � in the Southern and Arctic Ocean

respectively, SST’s rise by only 6 � in the tropics.

Figure 4.2: Zonal mean SST (�), MLD (m) and freshwater flux into the ocean (m

yr−1) averaged over the last 30 years of the medium CO2 emission scenario and the

control run.

The zonally averaged MLD is everywhere shallower than in the background climate

state. Especially in the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes the MLD shoales strongly.

The Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean exhibits a MLD which is ∼500 m shallower

than in the control run (Figure 4.3). While it looks similar for the Indian sector, the

MLD in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean is deeper than in the control run.

A decrease in deep convection reduced the MLD in the Indian sector of the Southern

Ocean. However, convectional processes spread in the spatial extent, indicated by a

deepening of the MLD in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. The net freshwater
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4.3 Changes in ocean circulation

Figure 4.3: Left: MLD averaged over the last 30 years of the medium CO2 emission

scenario. Right: difference of the medium experiment and the control run (note the

non-linear color bar).

flux into the ocean increases due to the prescribed CO2 forcing, which is in accordance

to the reduced MLD in the deepwater formation areas.

In general the tropics and mid to high latitudes experience a greater fresh water input,

while in the subtropics the net loss of freshwater due to evaporation is increased. The

northern mid to high latitude increase in freshwater input (Figure 4.2) takes primarily

place in the Pacific. Figure 4.5 highlights the net freshwater input over the deep water

formation areas in northern and southern high latitudes. The North Pacific (40-70 �N)

freshwater input increases by 25 % and equilibrates at ∼4 Sv after 1500 years. The

freshwater input into the North Atlantic (40-70 �N) increases only slowly over the first

Figure 4.4: Key variables of ocean physical state for all simulations. Temporal evolu-

tion of averaged SST (�, left) for the global ocean and maximum MOC (below 1000

m depth) for the Southern Hemisphere (Sv, right).
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500 years. This period coincides with the initial strengthening of the MOC in the At-

lantic (Figure 4.6). However, after 3000 years the freshwater input increased about 17

%. The areas of deepwater formation in the Southern Hemisphere in the Pacific sector

and Indian sector of the Southern Ocean (both 60-80 �S) show an increase in freshwater

input of 45 % and 33 % after 3000 years. Both areas respond rather quickly to the CO2

forcing, but the freshwater input in the Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean exhibits an

increase from year 2700 again. The Atlantic sector is the only region in the Southern

Ocean which reveals a decrease in freshwater input in response to CO2 increase and

warming. Over a period of 500 years it decreases about 12 %, but then increases again

to about 25 % above its initial value.

In response to surface warming and freshwater input, the MOC drops abruptly in the

Southern Hemisphere. The maximum MOC weakens from 24 Sv to a minimum value

of 8 Sv in year 1500 after the onset of the carbon perturbation. From this point on it

seems to recover slowly, due to some strengthening of deep convection in the Indian and

Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. We expect the MOC to reach a new equilibrium

as soon as both, not only the CO2 but also the freshwater forcing become stationary,

since a similar behavior was detected by Li (2012). Li (2012) used the MPI-ESM in

the present-day setup and prescribed a linear atmospheric CO2 increase, similar to our

CO2 increase scenarios, starting from pre-industrial conditions. In response to a CO2

increase over 2000 years the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) de-

creased by 55 % in his simulation. Following the CO2 increase phase, atmospheric CO2

Figure 4.5: Timeseries of the net freshwater flux (precipitation - evaporation + runoff)

into the ocean (in Sv) over the North Atlantic and North Pacific (both 40-70�N, solid

lines), and over the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Ocean section of the Southern Ocean

(dashed lines) for the medium CO2 emission scenario.
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4.3 Changes in ocean circulation

Figure 4.6: Timeseries (10 year running mean) of the maximum MOC (below 1000

m depth, blue and red lines correspond to the Northern and Southern Hemisphere,

respectively) and the SST (global, black line) for the medium CO2 emission scenario.

Negative values on the x-axis correspond to the steady state in the control run.

concentrations were held constant over a period of 5500 years, which gave the system

much more time to equilibrate. His results show that the MOC does only slightly re-

sume to ∼65 % of its initial strength (to become stationary) after approximately 2000

years, but does only fully recover by decreasing the atmospheric CO2 concentrations

again. In the Northern Hemisphere the MOC is strengthening in response to the CO2

forcing from 3 Sv in the pre-PETM to 7 Sv after 400 years of CO2 increase. Around

year 700 (CO2 increase 330 ppm and SST increase of 1.8�) the MOC starts weakening

again. The temporary Northern Hemisphere MOC strengthening is occurring equally

in the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean.

Figure 4.7 displays that principally below 2000 m no deep water formation takes place

anymore. An intensification of the hydrological cycle and especially an increase in high

latitude freshwater input due to PETM warming are dealt as the main reasons for the

ocean stratification (Huber et al. 2003). The generally weaker MOC and the shallower

convection, which result from our simulation are consistent with the reconstructions

from the proxy record. The isotopic and paleo-temperature proxy record indicates

greater stratification and weaker thermohaline overturning during the PETM (Tripati

and Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris 2006). As a consequence the Southern Hemi-

sphere dominated MOC and with it the deep ocean ventilation collapsed. However,

a switch from Southern Ocean sinking to Northern Hemisphere sinking (Nunes and

Norris 2006) is just occurring over a period of ∼700 years in our simulation (Figure

4.6). Generally, the proxy record leaves room for speculation regarding changes in deep
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Chapter 4 Carbon cycle perturbation during the onset of the PETM

Figure 4.7: Streamfunction of the MOC during the last 100 years of the medium CO2

emission scenario for the global, Atlantic, and Indopacific Ocean.

water formation areas in response to the carbon perturbation. Thomas et al. (2003)

suggest that the main source for deep water ventilation was located in the Southern

Ocean, before and during the PETM. The temporary increase in Northern Hemisphere

deepwater formation in our simulation also shows the sensitivity of the model towards

CO2. A slower CO2 increase might enable a stable deepwater formation in the Northern

Hemisphere during the PETM.
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4.4 Changes in ocean biogeochemistry

4.4 Changes in ocean biogeochemistry

4.4.1 Nutrients & oxygen distribution - implications for marine biology

Nutrients

The surface ocean shows a general depletion in nutrients in response to (warming re-

sulting from) the medium CO2 increase scenario (Figure 4.8), although, the distribution

pattern is still very similar to the pre-PETM conditions. The tropics and subtropics

are poorer in surface phosphate concentrations than the temperate zones. Except the

regions which are controlled by the eastern boundary currents in the South Pacific

and South Atlantic, which show the highest phosphate concentrations at the surface in

our simulation. This shows that the nutrient supply due to Ekman-induced upwelling

along the coasts of South America in the Pacific and the African coast in the Atlantic

is not reduced much. At 20◦ N along the northwestern coast of Africa the upwelling of

nutrients is even increased in comparison to the control run. The decrease in phosphate

concentrations is strongest in the Southern Ocean, especially in the Indian and Pacific

sector where convection induced sinking of water masses occurred in the pre-PETM

state. Also the North Atlantic and the North Pacific display smaller reductions in

surface phosphate concentrations (Figure 4.8). The reduced meridional surface tem-

perature gradient and the precipitation induced salinity decrease lead to a stronger

stratification of the ocean, bringing less nutrients back to the surface ocean.

Figure 4.9 displays how the surface and subsurface waters of the Pacific and the At-

lantic become depleted over time. The former recycling of nutrients within the first

Figure 4.8: Left: phosphate concentrations in μmol L−1, averaged over the last 30 years

of the medium CO2 emission scenario. Right: difference of the medium experiment and

the control run (note the non-linear color bar).
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Figure 4.9: Left panel: Temporal evolution of anomaly (medium-control) in phosphate

concentrations over time, integrated over the whole Pacific and Atlantic (μmol L−1).
Right panel: Zonally averaged anomaly (medium-control) of dissolved phosphate con-

centrations (30 year mean, μmol L−1) for the Pacific and Atlantic after 3000 years.

several 100 meters is disturbed by nutrient accumulation in ocean water >1000 m

depth. The phosphate accumulation at depth is much stronger in the Atlantic than in

the Pacific which is a result of higher export and remineralization of OM, as well as

the even weaker ventilation of the deep Atlantic. The meridional crosscut throughout

the Pacific and the Atlantic basin after 3000 years reveals stronger surface ocean phos-

phate depletion in the Southern Hemisphere over the Northern Hemisphere. While in

the Pacific the phosphate concentrations accumulate nearly homogeneously over the

whole water column >1500 m depth, the accumulation of phosphate shows a North to

South gradient in the mid and deep Atlantic. Almost the whole Atlantic north of the

equator exhibits a surplus in phosphate of 0.8 μmol L−1. Also after fixing atmospheric

CO2 concentrations in year 1300, the shifting of nutrients from top to bottom goes on.

The redistribution of nutrients from the surface to the intermediate and deep ocean is

a result of reduced vertical mixing. The depletion in surface nutrient concentrations

causes a decrease in primary production and export of OM.
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4.4 Changes in ocean biogeochemistry

Figure 4.10: Key variables of ocean biogeochemistry for all simulations. Temporal

evolution of globally integrated primary production (Gt C yr−1, upper left), surface

ocean dissolved phosphate concentration (μmol L−1, upper right), surface ocean Ω

(center left), surface ocean pH (center right), total carbon ocean inventory (Gt C,

bottom left), and CaCO3 sediment inventory (Gt C, bottom right).
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Oxygen

Temperature dependent dissolution of oxygen causes the surface ocean oxygen concen-

trations to be reduced on a global scale (-11 %, at the end of the medium simulation).

The oxygen decrease at depth (Figure 4.11) shows a very similar pattern to the phos-

phate enrichment (Figure 4.9) in the Pacific and the Atlantic. The meridional crosscut

through the Pacific shows that the oxygen concentrations decrease everywhere and that

the OMZ’s expand vertically. The intermediate water masses (1000-2000 m depth) are

decreased by up to 100 μmol L−1 at the end of the simulation. The deep Pacific reveals

weaker oxygen depletion, coinciding with a lower phosphate concentration increase.

The deep Pacific is still oxygenated with concentrations of >200 μmol L−1 at the end

of the simulation. However, equatorial OMZ’s show oxygen concentrations as low as 20

μmol. In the Atlantic the oxygen depletion is more intense and spreads into the deep

ocean as well. Again, the low oxygen concentrations seem to be an effect of oxygen

consumption due to OM remineralization, which is also explaining the Atlantic north

to south gradient in oxygen concentrations (Figure 4.11). The oxygen concentrations

Figure 4.11: Left panel: Temporal evolution of anomaly (medium-control) in oxygen

concentrations, integrated over the whole Pacific and Atlantic (μmol L−1). Right panel:
Zonally averaged oxygen concentrations (30 year mean, μmol L−1) of the medium sce-

nario for the Pacific and Atlantic after 3000 years (note the non-linear color bar).

Concentrations below 0.05 μmol L−1 indicate areas of anaerobic remineralization.
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in the deeper part of the Atlantic (>2000 m) are reduced everywhere by >100 μmol

L−1 at the end of the simulation. Over larger areas of the South Atlantic (in 0-1500

m depth) the oxygen content even increases by up to 70 μmol L−1. Zonally averaged

deep ocean oxygen concentrations vary between 80 and 180 μmol L−1 and are not in

equilibrium yet. The Atlantic OMZ (<20 μmol L−1) is spanning up to 2000 m in the

vertical extent and covering the Atlantic from 20◦ S to 70◦ N.

The weakening of the Pacific and Indian Ocean MOC acts to initially stagnate the

deep ocean globally. However, the Pacific Ocean is still more ventilated than the deep

Atlantic. As displayed in Figure 4.12 the oxygen content in seawater decreases every-

Figure 4.12: Basin-wide averaged phosphate, silicate, nitrate and oxygen concentra-

tions for the medium CO2 simulation (solid line) and the control run (dashed line).

All concentrations are given in μmol L−1 and averaged over the last 30 years of the

respective simulation.
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where, but by far the strongest decrease occurs in the Atlantic. Large perturbations

in the oceanic oxygen cycle potentially result from changes in oxygen supply (oxygen

solubility and ocean circulation) and changes in OM export production. Since an in-

crease in OM export results in higher oxygen consumption due to OM remineralization

in intermediate waters. Note that we do not increase the nutrient supply artificially by

increasing the weathering fluxes. This would at least decrease the oxygen concentrations

further in the coastal regions, as it is predicted for other anoxic events in Earth history

(Monteiro et al. 2012). For the prolongation of our simulation we expect the oxygen

concentrations to decrease further. The achievement of inhospitable conditions in the

oceanic bottom layer due to an oxygen deficiency would probably be reached earlier in

the Atlantic than in the Pacific. In any case the deep sea oxygen concentrations are

highly dependent on the behavior/progress of deep water formation rates and locations.

Primary and export production

The net primary production (NPP) is affected by the reduced nutrient availability and

decreases by globally ∼30 %, at the end of the simulation. After stabilizing the at-

mospheric CO2 concentration in the simulation, the NPP stays on a low level (Figure

4.13). The main mechanisms responsible for NPP decrease in the tropics and in the

North Atlantic are linked to a reduced supply of nutrients to the euphotic zone in

response to enhanced stratification and weaker circulation. Silica is most sensitive to

the circulation changes which displays in the silica trapping below 2000 m depth in all

ocean basins (Figure 4.12). The same applies in a less pronounced way to the dissolved

phosphate, except in the deep Atlantic where the trapping of phosphate is very distinct

(Figure 4.12). Integrated over the whole basin, both the Atlantic and the Pacific show

a decrease in NPP of ∼25 % (11.64 Gt C yr−1 and 21.63 Gt C yr−1 NPP in year

3000, respectively). A long-lived decrease in productivity could have led to starvation

of benthic organisms, as hypothesized by Winguth et al. (2012). This study also sees a

decrease of 20-40 % in export production in their simulations depending on the strength

of the prescribed CO2 emission scenarios.

The export production in 90 m depth reveal an increase in CaCO3/opal and CaCO3/OM

export ratios (Figure 4.13). Over the first 400 years the opal, OM and CaCO3 export

decrease simultaneously. From thereon the CaCO3 export increases, while the opal and

OM export decrease to 90 Tmol Si yr−1 and 6.5 Gt C yr−1 over 3000 years, respectively.

This is a result of the way we parameterize the biological production, since the pro-

duction/export of CaCO3 depends directly on the opal production/export. Dissolved

silica is very sensitive to changes in the ocean vertical mixing, which leads to a relatively

rapid decrease in opal export. As a consequences a higher portion of the export flux is

allocated to CaCO3 producing organisms. However, there are two periods (year 1-400
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Figure 4.13: Left: global organic matter (OM), CaCO3 (calc) and opal export, over

the 3000 years of the medium scenario (in % of the control run). Right: global primary

production over 3000 years of the medium scenario.

and 1200-1300) in which the CaCO3 export decreases, too. This happens due to the

implemented Ω-dependency (Section 3.2.4). The effect of the Ω decrease due to atmo-

spheric CO2 increase exceeds the effect of the silica decrease, due to warming in these

periods. The second decline in CaCO3 export ends because of the atmospheric CO2

stabilization in year 1300. At the end of our simulation, the CaCO3 export amounts

to 0.44 Gt C yr−1 which equals an increase of 20 %, globally. In absolute numbers the

yearly export is still low in comparison to present-day values (0.6 Gt C yr−1; Sarmiento

et al. 2002).

4.4.2 Model data comparison for changes in primary production

The proxy record reveals a locally very heterogeneous picture of production changes

during the PETM. Observations generally infer that the change from a relatively well-

mixed to a stratified and warm ocean at the onset and peak of the PETM (in response

to the CO2 increase) caused oligotrophic surface water conditions in the open-ocean

sites in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Ocean (Gibbs et al. 2006b). The decreased

open-ocean productivity caused a less efficient biological pumping. Whereas shallower

(coastal) regions showed no change or even a production increase during the PETM

(Stoll et al. 2007), due to increased nutrient availability (Bralower 2002). However,

the production increase did not compulsively set in during the onset of the event, but

perhaps was an important mechanism of CO2 drawdown facing the termination of the

PETM (Bains et al. 2000).

The open ocean regions in our simulation show constant to slightly decreasing NPP

(Figure 4.14). Whereby the mid to high latitudes show a stronger decrease than the
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Figure 4.14: Upper panel: primary production integrated over the euphotic zone on

the left, and the difference of the medium experiment and the control run on the right.

The anomaly plot includes observational data points indicating tendencies in production

from Winguth et al. (2012): pluses indicate increase, circles indicate no change, minuses

indicate decrease, and question marks indicate unclear tendency. Lower panel: same as

above for CaCO3 production. All values are given in mol C m−2 yr−1 and are averaged

over the last 30 years of the medium scenario.

subtropics, which almost stay unchanged. Unchanging conditions are also suggested for

the subtropics by the proxies in the North Pacific, South Atlantic and Indian Ocean.

For the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes, the observation sites indicate constant or

increasing NPP for the Pacific sector of the Southern Ocean and constant to decreasing

NPP for the Atlantic and Indian sector of the Southern Ocean. Our results fit the

data in the Atlantic and Indian sector, but not in the Pacific sector. However, it is the

same process which drives the depletion of nutrients within the different regions of the

Southern Ocean and with it the decrease in NPP in our simulation. Moreover, several

studies confirm a weakening of the Southern Ocean deepwater formation during the

PETM (see Section 4.3), which would certainly lead to a reduced nutrient availability

in the surface ocean.

The weakened equatorial upwelling in our simulation causes a relatively strong de-
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crease in NPP along the equator in the central and eastern Pacific and in the Atlantic.

This effect is confirmed by several observational studies covering these regions. Also

the decrease in NPP along the southwestern coast of Africa is found in the observa-

tional data. For the regions in which our model predicts an increase in NPP, such as

the northern section of the Pacific eastern boundary current along the South American

coast and parts of the northwestern African coast in the Atlantic, are not covered by

data.

Several observational sites in the Tethys ocean infer a production increase (Figure 4.14).

However, apart from the boundary current along the Asian coast in the Tethys Ocean

which shows an NPP increase, the Tethys Ocean shows small to no reduction in NPP

in our simulation. Unfortunately this region is again not covered by data. Generally,

the weathering induced nutrient supply must have been significantly increased during

the PETM to fit the proxies for the Tethys Ocean and other coastal regions. Obser-

vations and and other modeling studies (Winguth et al. 2012, and references therein)

infer higher weathering rates due an increase in extra-tropical precipitation during the

PETM, which could potentially washout more nutrients and transport it to coastal

areas. This hypothesis would explain most of the observational data points, suggesting

an production increase in the Tethys Ocean. However, our simulation does not consider

an increase in terrestrial weathering fluxes due to higher atmospheric CO2 and inten-

sification of the hydrological cycle. In principle, a coupling of the terrestrial runoff to

the weathering input in our model would also increase the nutrient availability in the

shelf regions during the PETM simulation and probably reduce the gap between our

model results and the analyzed data.

According to the proxy record, the CaCO3 surface productivity did not decrease during

the PETM. Sedimentary accumulation rates during the PETM reflect rather dissolu-

tion due to ocean acidification in the water column (Stoll et al. 2007). Increased levels

of shell fragmentation beside a general decline in CaCO3 content and coarse fraction

in sediments from Walvis Ridge (South Atlantic) suggest that the drop in sedimentary

CaCO3 wt% during the initial phase of the PETM was caused by dissolution rather

than through a decrease in CaCO3 production in the surface ocean (Zeebe and Zachos

2007). Figure 4.14 displays the spatial distribution of the CaCO3 production in the

euphotic zone and the difference to the background state. Areas of CaCO3 decrease are

the western tropical and subtropical Pacific as well as the Indian Ocean. The CaCO3

production increases nearly over the whole Atlantic, but strongest increase appears in

the tropics and the South Atlantic. Moreover, the CaCO3 production increases in the

tropical eastern Pacific and in the Indian and Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean.

Within these regions the strongest silicate depletion in the surface ocean occurs. A

net (CaCO3) productivity increase in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean is also

suggested by Stoll et al. (2007). They analyzed Sr/Ca ratios in sediment core sections

covering the PETM to derive variations in productivity of calcareous nannoplankton.
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Over the simulation period the averaged CaCO3 export in 90 m depth increases slightly

in the Pacific (0.11 mol C m−2 yr−1), doubles in the Atlantic (0.12 mol C m−2 yr−1)
and triples in the Southern Ocean (0.05 mol C m−2 yr−1).
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4.4.3 Ocean acidification & sediment dissolution

Air-sea CO2 exchange

The prescribed increase of atmospheric CO2 forces the ocean to take up CO2 from the

atmosphere. The oceanic carbon uptake is subject to variations, but starts generally

decreasing from year ∼500 on (Figure 4.15). During the first 500 years of the simula-

tion annual uptake rates of atmospheric CO2 are strongest, which is primarily an effect

of carbon transport to depth via the physical carbon pump. Additionally, increasing

stratification of the ocean causes nutrient and DIC trapping in intermediate waters,

which restricts the return of CO2 enriched waters to the surface. This effectively re-

duces the outgassing of metabolic CO2, while the biological production and (carbon-)

export starts decreasing only slowly with CO2 increase and warming.

After 500 years the annual CO2 uptake starts declining. The upper ocean nutrient

reservoir is already strongly diminished and carbon transport to depth is decreased be-

cause of the continuous decrease in convective overturning. The reduced removal and

transport of carbon to deeper layers results in higher surface ocean pCO2. Moreover,

due to higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations in the Late Paleocene background state

the CO2−
3 concentrations in the surface ocean are lower than in modern conditions (for

further information see Chapter 2). This limits the buffering capacity of the surface

ocean in respect to CO2 is already beforehand. Also the CaCO3 production increase

Figure 4.15: Left y-axis (blue graph): globally integrated CO2 exchange between ocean

and atmosphere, covering 600 years of the control run and 3000 years of the medium

scenario. Negative y-axis values correspond to oceanic uptake, positive values to oceanic

outgassing of CO2 (in Gt C yr−1). Right y-axis (black graph): pCO2 in the surface

ocean due to the medium CO2 emission scenario.
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from year 500 on serves as a (weak) positive feedback on the atmospheric CO2 con-

centrations. The CaCO3 production consumes TA, this effectively lowers the TA in

the surface ocean. However, the increase in CaCO3 export is rather small, compared

to present-day CaCO3 export rates. The globally accumulated oceanic CO2 uptake

amounts to 1142 Gt C (847 Gt C) after 3000 years (1500 years).

Oceanic carbon content

The oceanic dissolution of CO2 alters the ocean carbon chemistry of seawater not only

at the surface but also at depth. Principally the CO2 signal should penetrate into the

ocean interior and be compensated by a transient rise in the level of the lysocline and

CCD (Zachos et al. 2005) over time. Ultimately this would result in the widespread

dissolution of sea-floor CaCO3 to restore pH throughout the ocean. Unlike to Panchuk

et al. (2008) and according to Nunes and Norris (2006) our model predicts a substantial

weakening of Southern Ocean deep water ventilation in response to PETM warming.

As a consequence, the DIC concentrations just increase marginally in the deep Pacific.

The strongest increase appears in 1000 to 2000 m depth (Figure 4.16). Below 2000

Figure 4.16: Left panel: Temporal evolution of anomaly (medium-control) in DIC

concentrations, integrated over the whole Pacific and Atlantic. Right panel: Zonally

averaged anomaly (30 year mean of medium-control) in DIC concentrations for the

Pacific and Atlantic. Note the non-linear vertical axes, used to zoom in the upper

ocean layers.
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m depth the propagation of the atmospheric CO2 signal is weakened. This matches

the Pacific circulation cell, which only covers the uppermost 2000 m (Figure 4.7) due

to the stronger stratification of the ocean. In the deep Pacific zonally integrated DIC

concentrations are increased by 40 to 80 μmol kg−1 after 3000 years.

The Atlantic Ocean in our simulation does not exhibit any deep water formation which

could transport CO2 enriched waters to depth. Instead, the biology seems to have a ma-

jor influence on DIC vertical transport during the PETM. The biological carbon pump

enhances DIC transport to depth and causes a strong decrease in deep Atlantic pH

(Figure 4.18). The respiratory CO2 produced during aerobic remineralization increases

the DIC concentrations quite drastically in the much narrower Atlantic (in comparison

to present-day). The deep Atlantic zonally integrated DIC concentrations are increased

by ∼160 μmol kg−1 in the southern and ∼240 μmol kg−1 in the northern part of the

basin, at the end of the simulation.

Changes in seawater pH & Ω at the surface

Apart from some regions in the high latitude oceans, CaCO3 saturation state (Ω) de-

creases everywhere in the surface ocean (Figure 4.17). Generally, the intensity of Ω

reduction declines from the equator to the poles. However, the surface ocean stays

supersaturated with respect to CaCO3 throughout the whole simulation. This is sup-

ported by the greenhouse gas induced warming of the ocean which dampens the Ω

decrease. Ridgwell and Schmidt (2010) also produce a strong reduction in the surface

ocean saturation state due to a PETM related carbon perturbation. Their simulations

does not indicate surface ocean undersaturation in respect to CaCO3, neither. Also

proxy data approves that the surface water saturation state across the PETM was not

detrimental to the survival of most calcareous nannoplankton taxa (Gibbs et al. 2006a).

The pH decreases almost linearly with the atmospheric CO2 increase (4.10). It adapts

rather quickly to the fixation of the atmospheric CO2 concentrations in year 1300 and

balances on a global scale at a value of 7.62. Note that the increase in CaCO3 produc-

tion amplifies the decrease of surface pH due to the consumption and export of CO2−
3 ,

but this is only accountable for <0.02.

Figure 4.17 displays that the pH decreases everywhere. As a result of temperature de-

pendent CO2 uptake, pH decreases in the high latitudes more than in the low latitudes.

A decrease in pH with simultaneous decrease in surface ocean Ω, both indicators for

ocean acidification, are expected to have happened during the PETM (Hoenisch et al.

2012). The magnitude of the pH and Ω decrease depend primarily on the rate of the

CO2 release, however the strength and duration of the carbon injection for the PETM

is still under debate (Pagani et al. 2006a). Hoenisch et al. (2012) consider a 0.25 to

0.45 unit decline in surface seawater pH possible, but question if model-inferred peak

rates of ≤1 Gt C yr−1 for the PETM are sufficient to produce this signal. Recently, for
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Figure 4.17: Left panel: surface ocean pH and Ω, averaged over the last 30 years of

the medium CO2 simulation. Right panel: difference of the medium experiment and

the control run for both variables.

the first time a pH decrease could be confirmed by geochemical proxies for the PETM

(Penman et al. 2014). From a sediment core located in the North Pacific Penman et al.

(2014) derived an initial surface pH drop of 0.3 for the PETM, which is quite close to

the results we obtain from our simulation (decrease of 0.28). For instance, Zeebe et al.

(2009) simulate a lower pH decrease for the onset of the PETM but also prescribe lower

rates of CO2 increase (0.6 Gt C yr−1) than we do. Zeebe et al. (2009) argue that a

higher CO2 increase rate could be inconsistent with CCD shoaling. In our simulation

changes in the ocean circulation could act as a compensatory effect, since less CO2 is

transported to depth in the warming ocean.

Changes in seawater pH & Ω in the water column

Figure 4.18 shows that corresponding to the DIC increase and pH decrease, the CO2−
3

concentration in the Atlantic is decreased by 30 μmol kg−1. Whereas in the deep Pacific

the CO2−
3 concentration drops only by 20 μmol kg−1. Proxy data indicates that the

deep CO2−
3 content in the Pacific was about 1.5 times higher than in the South Atlantic

Zeebe and Zachos (2007). At the end of our simulation the deep CO2−
3 concentration is
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Figure 4.18: Basin-wide averaged carbonate, TA, DIC concentrations and pH for the

medium simulation (solid line) and the control run (dashed line). All concentrations

are given in μmol kg−1 and are averaged over the last 30 years of the simulation.

twice as high in the Pacific than in the Atlantic (Figure 4.18). However, if we compare

the deep Pacific to the South Atlantic only, the factor amounts to 1.5, which reproduces

the gradient indicated by (Zeebe et al. 2009) in the water column.

The reversed circulation (compared to modern conditions) of the pre-PETM back-

ground state, including deepwater formation in the Southern Ocean but no North At-

lantic deep water source, produces a lower Ω in the Atlantic than in the Pacific (Figure

4.19, for further information see Chapter 2). This makes the CaCO3 in the Atlantic

water column and sediment more vulnerable to dissolution beforehand.

With increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations, Ω decreases significantly in our ex-

periment in comparison to the pre-PETM state and continues to decrease after the
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Figure 4.19: CaCO3 saturation state (Ω) in the oceanic bottom layer (upper row), the

zonally averaged Pacific (middle row) and the zonally averaged Atlantic (bottom row)

for year 0 (left panel), year 1500 (middle panel) and year 3000 (right panel) in the

medium simulation. All plots show 30 year averages.

atmospheric CO2 is stabilized (Figure 4.19). The drop in Ω leads to dissolution in the

water column and the sediment in all ocean basins. However, the Atlantic is more

affected by the carbon perturbation than the Pacific. The faster acidification of the

Atlantic in our simulation happens for two reasons: (1) the reversed CO2−
3 basin gradi-

ent compared to today, i.e., with higher CO2−
3 concentrations in the Pacific than in the

Atlantic, allows a faster undersaturation of the Atlantic under the same carbon input

like in the Pacific. (2) the aerobic OM remineralization and associated CO2 release is

much stronger in the Atlantic. Moreover, the size of the Atlantic in comparison to the

Pacific allows a quicker response to the mentioned reasons. While the Pacific contains

about 60 % of the global ocean volume, only 15 % fill the narrower Atlantic basin.

Still, the physical carbon transport into the deep ocean is higher in the Pacific, due to

stronger convectional mixing in the Pacific Ocean basin.

The subsurface ocean at depths below 400 m in the Pacific and below 100 m in the

Atlantic is already undersaturated in year 1500 of our simulation (Figure 4.19). Due
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to undersaturation in the water column, the sedimentation of CaCO3 approaches zero

in the year 900 in the Pacific. The CaCO3 sedimentation in the deep Atlantic is al-

ready low in the pre-PETM state. During the experiment the basin averaged flux even

increases because of CaCO3 sedimentation in shallow parts of the Atlantic (<1000

m depth) along the coast of South America and Africa. The dissolution of deep sea

CaCO3 sediments drives the TA increase in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean at depth

(Figure 4.18). After 3000 years the Atlantic and the Pacific are mostly undersatu-

rated with respect to CaCO3 which would represent inhospitable conditions for benthic

calcifiers. The massive undersaturation is in line with the proxy record since the ex-

tinction associated with the PETM was particularly strong amongst deep-sea calcifiers,

whereas agglutinating, non-calcifying deep-sea species show significantly lower levels of

extinction (Ridgwell and Schmidt 2010).

Sediment

The dissolution of CaCO3 bearing sediments is triggered by the increase in acidifica-

tion of the oceanic bottom layer and the decrease in CaCO3 rain from the surface.

Global dissolution of CaCO3 in the sediment amounts to 322Gt C after 3000 years.

This equals to a decrease of 15.8 % of the pre-PETM inventory. The fluxes of TA

at the ocean-sediment boundary, which we use as an indicator for CaCO3 sediment

dissolution, increase in every basin except in the Arctic Ocean (Figure 4.20).

The Atlantic Ocean is characterized by a net deposition of CaCO3 in the pre-PETM

state. The deposition takes place in shallow areas along the northwestern coast of

Africa, the northern and northeastern coast of South America, as well as in the shelf

areas around the southern tip of North America. This CaCO3 deposition does not

decrease over the duration of the experiment. Although, the net flux of TA from the

sediment, due to sedimentary CaCO3 dissolution, just becomes positive after 1000 years

in the Atlantic, dissolution of deep sea CaCO3 starts already in year 150. The relative

TA concentration increase is much higher in the Atlantic oceanic bottom layer com-

pared to the other basins (Figure 4.20).

The Pacific Ocean CaCO3 sediments respond after around 500 years to the carbon

perturbation and start to decline. The Pacific exhibits the highest absolute TA flux

out of the sediment, because the basin comprises also 50 % of the global ocean floor

(for comparison Atlantic: 16 %).

Similar to the Atlantic and the Pacific also the Indian Ocean shows a decline in CaCO3

sediments with time. The Indian Ocean TA sediment to ocean flux increases stronger

over the first half of the experiment, while to the end of the experiment the flux is

nearly balanced. The TA in the ocean bottom layer in the Indian Ocean is in average

about ∼50 μmol kg−1 increased at the end of the simulation (Figure 4.20). Lateral

transport of TA rich water keeps the TA concentrations relatively low in comparison
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Figure 4.20: Left: basin specific absolute sediment to ocean TA flux (Terra mol yr−1,
20-year running mean) in the medium CO2 scenario. Right: TA anomaly (μmol kg−1)
in the oceanic bottom layer after 3000 years of the medium simulation.

to the Atlantic and influences the TA in the shallower Tethys and the Southern Ocean.

While the CaCO3 dissolution in the Tethys Ocean increases over the first half of the

experiment, it decreases in the second half again. This also mirrors the gross deposi-

tion of CaCO3 from the surface. The Southern Ocean is characterized by continuous

dissolution increase since the remaining deepwater production transports carbon to the

deep ocean. Though, the deposition of CaCO3 even increases with time in the Southern

Ocean shelf areas.

The dissolution driven TA increase in the oceanic bottom layer matches well the

change in CaCO3 wt% of the solid sediment (Figure 4.21). After 3000 years all basins

still bear CaCO3 sediments. Maximum CaCO3 fractions amount to ∼80 wt%. They

are located in several spots in the Indian Ocean and in coastal regions in the western

Pacific. Generally the Indian Ocean and the western Pacific show the strongest de-

crease in CaCO3 wt% in our simulation (Figure 4.21). The reason for this is mainly

the large/high amount of CaCO3 which was stored in these locations in the pre-PETM

setting. However, due to the large volume of the Pacific and the intense exchange of

water masses between the Indian and its surrounding oceans, the TA in the bottom

layer is not increased accordingly in the two basins.

4.4.4 Model data comparison for changes in CaCO3 sediment content

The CaCO3 sediment content resulting from our simulation is evaluated against the

available sediment record (Panchuk et al. 2008, and references therein). In comparison

to sediment core data the western Pacific dissolution should be more moderate in our

simulation, while the Central Pacific which shows almost no dissolution matches the

data well (Figure 4.21). The sedimentary CaCO3 in the eastern Pacific dissolved almost

completely according to the proxy record. Yet, our results do not show any dissolution
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Figure 4.21: CaCO3 sediment content (in wt%) for the medium CO2 scenario after

3000 years (left column) and difference between medium-control run (right column).

Calculations are based on 30 year averages. The anomaly plot includes observational

data points (Panchuk et al. 2008) indicating tendencies in CaCO3 wt% decrease: circles

indicate low dissolution (<10 %), squares indicate medium dissolution(10-50 %) and

triangles indicate high dissolution(>50 %). See Panchuk et al. (2008) for more details.

because the eastern Pacific has no CaCO3 deposition in our simulation of the pre-PETM

state. As described in Chapter 3, this mismatch is mainly a result of depth divergences

between sediment cores and the model bathymetry.

In the Atlantic the CaCO3 sediments decline more homogeneously over the whole basin.

The model results mainly correspond to the sediment core data. In the shallow parts of

the Southern Ocean CaCO3 even increase over the 3000 years of the simulation, while

deeper sections drop slightly in CaCO3 wt%. Proxy data (sediment cores are located on

the outskirts of the shelf) indicate moderate dissolution of CaCO3 for offshore regions

of the Southern Ocean during the PETM.

The Pacific and Atlantic CaCO3 dissolution pattern resulting from our simulation

is principally conform with moderate CCD shoaling in the Pacific and strong CCD

shoaling in the Atlantic, as it is suggested by proxy data (Zachos et al. 2005; Zeebe et al.

2009). While Zeebe et al. (2009) are only able to reproduce the sediment dissolution

ratio between Atlantic and Pacific by prescribing a steady North Pacific deepwater

formation during the event (which makes the Atlantic deep waters more corrosive) and

by partial carbon injection directly into the Atlantic, this seems not to be essential in

our simulation. However, the dissolution ratio between the Atlantic and Pacific would

have to be reevaluated over longer timescales in our simulation, since Zeebe et al.

(2009) apply the fixed deepwater formation and the oceanic carbon source to simulate

the whole event and not only the first 3000 years.
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4.5 Sensitivity of ocean biogeochemistry to different sources

& rates of carbon

To test the plausibility of different scenarios for the PETM we run two additional

simulations and check their compatibility with the CaCO3 dissolution record and with

producing inhospitable conditions for the benthos (benthic extinction event). We study

the sensitivity of our model towards a stronger atmospheric CO2 increase (high scenario)

and towards a deep ocean carbon source (ocean source scenario, see Section 4.1).

4.5.1 Atmosphere and ocean physics

High CO2 scenario

In the high simulation the climate change related processes are intensified in compari-

son to the medium simulation. The SST increases by ∼8 � over the 1300 years of CO2

increase and warm by additional 1.5� in the 200 years of fixed CO2 concentrations (at

1483 ppm). Although CO2 is fixed after 1300 years, warming proceeds in the same rate

as during the CO2 increase. The stronger warming results in higher freshwater input

into the deep water formation areas. Subsequently the overturning weakens further.

The maximum MOC below 1000 m depth, in comparison to the medium simulation

is ∼3 Sv lower in the Pacific and ∼1 Sv lower in the Atlantic. The deepwater warms

only slightly more than in the medium simulation. In global average it is about 0.2 �

warmer (at 2000 m depth) in year 1500.

Ocean source scenario

The additional deep Atlantic carbon emission in the ocean source simulation has no

effect on the atmospheric and oceanic physical state under this model setup. Like in

the medium simulation, the MOC weakens with increasing CO2 and warming and the

circulation gets more stagnant. The surface warming is identical on the global scale, as

well as in the spatial extent. By the end of the simulation after 1500 years, the global

warming amounts to ∼5 � (see Section 4.3).

4.5.2 Implications for the carbon cycle

High CO2 scenario

The global ocean net uptake of atmospheric CO2 amounts to 985 Gt C over 1500 sim-

ulation years, which equals an increase of 16 % in comparison to the medium scenario.

This higher uptake occurs mainly over the first 600 years. In the following period the

decrease in CO2 uptake is higher than in the medium scenario. To the end of the
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Figure 4.22: Temporal evolution of anomaly in DIC concentrations, integrated over the

whole Pacific and Atlantic, for the medium (left panel) and ocean source (right panel)

simulation. Note the non-linear vertical axes, used to zoom in the upper ocean layers.

simulation (year 1100-1500) the annual uptake is nearly identical between the two ex-

periments.

Due to the increased uptake in the high scenario the DIC inventory is increased by 20

%. The DIC increase is distributed uniformly over all basins. However, the increase

is restricted to the uppermost 2000 m of the water column. The DIC concentrations

below 2000 m depth are not higher than in the medium scenario (Figure 4.22). At

the end of the simulation (year 1500) the surface pH amounts to 7.53, which equals a

decrease of 0.37 from Late Paleocene conditions, globally. Surface Ω decreases more

rapidly than in the medium scenario, but the surface ocean does not get undersaturated

with respect to CaCO3 either.

The nutrient availability is very limited, since the surface oceans are even more de-

pleted in nutrients than in the medium scenario. The stratified ocean further reduces

the supply of nutrients to the surface. Consequently, the primary production decreases

by 44 % in respect to the background state (-30 % in medium scenario, Figure 4.10),

which results in an annual production of 35 Gt C in year 1500. The decrease in nutrient

concentrations and primary production goes on after fixing atmospheric CO2 concen-
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trations from year 1300 on.

The CaCO3 production and export varies over time but stays almost on the same

level as at the beginning of the simulation. A net increase in CaCO3 production like

in the medium scenario is prevented by the Ω-dependency in the CaCO3 production

term. Higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations lead to a faster Ω decrease in the surface

ocean and with this the CaCO3 production is weakened. The OM export decreases by

45 % over the simulated period, according to the reduction in primary production. The

annual OM export amounts to 5 Gt C at the end of the simulation.

In the intermediate and deep ocean the same effects emerge as in the medium sce-

nario. However, accordingly to the stronger warming and stratification of the ocean

these effects are intensified. The increase in DIC concentrations in the intermediate

waters due to remineralization of OM is enhanced. This leads to a faster acidification

of intermediate waters, which is again in the Atlantic stronger than in the Pacific. The

deep sea carbonate chemistry does not alter extensively between the high and medium

scenario over the simulated period.

Ocean source scenario

Although we prescribe the same atmospheric CO2 increase scenario in the ocean source

and medium scenario, the oceanic CO2 uptake in the ocean source experiment amounts

to only 781 Gt C after 1500 years. This is a decrease of 8 % compared to the medium

scenario. The annual oceanic CO2 uptake increases over the first 400 years and then

decreases continuously until the end of the simulation. The pCO2 of the surface ocean

is additionally to the atmospheric CO2 increase influenced by the DIC signal from the

Atlantic ocean floor (>1000 m depth). The reduced uptake is mainly owed to increased

CO2 outgassing in the Atlantic and Southern Ocean, which seems convincible since

we prescribe the deep ocean carbon source (by increasing DIC concentrations) in the

Atlantic. However, also in the Pacific, the CO2 uptake is slightly reduced. Note that

the decreased uptake does not influence the atmospheric CO2 concentration, since the

carbon cycle is not calculated interactively.

The DIC inventory is increased by 50 % compared to medium simulation. The deep

Atlantic shows basin wide averaged DIC concentrations of up to 560 μmol kg−1. The

DIC signal does not spread very much horizontally. Within the simulation period there

appears almost no DIC increase in the other basins (Figure 4.22). The surface ocean

shows no differences in Ω and pH between the ocean source and the medium scenario.

The same is true for biology related processes in the intermediate waters of the global

ocean. Since the ocean source and medium scenario produce the same magnitude of

warming, also the nutrient trapping in intermediate waters is identical. The additional

carbon source does not influence this effect. However, if we would couple the artificial

DIC concentration increase to the oxygen cycle in order to imitate the dissolution and
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Figure 4.23: Sediment to ocean absolute TA flux (Terra mol yr−1, 20yr running mean)

for the high (left) and ocean source (right) CO2 scenario, averaged over the specific

basins. Both plots include TA fluxes from the medium scenario (dashed lines) for

comparison.

oxygenation of methane hydrate (as a possible carbon source), it would considerably

expand suboxic and hypoxic waters in the Atlantic.

While the ocean source simulation drives the deep Atlantic into extreme undersatura-

tion in respect to CaCO3, the Ω of the deep Pacific looks almost identical to the one

in the medium experiment.

4.5.3 Effects on CaCO3 sediments

High CO2 scenario

The CaCO3 dissolution in the high scenario (155 Gt C) exceeds the one in the medium

scenario by 25 Gt C, which is equivalent to an increase of 19 %. The sediment to

ocean TA fluxes indicate that the CaCO3 dissolution increases homogeneously in all

basins (Figure 4.23). The additional CaCO3 dissolution in comparison to the medium

scenario takes primarily place in the shallow parts of the ocean basins in the Atlantic,

Tethys and Indian Ocean, whereas, deep sea CaCO3 sediments are not affected by more

intense dissolution. The dissolution pattern is in agreement with the DIC increase in

the uppermost 2000 m of the water column.

Ocean source scenario

In the ocean source scenario the net CaCO3 dissolution amounts to 177 Gt C, which is

47 Gt C stronger than in the medium scenario (36 % increase). While the CaCO3 flux

into the sediment (between ocean source and medium simulation) is identical over the
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Figure 4.24: Difference in CaCO3 sediment content (in wt%) for ocean source-control

simulation (left column) and for ocean source-medium simulation (right column). Cal-

culations are based on 30 year averages after 1500 simulation years.

whole experiment in all basins, the net changes are entirely due to dissolution processes.

The additional CaCO3 dissolution takes place in the Atlantic, but also the dissolution

in the Indian Ocean is increased, as indicated by the TA flux into the oceanic bottom

layer (Figure 4.23). In the Atlantic the TA flux rises from net sedimentary uptake

of 1 Tmol yr−1 to a release of up to 5 Tmol yr−1, but starts decreasing again after

the prescribed carbon release is stopped in year 1300. The CaCO3 dissolution pattern

in Figure 4.24 shows that the ocean source simulation meets the criteria of strongest

CaCO3 dissolution in the Atlantic compared to the other basins. The difference in

sedimentary carbonate content to the medium simulation is restricted to < 2.5 wt%

outside of the Atlantic Ocean. In the Atlantic the CaCO3 dissolution is amplified and

resulting in an additional decrease of up to 5-10 wt% over widest areas of the basin.
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4.6 Isolating the warming effect on ocean biogeochemistry

during the PETM

We run an additional simulation (no warming, see Section 4.1) in which we prescribe

the same atmospheric CO2 increase as in the medium scenario, but the CO2 is treated

as an nonradiatively active gas. To assign climate change and climate concentration

effects on the ocean biogeochemistry during the PETM we compare the (radiatively)

“uncoupled“ no warming simulation to the (radiatively and biogeochemically) ”cou-

pled” medium simulation. By analyzing the differences between the two simulations

we can isolate how climate change affects the carbon cycle. We study the sensitivity

of the ocean biogeochemistry towards warming and concomitant stratification of the

ocean and analyze the resulting effects on CaCO3 dissolution and deoxygenation of the

deep sea.

4.6.1 Climate change induced reduction in oceanic carbon uptake

The ocean in the no warming simulation takes up 1020 Gt C over 1500 years, which

equals an increase of 20 % in comparison to the medium scenario (Figure 4.25). The

difference in uptake between the two simulations is attributed to ocean warming. This

climate change induced effect acts as a positive feedback on atmospheric CO2 concen-

trations. The carbon inventory in the ocean is increasing less/more slowly due to CO2

induced warming. The comparison of the medium to the no warming simulation shows

that the CO2 uptake is partly decreased by SST increase which reduces CO2 solubility

in the surface ocean. However, the main attribution to the reduced CO2 uptake is the

suppressed carbon transport to depth due to the weakened thermohaline circulation

and mixing.

The CO2 uptake in the no warming simulation increases mainly in the southern Pa-

cific Ocean where the main deepwater is formed. The Pacific Ocean absorbs 1302 Gt

C (930 in medium scenario). However, also (net) outgassing increases in some regions,

e.g., the Southern Ocean releases 249 Gt C over the whole duration of the simulation

(9 Gt C in medium scenario). The increased CO2 release in the Southern Ocean in the

no warming simulation implies that CO2 drawdown is triggered due to temperature

increase in this region in the medium simulation. Pacific and Indian Ocean convection

cells reduce not only in their vertical extent but also shift horizontally, due to warming.

The anomaly in time evolution of the atmosphere-ocean CO2 exchange between the

no warming and the medium simulation is close to 0 over the first 400 years, before

it becomes negative over a period of 150 years (Figure 4.25). During this period the

CO2 uptake in the medium simulation exceeds the one in the no warming simulation.

This seems to be some transition phase in which CO2 outgassing is already reduced

in the Southern Ocean, but deepwater formation and concomitant CO2 uptake are not
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Figure 4.25: Left: Anomaly in ocean CO2 uptake (Gt C yr−1, blue line) and SST

(◦C, black line) between the no warming and medium simulation. Right: Cumulative

atmosphere-ocean CO2 flux (Gt C).

decreasing in the Pacific, yet. Another reason could be the biological carbon pump

which reduces the oceanic CO2 release in the medium simulation since the remineral-

ized carbon is just partly brought back to the surface due to the stratification of the

ocean. The CO2 uptake starts to diverge between the two simulations in year 500, due

to the reduced CO2 solubility and decreased transport of carbon from the surface to

depth. The feedback becomes stronger with rising temperatures. For the last 600 years

the annual uptake is about 0.25 Gt C higher in the no warming simulation, which is

perceived in the increasing divergence from the medium simulation in the accumulated

CO2 uptake (Figure 4.25). Overall, the occurred climate change must have reduced

the efficiency of the ocean to absorb atmospheric CO2 during the PETM. Assuming

a carbon perturbation of 10.000 years this effect likely played a role in maintaining

elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations and temperatures during the event. How-

ever, the strength of the carbon cycle feedback is determined on the weakening of the

circulation and vertical mixing.

Indirect warming

Although the model’s radiation code does not respond to the prescribed atmospheric

CO2 increase, some “indirect” warming is produced by the biogeochemistry compo-

nents. This temperature increase primarily originates from CO2 driven biogeophysical

processes, such as changes in the fractional coverage of vegetation and reduction in

transpiration due to atmospheric CO2 increase. Furthermore CO2 fertilization effects

can lead to surface albedo reduction due to increasing leaf area, which occurs especially

in the high latitudes (Arora et al. 2013). The warming of surface temperatures in non-

radiatively coupled simulations is known and also appears in other models (Schwinger
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et al. 2014, and references therein). In our simulation the warming amounts to a SST

increase of 0.57 �. Since the surface warming is more intense in the high latitudes,

the deepwater formation areas are more affected by it. Consequently, also in the no

warming simulation the meridional overturning decreases by ∼2 Sv in the Southern

Hemisphere over the simulated period (Figure 4.4).

4.6.2 Implications for the marine biogeochemical cycles

The no warming simulation shows just minor modifications in nutrients and production

in comparison to the Late Paleocene background state. The surface ocean is charac-

terized by only a weak depletion of nutrients and silicate. Also in the no warming

simulation some “indirect” warming leads to a reduction in meridional overturning,

which influences again the nutrient supply of the surface ocean. Since the opal produc-

tion/export does only slightly decrease (-8 %), the CaCO3 production does not increase

like in the medium simulation. Instead the production and export of CaCO3 decreases

over time by about 20 %. Overall primary production decreases by 4 Gt C yr−1 (-6

%); So does the OM export (decrease by 6 %).

At depth the phosphate concentrations in the Pacific show almost no difference to the

control run, whereas, in the Atlantic increased phosphate concentrations in 500-1500

m depth occur in the tropics and the Northern Hemisphere mid latitudes. However,

the increase is much smaller than in the medium simulation. The same applies for

the oxygen concentrations. Only the Atlantic shows a vertical expansion of OMZ’s in

the Northern Hemisphere. At the same time the OMZ’s in the Southern Hemisphere

shrink. Since the oxygen concentrations between 500 and 2000 m are increased in com-

parison to the background state. Consequently, the deoxygenation during the PETM

is to large parts an effect of the circulation response to the carbon perturbation.

As a consequence of the decline in CaCO3 export, the surface TA increases in the no

warming scenario. Whereas, the decrease in Ω is stronger in the no warming scenario

than in the medium scenario due to higher uptake of atmospheric CO2. Furthermore

the decrease in Ω due to the pCO2 increase is not counteracted by ocean warming

(through decrease of saturation concentration) like in the medium simulation, leading

to surface ocean undersaturation with respect to CaCO3 (Ω < 1) in the Arctic Ocean

and very low Ω of 1.3 over wider areas in the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean.

Lower Ω results in an effectively higher carbonate buffering of CO2, which reveals in

lower surface CO2−
3 concentrations at contemporaneous lower decrease in pH (-0.27),

in comparison to the medium simulation. DIC concentrations in the surface ocean are

higher than in the medium simulation (Figure 4.26), because of higher solubility of CO2

in colder water and increased carbonate buffer. Surface DIC concentrations increase

from 2090 to 2250 μmol kg−1 over the simulation period in the no warming simulation.

The DIC inventory in the oceanic water column is 13 % increased compared to medium
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scenario. The DIC concentrations increase primarily within the upper 1000 m and

slightly in waters below 3000 m, globally. While in the upper 1000 m DIC concen-

trations are increased in both the Atlantic and the Pacific, its only the Pacific which

exhibits increased DIC concentrations in waters below 3000 m compared to the medium

simulation (Figure 4.26). In the Pacific CO2 enriched water is faster transported to

depth, since the vertical mixing is just slightly reduced, whereas the Atlantic is depleted

in DIC in comparison to the medium scenario in the deep sea. The DIC concentrations

do not show maximum concentrations in intermediate waters (1000-2500 m depth),

since the products of OM remineralization (including DIC) are brought to the surface

again by upwelling of water masses. As a consequence the downward transport of car-

bon (DIC) from the surface to depth in the Atlantic is faster in the medium than in the

no warming simulation. The comparison of the two runs shows that while in the Pacific

the strength of the circulation and mixing has a positive effect on the undersaturation

of the deep ocean, it is the other way round in the Atlantic. The stagnation of the

ocean mixing helps to establish corrosive deep sea conditions in the Atlantic via the

trapping of OM and its remineralization in intermediate waters.

Figure 4.26: Left panel: Temporal evolution of anomaly (no warming-control) in DIC

concentrations, integrated over the whole Pacific and Atlantic. Right panel: Zonally

averaged anomaly (30 year mean of no warming-control) in DIC concentrations for

the Pacific and Atlantic. Note the non-linear vertical axes, used to zoom in the upper

ocean layers.
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4.6.3 Effects on CaCO3 sediments

In the no warming scenario the net CaCO3 sediment dissolution amounts to 154 Gt C,

which is equal to a 19 % increase compared to the medium scenario. The same amount

of CaCO3 is dissolved in the high scenario, in which we prescribe a 50 % stronger at-

mospheric CO2 increase than in the no warming simulation.

The permanent deep water formation in the no warming experiment enables stronger

CaCO3 dissolution in the sediments of the Pacific and Indian Ocean. The main deep-

water formation areas are located in these two basins which allow a faster propagation

of the carbon perturbation to depth and thus drive the dissolution of CaCO3 in the

deep sea. The sediment to ocean TA fluxes almost double in both basins over the

simulation period (Figure 4.27). The Southern and Tethys Ocean experience only a

smaller increase in CaCO3 dissolution, while the Atlantic shows the opposite effect in

response to the CO2 increase. Less sedimentary CaCO3 is dissolved than in the medium

simulation. The TA flux indicates that the Atlantic is characterized by net sedimenta-

tion throughout the simulation, although, the CaCO3 export from the surface decreases

with time. The permanent thermohaline circulation seems to be contra productive in

achieving CaCO3 dissolution in the deep Atlantic. While in the medium simulation the

remnants of OM remineralization in the intermediate waters (due to the stagnation of

the Atlantic circulation) drive the undersaturation of the deep ocean, this effect does

not occur in the no warming simulation. The no warming scenario produces a CaCO3

dissolution pattern between Atlantic and Pacific sediments which is the opposite of

what is recorded in PETM sediment cores (Zachos et al. 2005; Zeebe et al. 2009).

Figure 4.27: Sediment to ocean absolute TA flux (Terra mol yr−1) for the no warming

(solid lines) and themedium (dashed lines) simulation, averaged over the specific basins.
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4.7 Summary & Discussion

We carry out several PETM related carbon perturbation scenarios and analyze the re-

sulting response of the Earth system. In our analysis we focus primarily on the changes

in the ocean biogeochemistry and how this could have led to the different signals we

see in proxy record.

According to proxy data (e.g., summarized by Zeebe et al. 2009) SST rises by 6.5 �

(globally) with increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations in our simulation. Tem-

perature increase occurs not uniformly. The meridional temperature gradient flattens

throughout the simulation since high latitudes warm stronger than low latitudes. More-

over, the hydrological cycle intensifies with increasing atmospheric CO2. As a conse-

quence ocean freshwater input increases, especially in the mid to high latitudes where

the main deep water formation areas are located. The reduced meridional temperature

gradient and the increased freshwater input weaken the meridional overturning circula-

tion (MOC) by 65 % and with it the formation and descend of water masses in mid to

high latitudes. A weakening of deepwater formation in response to PETM warming is

also consistent with proxy data (Tripati and Elderfield 2005; Nunes and Norris 2006).

The generally more stratified ocean is characterized by a shallow mixed layer depth

(MLD) and low nutrient concentrations at the sea surface. Reduced upwelling disturbs

the nutrient recycling within the uppermost several hundred meters of the water col-

umn. Instead, nutrient concentrations are enriched in the intermediate ocean waters

>1000 m depth, where remineralization of organic matter (OM) also releases CO2 and

consumes oxygen. The stratification of the ocean prevents the upwelling of the CO2 rich

and oxygen poor waters to the surface again. Oxygen minimum zones (OMZ) expand

subsequently. This process occurs in all basins in our simulation, but the enrichment

of OM remnants is strongest in the Atlantic.

The weakening of Southern Ocean deep water ventilation causes the physical carbon

pump to be less effective during the PETM. Nevertheless, DIC is transported to depth

via this mechanism in the Pacific and causes undersaturation and CaCO3 dissolution.

However, no deep water formation takes place in the Atlantic in our simulation. Instead

the accumulation of metabolic CO2 acts as the main driver for Atlantic undersatura-

tion. In response to increasing DIC concentrations, the deep ocean gets acidified and

the carbonate ion concentrations decrease accordingly. The ratio between South At-

lantic and Pacific carbonate ion concentrations (1:1.5) matches the argumentation of

Zeebe and Zachos (2007); Zeebe et al. (2009) for the PETM main dissolution phase.

The Atlantic Ocean is stronger affected by ocean acidification and thus sedimentary

CaCO3 is faster and stronger dissolved, also because of lower carbonate ion concentra-

tions in the pre-PETM state (making Atlantic CaCO3 more vulnerable to dissolution

beforehand). The Pacific and Atlantic sedimentary CaCO3 dissolution resulting from

our simulation is confirming stronger CCD shoaling in the Atlantic than in the Pacific
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Ocean (Zachos et al. 2007; Zeebe et al. 2009).

After 3000 years, the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean are both strongly undersaturated

in respect to CaCO3, representing inhospitable conditions for benthic calcifiers. More-

over, the poor ventilation leads to a reduction in basin averaged oxygen concentrations

of more than 100 μmol L−1 in the deep Atlantic and about 60 μmol L−1 in the deep

Pacific. This results neither in the Atlantic nor in the Pacific in anoxia, but oxygen

concentrations are not approaching an equilibrium state at the end of the simulation

and will likely drop further in the prolongation of the experiment. According to the

paleo-record the extinction was particularly strong among deep-sea calcifiers and less

severe inside agglutinating species (Ridgwell and Schmidt 2010), which are not affected

by CaCO3 undersaturation.

At the surface the decreased nutrient availability leads to a 30 % reduction in net pri-

mary production (NPP), globally. The comparison of our results to the compilation of

production tendencies in response to the PETM carbon perturbation (Winguth et al.

2012) looks promising except in the Tethys Ocean where NPP seem to have increased

during the event (but remain unchanged or decreased in our simulation). This devi-

ation from the proxy record is probably caused by not coupling the weathering and

nutrient input to the terrestrial runoff (Winguth et al. 2010, 2012).

CaCO3 production does not decrease in our simulation although it depends on the satu-

ration state with respect to calcite (Ω). According to observational studies the onset of

the PETM was rather characterized by dissolution of CaCO3 in the water column than

by a decrease in CaCO3 production in the surface ocean (Stoll et al. 2007; Zeebe and

Zachos 2007). Moreover, calcareous planktic organisms did not suffer severe extinction

during the PETM (Thomas 2007).

The globally averaged surface pH declines by 0.28, which is very close to the estimates

of Penman et al. (2014). They reconstructed a drop of 0.3 in surface pH based on boron

proxies. Concomitantly, with the decline in pH Ω decreases, but the surface ocean stays

supersaturated with respect to CaCO3 throughout the simulation. Ω seems not to have

been detrimental to the survival of most CaCO3 bearing nannoplankton (Gibbs et al.

2006b).

The ocean source scenario in which we prescribe an artificial carbon source in the deep

Atlantic results in almost the same physical and biogeochemical state than the medium

simulation (Figure 4.4 & 4.10). However, the sedimentary CaCO3 dissolution is highly

increased in the Atlantic. Methane hydrate decomposition is discussed in the literature

as a very possible mechanism for driving the PETM warming and the CIE (Dickens

et al. 1995; Thomas et al. 2002; Zeebe et al. 2009). Our numerical modeling approach

shows that the effects of such a carbon source would be mainly confined to the Atlantic

basin, as the surrounding oceans show just slightly increased CaCO3 dissolution. De-

pending on the degree of CaCO3 dissolution which has to be achieved in the Atlantic

to meet the CCD shoaling recorded in the sediment, the Atlantic carbon source seems
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to be a functioning mechanism to produce it.

Climate change induced processes are intensified in the high scenario. Over the sim-

ulation period the SST increases by 9.5 �. The simulation enters some runaway-like

climate state, since the warming proceeds constantly even though CO2 concentrations

are fixed over the last 200 years of the experiment (Figure 4.4). The surface tempera-

tures increase is too strong in comparison to the paleo-temperature record (Kennett and

Stott 1991; Zachos et al. 2003), precluding the simulation from representing a possible

emission scenario for the PETM. Furthermore, the surface pH decrease of 3.7 is rather

strong in comparison to proxy data (Penman et al. 2014) and other model simulations

(Ridgwell and Schmidt 2010; Hoenisch et al. 2012). The deep sea carbonate chemistry

just alters slightly between the high and medium simulation.

We simulated the medium scenario also in a radiatively uncoupled version, such that

CO2 is treated as a nonradiatively active gas (no warming simulation), to further inves-

tigate the warming induced effects on ocean biogeochemistry during the PETM. The

simulation is confirming that the warming induced ocean stratification plays a major

role related to the carbon perturbation during the PETM. The permanent deep water

formation in the Pacific and Indian Ocean enables the descending of CO2 enriched

waters and with this a stronger dissolution in the same basins. Since the proximity to

where carbon enters the deep sea via circulation dictates where neutralization by car-

bonate dissolution is most intense (Zachos et al. 2005). The Atlantic shows by contrast

a strong depletion in DIC concentrations and hence less sedimentary CaCO3 dissolu-

tion in comparison to the medium simulation. The intermediate and bottom waters

get not/less corrosive in the absence of metabolic CO2 accumulation due to maintained

vertical mixing processes. CaCO3 bearing sediments in the no warming simulation

reveal an absolute increase in dissolution compared to the medium simulation on a

global scale, but the dissolution ratio between the basins is not in accordance with the

dissolution record from PETM sediments (Zachos et al. 2005; Zeebe et al. 2009).

The weakening of circulation and mixing in response to the PETM carbon perturba-

tion seem to have been essential to establish deep ocean conditions which produced the

PETM warming and acidification signals in the proxy record. While the reduction in

Southern Ocean deep water formation causes a weakening of the physical carbon pump

to inject CO2 into the deep Pacific, the stagnating conditions in the Atlantic lead to

corrosive deep sea conditions by trapping and remineralization of OM. Moreover, the

carbon-climate feedback reduced the efficiency of the oceanic CO2 absorption, pro-

moting the maintenance of elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations and temperatures

throughout the event.
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Conclusions and Outlook

5.1 Conclusions

I use the comprehensive Earth System Model MPI-ESM to simulate the warm climate

of the Late Paleocene and the carbon perturbation which is associated with the PETM.

I provide a detailed representation of the Late Paleocene ocean biogeochemistry state

and address uncertainties, which arise from proxy data analysis, in the deep ocean

carbonate chemistry before the PETM. In a set of transient CO2 increase scenarios I

analyze the response of the Earth system to the PETM related carbon perturbation,

in order to reproduce the proxy record. I conclude the thesis by revisiting the research

questions posed in the introduction.

1.) Can the ocean biogeochemistry of the Late Paleocene be further con-

strained by using a complex ESM?

Yes, I show that, while corresponding to the atmospheric CO2 content, vertical and

horizontal ocean biogeochemistry tracer distributions during the Late Paleocene are

shaped by the warm and sluggish ocean circulation. The strong stratification of water

masses is displayed by temperature and salinity profiles and a shallow mixed layer.

The recycling of nutrients is less efficient than in modern conditions, which leads to

slightly reduced primary production compared to present-day. Due to thermal induced

stratification of the ocean, the upwelling regions in the equatorial Pacific and the South

Atlantic exhibit extended oxygen minimum zones in intermediate waters. The surface

ocean shows TA concentrations similar to modern conditions, despite the generally

higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations of 560 ppm. Yet, consistent with the higher

atmospheric CO2 the surface ocean pH and the saturation state with respect to CaCO3

are lower than today. The simulated surface pH is in accordance to other Late Paleocene

modelling studies, but based on a much lower CaCO3:opal export ratio, than the one

prescribed in intermediate complexity modelling studies of the Late Paleocene. The

simulated distribution of sedimentary CaCO3 captures the spatial patterns and absolute

values of the proxy record by reflecting biogeochemical processes of the water column.
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2.) Does the Late Paleocene climate state influence the ocean biogeochem-

istry’s sensitivity towards a carbon perturbation during the PETM?

Yes, the Late Paleocene climate state influenced the ocean biogeochemistry response to

the PETM already beforehand. The Late Paleocene surface ocean pH and the CaCO3

saturation state result in an effectively lower carbonate buffer capacity towards a carbon

perturbation during the PETM. This higher sensitivity of the surface ocean carbonate

chemistry is slightly counteracted by the elevated Late Paleocene surface temperatures,

which increases the CaCO3 saturation state (by lowering the CaCO3 saturation con-

centration).

The deep ocean CaCO3 sediments are less vulnerable to dissolution due to the temper-

ature effect and the vertically stratified ocean. The stratification diminishes the CO2

transport to depth via vertical mixing processes (physical carbon pump).

Given that the Late Paleocene ocean circulation was driven by Southern Hemisphere

deepwater formation, the Atlantic Ocean shows lower carbonate ion concentrations than

the Pacific at depth. This reversal in deep sea carbonate ion concentrations between

the Pacific and Atlantic in comparison to modern conditions is probably one of the

reasons for the much stronger CaCO3 dissolution in the Atlantic than in the Pacific

during the PETM, which is suggested by proxy data.

3.) How did the ocean circulation affect the marine carbon cycle and the

biology in response to the PETM carbon perturbation?

The weakening of the MOC and concomitant changes in ocean circulation in response

to the CO2 induced warming have been essential for reproducing the PETM related

proxy record. The changes in the ocean circulation play a key role in establishing the

CaCO3 dissolution record associated with the PETM.

Biologically produced organic matter (OM) sinks and is remineralized in intermediate

depth waters. In response to atmospheric CO2 increase, warming and stratification of

the ocean cause a reduction in vertical mixing of water masses. As a result, the prod-

ucts of decomposition of OM are trapped in intermediate waters, increasing CO2 and

thereby increasing DIC concentrations and consuming oxygen (promoting strong de-

oxygenation). Since the upwelling of carbon rich waters to the surface is not promoted

by the circulation anymore, this increase in metabolic CO2 leads to corrosive conditions

with respect to CaCO3 throughout the water column and triggers sedimentary CaCO3

dissolution in the deep ocean. Especially in the Atlantic, the remineralization rather

than the physical mixing from the surface provides the deep ocean with carbon. In the

Pacific some deep sea ventilation remains throughout the PETM simulation. Conse-

quently, the CaCO3 dissolution is higher in the Atlantic than in the Pacific. The no

warming simulation emphasizes the importance of ocean stratification for establishing

PETM conditions, since undersaturation and sediment dissolution is much weaker at
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permanent deep ocean ventilation. The comparison of the medium and the no warming

simulation shows that while in the Pacific the strength of the circulation and mixing

enhances the undersaturation of the deep ocean, it is the other way around in the At-

lantic. The stagnation of the ocean mixing establishes corrosive deep sea conditions in

the Atlantic via the production of metabolic CO2.

In terms of the biology, the ocean circulation response to the carbon perturbation re-

sults in a strong reduction in open ocean productivity, since decreased upwelling of

nutrient rich waters weakens the nutrient supply of the surface ocean. However, the

surface ocean features hospitable conditions throughout the simulation for calcifiers,

meaning that it does not get undersaturated with respect to CaCO3. In the deep

ocean, the benthos is facing low oxygen concentrations (but no pronounced anoxic

conditions) and highly undersaturated waters with respect to CaCO3. Moreover, the

decrease in productivity could have harmed the benthos and led to starvation of ben-

thic organisms by supplying less OM. Our results show poorly ventilated, partly dysoxic

and highly undersaturated intermediate and deep oceans. This phenomenon is more

pronounced in the Atlantic Ocean. The Pacific is still somewhat better ventilated but

undersaturation occurs through the transport of carbon from the surface. In accor-

dance with proxy data, the conditions in the deep ocean are less hospitable for CaCO3

than organic-agglutinated foraminifera at the end of the simulation.

4.) What is the relevance of different sources and rates of carbon pertur-

bation for the marine biogeochemistry?

Based on our modelling approach, an atmospheric CO2 increase equivalent to an emis-

sion of 1 Gt carbon per year (medium scenario) is the highest atmospheric carbon

release rate necessary to reproduce the proxy record of the PETM. Stronger CO2 in-

crease (1.5 Gt yr−1 in high scenario) produces warmer surface temperatures of >8 �,

which is inconsistent with temperature reconstructions. Furthermore, a decrease in

surface pH of 3.7 is produced which is rather strong in comparison to proxy data.

Since the physical carbon pump is further weakened with the additional temperature

increase and poor ventilation, the deep sea (>2000 m depth) carbonate chemistry does

not alter extensively between the high and medium scenario over the simulated period.

Consequently, the higher atmospheric CO2 increase rates do not increase the dissolu-

tion of deep sea CaCO3 sediments.

Modelling studies concerning the present-day and future high CO2 world ocean show

that the carbon input rate determines the effect on ocean carbonate chemistry in the

next several hundred years (Zeebe et al. 2008; Ilyina and Zeebe 2012). According to

our results, this is not the same for the PETM. The stagnation of the ocean and the

isolation effect of the deep ocean due to the reduced ventilation exceed the effect of

higher input rates of carbon from the atmosphere.
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Including a deep Atlantic carbon source (ocean source scenario) provides severe under-

saturation and dissolution of sedimentary CaCO3. The Atlantic exhibits much stronger

dissolution of sedimentary CaCO3 than the Pacific Ocean. Our numerical modeling ap-

proach shows that the effects of such a carbon source would be mainly restricted to

the Atlantic basin, as the surrounding oceans just show slight increases in sedimentary

CaCO3 dissolution. Depending on the degree of carbonate dissolution which has to be

achieved in the Atlantic in comparison to the Pacific to meet the carbonate compen-

sation depth (CCD) shoaling recorded in the proxy data, the Atlantic carbon source

seems to be a functioning mechanism to produce it. Moreover, since different proxy

record studies do not agree entirely on the deepwater formation response during the

PETM, the deep Atlantic carbon source would be useful to produce the CaCO3 dis-

solution record if changes in ocean circulation would favor a deep Atlantic ventilation

in response to the carbon perturbation. Although, the weaker ocean acidification and

deoxygenation due to the missing metabolic CO2 would then at least partly be com-

pensated by a higher amount of CO2 rich waters, transported into the deep Atlantic

by intensified mixing.

5.) Did feedback mechanisms between climate and ocean carbon cycle play

a role for maintaining elevated atmospheric CO2 and temperatures

throughout the PETM?

Yes, climate change induced feedbacks in the carbon cycle reduce the oceanic CO2 up-

take (-17 %) due to global temperature increase. The reduced vertical mixing decreases

the carbon transport to depth. Consequently the surface ocean gets supersaturated

with respect to CO2 more quickly and more CO2 stays in the atmosphere causing a

prolonged greenhouse effect. If the simulation includes an additional carbon source in

the deep ocean the feedback process is enhanced and the oceanic CO2 uptake is further

decreased (-23 %).

Based on results of present-day studies with the MPI-ESM, investigating the MOC

response to atmospheric CO2 increase on longer timescales, I assume that the reduced

deepwater formation conditions, which are the main reason for the decrease in oceanic

CO2 uptake, would proceed in a prolongation of the PETM modelling experiments.

Moreover, the development of unstable stratification in the Southern Ocean during the

PETM (which would increase the deep ocean ventilation again) is additionally pre-

vented by the absence of seasonal sea ice, which embodies a mechanism to ventilate the

deep ocean on a multi-millennial timescale in modern conditions.

Assuming a carbon perturbation of 10.000 years the carbon climate feedback likely

played a role in maintaining elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations and tempera-

tures during the event. However, the strength of the carbon cycle feedback is deter-

mined by the weakening of the circulation and vertical mixing. The climate change
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effect on the carbon cycle is probably one of the feedback processes which drove the

prolonged warming throughout the PETM.

5.2 Outlook

The modelling study presented here could be extended by incorporating additional

processes and testing further hypothesis. Such as:

� Proxy data analysis suggest increasing production rates in coastal regions during

the PETM. Our results are not capable to reproduce this production increase,

which implies that some mechanisms is not considered yet in the models. A

plausible mechanisms could lie in higher weathering rates due to an increase in

extra-tropical precipitation during the PETM, which could potentially washout

more nutrients, transport them to coastal areas and hence drive the production

increases in coastal regions (Winguth et al. 2012, and references therein). In this

context it would be of interest to couple the weathering flux to the atmospheric

CO2 concentration or to the hydrological cycle in HAMOCC. By this the nutrient

availability in the shelf regions would be increased, which would help to reduce

the gap between our model results and the proxy data.

� Another limitation of this study is the relatively short timescale (3 krs) over which

the simulations are computed, compared to the overall duration of the PETM of

170 kyrs. The prolongation of the simulations could reveal valuable information.

For instance, on the long-term behavior of the ocean circulation. Furthermore, on

the evolution of anoxic conditions in the deep ocean and changes in the CaCO3

dissolution pattern if the stratification of the ocean proceeds. Since both the

deoxygenation and the acidification are dealt as the major contributors related to

the benthic extinction. Finally, modelling the tail part of the PETM including the

(weathering induced) draw down of atmospheric CO2 would be a promising topic.

� We tried already in the context of this study to spin up the coupled model in

the PETM setup, using an interactive carbon cycle including emission driven

carbon perturbation scenarios. However, due to some major problems in the

atmosphere-ocean CO2 exchange, which we ascribe to the higher atmospheric

CO2 concentrations in the PETM setup relative to present-day, we did not get

the model in a reasonable steady-state. To run the model interactively would give

a more comprehensive picture of the carbon cycle during the PETM. Future work

should consider also the feedbacks of the terrestrial carbon cycle and vegetation
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on the ocean biogeochemistry.

� As shown in this thesis the ocean circulation has a major impact on the ma-

rine carbon cycle during the PETM. It is necessary to intensify the analysis of

PETM circulation changes both in numerical modelling and especially in proxy

data studies. For a successful model versus observation comparison, more studies

on proxy data would be desirable to precisely reconstruct the evolution of the

deepwater formation areas in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere during the

event.
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